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ITP language 

The ITP or model development language Help presents a categorized guide on how to built an ITP 

document. First, you can learn more about the The basic structure of the ITP Language (page 4). 

Without this structure no document will function (properly). 

In order for the ITP Language to be functional, it is possible to extract information from databases 

and to Integrate text and data (page 5). The topic Data retrieval (page 5) explains how ITP language 

is enabled to do so. 

To make a document more comprehensible the use of Variables and control structures (page 6) is 

necessary.  

For common data, like the date of today and the location of a company, some Built-in Functions 

(page 7) are introduced to facilitate your work. 

 
 

The basic structure of the ITP language 

You can divide the ITP language roughly into three parts: 

1. Instructions for the creation of text.  

2. Instructions for data retrieval. 

3. Instructions for data manipulation. 

To distinguish between text that has to appear in the result document and ITP statements, the hash 

symbol is used as a 'tumble switch'; each time a hash symbol is encountered, ITP switches from 

instruction mode to text mode or vice versa. A model document will always start in text-mode, so 

before the first ITP statement you have to place a hash symbol. 

A very simple model document could look like this: 

#  

BEGIN 

# 

This is a very simple model document. 

# 

END  

# 

The BEGIN and END statement indicate the beginning and end of the ITP statement sequence.  

This would result in a document containing the following text: 

This is a very simple model document. 

Since no data is being merged, this is of course not a very useful document. 

Comments and other means to structure the model document 

To clarify ITP coding in the model document, you can add comments. Comment starts with (* and 
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end with *).  

Most word processors can also aid in the creation of easy readable documents through the usage of 

different styles, colors, etcetera. 
 

Integrating text and data 

If data has to be merged into the text, this can be done using the @-construct: 

... 

# 

Dear Ms. or Mr. @(Cust.Surname), 

In reference to you writing... 

# 

... 

In the above example, ITP will merge the field Surname from the record Cust into the document. 

But where does this record come from? 
 

Data retrieval 

Data retrieval is achieved using Entries, abstractions of the database which are defined in the DID. 

In the following example, the entry Customer will retrieve data from the database. ITP groups the 

retrieved fields in a 'record' which you can refer to as Cust. This record is available between the 

ITP statements DO and OD. The fields that are contained in the record have been defined in the entry 

definition in the DID. Since the method to actually retrieve the data has also been defined in the 

DID, no more specifications are needed in the model document. 

... 

WITH Cust IN EXP.Customer DO 

# 

Dear Ms. or Mr. @(Cust.Surname), 

In reference to your writing... 

# 

OD 

... 

The construct WITH will retrieve one record from the database. If ITP should retrieve multiple 

records, you can use the construct FORALL. The part DO ... OD of the FORALL construct will be 

executed for each record that has been retrieved. Again, the method to retrieve the data has been 

defined in the DID. 
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... 

WITH Cust IN EXP.Customer DO 

# 

Dear Ms. or Mr. @(Cust.Surname), 

In reference to your writing.... 

A list of the ordered articles follows: 

# 

   FORALL Art IN Cust.Ordered_articles DO 

# 

@(Art.Number_of_articles) @(Art.Article_description) 

# 

   OD (* FORALL Art IN Cust.Ordered_articles *) 

OD (* WITH Cust IN EXP.Customer *) 

... 

The relation between Customer and Ordered_articles has been defined in the DID. Therefore, 

the developer of model documents only need to know that these relations exist, not how they are 

implemented. 
 

Variables and control structures 

Of course, the contents of a document should differ based on -for example- if the customer is male 

or female. 

... 

Dear # 

   IF Cust.Sex = "M" THEN #  Mr. # 

   ELIF Cust.Sex = "F" THEN # Ms. # 

   ELSE # Ms. or Mr. # 

   FI 

# @(Cust.Surname), 

In reference to your writing... 

Although this gets the job done, it is not obvious what text ITP will produce in the result 

document. Introducing variables will make this somewhat easier. 

... 

   TEXT ms_mr 

   IF Cust.Sex = "M" THEN 

      ASSIGN ms_mr := "Mr." 

   ELIF Cust.Sex = "F" THEN 

      ASSIGN ms_mr := "Ms." 

   ELSE 

      ASSIGN ms_mr := "Ms. or Mr." 

   FI 

# 

Dear @(ms_mr) @(Cust.Surname), 

In reference to your writing... 

In this example, a variable of type TEXT is declared. Then ITP assigns a value to this variable based 

on the contents of the field. Finally the contents of the variable is merged into the text using the 

@-construct. Therefore, by separating the logic as much as possible from the text, the structure of 

the result text can be more WYSIWYG. 
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Built-in Functions 

More then 100 build-in functions are available to format, convert or otherwise manipulate both 

numerical and text values. 

... 

# 

@(Cust.Name) 

@(Cust.Street) @(Cust.Housenumber) 

@(uppercases(Cust.City)) 

       Nijmegen, @(date(today)) 

... 

# 

... 

Might result in: 

Aia Software b.v. 

Kerkenbos 10 -129 

NIJMEGEN 

       Nijmegen, 12 April 1999 

... 

In the above example, three built-in functions are used: uppercases, date and today. 

uppercases will convert a text into the same text, but -as the name suggests- in all uppercases. 

today has no parameters and will result in a numerical representation of the current date. In the 

above example, this is 19990412. 

The function date will print a date with the name of the month 'in words'. Of course the result of 

the date function depends on the language being used, something that can be changed while 

producing the text. This is especially useful for internationally operating companies. 
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Subdocuments 

Using subdocuments in ITP 

ITP is able to integrate subdocuments within a model document. ITP is also able to integrate 

subdocuments within a result document. 
 

Defining subdocuments 

Pre-includes 

ITP recognizes the text '__INC(filename)' (without the quotes) within a model document and 

replaces this text with the contents of the file filename. Include files are stored in include folders in 

the CCM Repository project. Refer to the CCM Repository documentation for more information on 

setting include folders.  

Post-includes 

ITP recognizes the text '__INC(filename)' (without the quotes) within a result document and 

replaces this text with the contents of the file filename. Include files are stored in include folders. 

Refer to the CCM Core Administrator help on how to set search paths for post-includes. 
 

Handling styles in subdocuments 

We advise to use a style document to handle styles in documents. Refer to the CCM Repository 

manual for more information on using style documents. 

If styles that are used in include documents are not defined in the style document the following 

applies: 

 All styles, which are used in both the model document and the subdocuments, are replaced by 

the style as defined in the model document. Any styles defined in more than one subdocument 

are replaced by the style as defined in the first subdocument which contained this style. All 

styles which are defined in a single subdocument are left as defined. 

 ASCII documents do not contain styles. 
 

Setting search paths 

Pre-includes 

The setting in the CCM Repository configuration determines where ITP will look for the include 

documents. Refer to the CCM Repository documentation for more information on setting include 

folders. 

Post-includes 

The directories where ITP has to search for the included documents can be specified in the CCM 

Core environment. Refer to the CCM Core Administrator on help on setting these search paths. 
 

Filename handling for subdocuments 

How and where the subdocument support searches for subdocuments depends on the way the 
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subdocument is specified in the master-document: 

Specification Examples Effect 

Absolute D:\PATH\FILE.EXT 

\\SERVER\SHARE\PATH\FILE.EXT 

The filename is included. The configured path is 

ignored. 

Relative PATH\FILE.EXT 

..\PATH\FILE.EXT 

The file is searched for relative to every folder in 

the appropriate configured path. 

 D:PATH\FILE.EXT 

\PATH\EXT 

These filenames are illegal and will cause an 

error. 

 
 

Error handling for subdocuments 

Pre-includes 

The pre-include phase for subdocument takes place during Model creation, before the actual 

translation of the model document. ITP generates an error document if subdocuments could not be 

found during the include phase. This error document contains all successfully included 

subdocuments and error messages for the subdocuments that ITP could not find. 

Post-includes 

The post-include phase for subdocuments takes place during Model execution, after the actual 

execution of the model. If ITP could not find subdocuments the user will be presented with a 

PST0005 error message and no output will be produced. It is possible to obtain an error document 

(such as produced in the pre-include phase) by adding the setting ITPRECOVERPOSTINC=Y to 

the configuration file (Using this setting in a production environment is discouraged). 

If you added the setting 

ITPALLOWMISSINGPOSTINC=Y  

to the configuration file, ITP will remove the __INC statement and continue model execution 

without generating an error if the subdocument can not be included. 
 

Remarks 

Pre-includes are processed before the ITP model translation starts. This means that even __INC 

statements that are commented out are still being processed. The only way to disable an __INC 

statement is by breaking up the __INC text with spaces or other characters. 

 The inc standard function can be used to generate __INC statements in the result document as 

well as in the model document. 

 __INC statements in result documents are also resolved by the put_in_document, 

put_in_text_document and add_to_output functions, when the fifth parameter of these 

functions is set to Y. 
 

Restrictions on ASCII documents 

ASCII subdocuments must conform to the following restrictions: 
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 The documents must be made in codepage 1004. (Microsoft Windows ANSI). 

 The documents can only contain the following control codes; 

 Tab (ASCII 9, Hex: 0x09), 

 Line Feed ( = Paragraph break) (ASCII 11, Hex: 0x0a), 

 Carriage Return (ASCII 14, Hex 0x0d), 

 Form Feed ( = Page break) (ASCII 13, 0x0c). 

 ITP will match these tabs, line feeds and Form feeds to their appropriate equivalent within the 

word processor. Carriage returns will be ignored. 

 Normal ASCII editors can only produce the above 4 control codes. 
 

ASCII documents and styles 

ASCII documents cannot contain styles or word processor instructions. Therefore ITP will assign 

included documents the same style as the paragraph which contained the __INC(…) statement in 

the word processor document. 
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Keywords 

This part of the Help will tell you all about the keywords that you can and have to use in order to 

construct documents. There are several keywords grouped in seven categories.  

The first category is General (page 12). It contains the most basic keywords of the ITP Language; 

DO (page 12) and BEGIN (page 12).  

In the category Entries (page 14) the possible keywords to integrate text and data into your 

document like PATH (page 15) and FORALL (page 14) are discussed.  

In a document it is possible to create custom Functions and Procedures (page 18) when the existing 

functions don't apply. These topics explain how to construct them.  

Just like in regular programming, the content of an ITP document can only contain certain types of 

data. In the topic Types (page 22) the possible datatypes are explained. 

Input and Output operations, in short IO operations (page 40), make it possible to base a (part of 

the) document on interaction with the end user. You can insert a FORM (page 40) i.e., or EXTRA 

(page 56)'s which are used to integrate ITP Model runs in applications.  

Control Structures (page 72) like FOR (page 72) and IF (page 78) make it possible to control how 

often or until when a model(part) is run. You can restrict this to a certain number or insert a 

condition to which the model has to apply (or not).  

It is also possible to import a FORM or TEXTBLOCK from a (local) directory. This is done with 

Dynamic building blocks (page 80). 
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General 

The most basic keywords of the ITP Language are the keywords that allow you to open and close 

an ITP Document or an ITP section in a document. 

An entire document can be built up with ITP Language, but you can also insert smaller sections of 

ITP language in a 'regular' document. In both cases the keywords BEGIN and END (page 12) 

define where the ITP Language part begins and ends and therefore where the document has to 

connect to the database you are working with. 

Within such a document or section actions are performed in order to build your document. 

Between DO and OD (page 12) you insert the actions you want to perform in order to give a scope 

to the actions you want to use; a document or section (Area between BEGIN and END) can have 

more than one DO.. ...OD part.   
 

BEGIN 

Each model document must start with #BEGIN and it must end with  END#. 

Any content before the #BEGIN or after END# is copied verbatim into the result document.  

Example: 

#BEGIN 

TEXT my_variable := "Text to demonstrate #BEGIN" 

# 

 

The value of my_variable is @(my_variable) 

 

# 

END# 

Note 

Do not put #BEGIN in a header or footer. 

 

DO 

Scope is the notion that not everywhere in the model document all variables are known. Variables 

are restricted to specific 'blocks' of code within the model document as it were. These blocks are 

denoted by DO...OD, REPEAT … UNTIL and IF … FI keywords. 

Areas of availability (scope) 

You can declare variables, arrays and procedures within any of the blocks at the point where you 

need them. When you do, the scope of that variable, array or procedure is the block it is declared 

in. That is to say it will not be known outside that block. It will be known to the blocks within the 

declaration block, about which later. What follows is that the names of variables, arrays and 

procedures must be unique in one block (on one level).  

Nested blocks 

As indicated DO...OD, REPEAT … UNTIL and IF … FI blocks can be nested. In a nested block you can 

declare variables, arrays and procedures with the same names as those on a higher level.  

When variable, array or procedure is called ITP first looks in the block the call appears for a value 
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for the variable, array or procedure. When nothing is found it will look in the block that contains 

the block containing the call, and so on until a value is found.  

Example 

#BEGIN 

DO       

NUMBER i  :=  3    

    DO       

        TEXT i  :=  "xxx"  

                 # 

            first: @( i )    

            # 

        OD  

      # 

    second: @( i )                   

    # 

OD     

 

END# 

Result:  

 

first: xxx  

second: 3.00  

Note 

Note that the first and second i are not the same because they are in other levels of the 

instruction. 

 

Use unique variable names 

It is better to use descriptive variable names that are unique for the model. If you do scope issues 

are detected during the creation of the model and are thus much easier to identify because the error 

document will tell you what is wrong. The following example shows how: 

Example (Note! This example will result in an error document!) 

#BEGIN 

 

IF TRUE THEN    

    NUMBER my_number := 3 

FI     

# 

    The value of my_number is @(my_number). 

# 

END# 

Result:  

None. User will get an error document. 

Note 

My_number is unknown after the FI because it is defined IN the IF scope and that scope 

is closed with FI. A model cannot be created and a 'unidentified identifier' error will be 

shown in the error document. 
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Entries 

Underlying topics contain the descriptions of the entry keywords FORALL (page 14), PATH (page 

15), WHERE-PAR (page 16) and WITH (page 16). 
 

FORALL 

The data retrieval statement FORALL must be used to make use of the fields or sub-entries of a 

plural entry to the database. When you browse a DID in the list of entries you will find which 

entries you can use and which of them are plural. 

Definition statement FORALL: 

FORALL <Entry_reference_name> IN <Database entry reference. See below> 

DO  

   ITP-model part with declarations 

OD  

The database (sub)entry reference in case of main entries has the following structure:  

<DID_three_letter_code>.<DID_defined_Main_Entry>  

or in case of sub entries: 

<Entry_reference_name>.<DID-defined_Sub_Entry>  

The Entry_reference_name is the name a model developer must give to the entry. It has to start 

with an uppercase character followed by uppercase or lowercase characters, numbers and/or 

underscores ( _ ). 

This Entry_reference_name can be used within the DO...OD part of the model to approach fields 

or sub-entries from the entry.  

The DO-OD part will be executed zero or one time depending on whether the requested data is 

present in the database and more times if the data is present more than once. In other words a 

FORALL data retrieval statement will cycle through all data in the selected entry or sub-entry. 

Examples taken from the examples installed with ITP/Workstation 

Main entry field value retrieval. This will result in a list of customers. 

#BEGIN 

FORALL Cust IN EXP.Customer 

DO 

    # 

    Customer: @(Cust.Surname) 

    # 

OD 

 

END# 

Nesting of a singular entry access within a plural entry access.  
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#BEGIN 

FORALL Cust IN EXP.Customer 

DO 

    # 

    Customer: @(Cust.Initials) @(Cust.Surname) 

    # 

    WITH Part IN Cust.Partner 

        DO 

            # 

            Partner: @(Part.Initials) @(Part.Surname) 

            # 

        OD 

OD 

END# 

Note that in this example every customer has one partner at the most. 

 

PATH 

In a statement FORALL or WITH you can immediately go to the entry you want by using the 

statement PATH. 

The model itself does not know the key values, which have to be used; therefore in case of a PATH 

statement these values have to be set in the model document. This can be done by using PAR. 

PATH-PAR -statement:  

FORALL Entry_ref PATH xxx.entry_sequence WHERE  

      PAR( 1 ) = expr 

      PAR( 2 ) = expr 

        ...  

      PAR( n ) = expr 

DO  

   model part with declarations 

OD  

xxx:  the three letter code of the DID.  

entry_sequence: a series of entry names separated by periods. The sequence has to start with a 

main entry and for every connected pair of entries a entry-subentry relation has to be defined.  

n: the number of formal parameters of the entry which is addressed, i.e., the final entry of the 

sequence.  

PAR( i) = expr: the type of the expression expr must be of the same type as the i-th formal 

parameter of the addressed entry. For each formal parameter of the entry you must define a PAR( i 

) statement.  

Example 

FORALL Person PATH XXX.Persons.Address_of_persons WHERE 

PAR ( 1 ) = "233 M2"  

PAR ( 2 ) = 12        

DO  

     ... 

OD 

In this Example, for persons that have postcode "233 M2" and house number 12, the address is 
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stated.  

Note that for both formal parameters an actual parameter is passed. 
 

WHERE-PAR 

It is possible to specify one or more formal parameters when using the WITH and FORALL 

statements to retrieve specific data. 

Example 

FORALL Person IN XXX.Persons 

DO 

    WITH Address IN Person.Address_of_person WHERE  

    PAR ( 1 ) = "233 M2"  

    PAR ( 2 ) = 12        

        DO  

             ... 

        OD  

OD 

Result:  For persons that have postcode "233 M2" and house number 12, the 

address is stated.   

 

This could also be done with a PATH statement; however, with the PATH-PAR statement all the 

formal parameter positions must be defined to directly address an entry. The  statement allows 

also the following example. 

Example 

This example shows that the statement WHERE-PAR allows that not all formal  parameters are 

passed to the entry. If not all formal parameters are passed the result will be more than one 

returned record.  

FORALL Person IN XXX.Persons 

DO 

    WITH Address IN Person.Address_of_person WHERE  

    PAR ( 1 ) = "233 M2"     

        DO      

             ... 

        OD  

OD 

Result: for all persons that have zipcode 233 M2 the address is stated.  
 

WITH 

The data retrieval statement WITH must be used to retrieve fields or sub-entry values of a singular 

entry to the database. When you browse a DID in the list of entries you will find which entries you 

can use and which of them are singular.  

Definition of the statement WITH: 

WITH <Entry_reference_name> IN <Database entry reference. See below> 

DO  

   <ITP-model part with declarations> 

OD  
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The database entry reference has the following structure:  

<DID_three_letter_code>.<DID_defined_Main_Entry> ( in case of a main entry 

) 

Or 

<Entry_reference_name>.<DID_defined_Sub_Entry> ( in case of a sub entry ) 

The Entry_reference_name is the name you must give to the entry. It has to start with an 

uppercase character followed by uppercase or lowercase characters, numbers and/or underscores ( 

_ ). 

This name can be used to approach fields or sub-entries from the entry.  

Note 

The DO-OD part will be executed exactly one time if the requested data is present in the 

database. If the data is not present the  DO-OD part is not executed at all.  

Examples taken from the examples installed with ITP/Workstation. 

Main entry field value retrieval:  

#BEGIN 

WITH Cust IN EXP.Customer 

DO 

# 

Dear Mr. @(Cust.Surname) 

# 

OD 

END# 

Access of a sub-entry and field value retrieval: 

#BEGIN 

WITH Cust IN EXP.Customer 

DO 

WITH Part IN Cust.Partner 

 DO 

# 

@(Part.Surname) 

# 

 OD 

OD 

END# 
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Functions and Procedures 

Underlying topics contain the descriptions of the entry keywords PROC (page 18) and FUNC (page 

19). 

 
 

PROC 

Creating a Procedure is a way of setting apart part of a model that needs to be used several times in 

the model document. Such a model fragment can be used several times by calling the procedure at 

the appropriate spot in the model document.  

Procedure declaration: 

PROC proc_name ( parameter_1; parameter_2; ..., optional parameter list ) 

DO 

   ITP model part with declarations 

OD  

Rules: 

 Procedures must be declared before they can be used. 

 The name of the PROC must start with a lower-case character and is limited to lower-case 

characters, digits and underscores. Spaces are not allowed. 

 The parameter list is optional. 

Rules for the parameter list:  

 Parameters must be divided by semicolons (;).  

 A parameter can be one of four types: 

 CONST TYPE name; a parameter that cannot be changed in the PROC.  

 TYPE name; a variable as parameter.  

 ARRAY TYPE name; an array as parameter.  

 MAP TYPE name; a map as parameter. 

Where: 

 The name must start with a lower case character and be limited to lower-case characters, digits 

and underscores. Spaces are not allowed. 

 TYPE, only one of the three types is possible: TEXT, NUMBER or BOOL.  

Constant parameters values cannot be changed within the procedure whereas the values of 

variable and array parameters can be changed by or in the procedure.  

Note 

Arrays and MAPs cannot be passed as CONST parameters. 

Note 

Recursive procedures cannot be used. Recursive procedures are procedures that call 

themselves either directly or indirectly. 

Procedure call: 

APROC proc_name ( parameter_1; parameter_2; ..., the actual parameter list) 

The number of parameters and their types in the actual parameter list must be the same as the 
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parameter list in the declaration of the procedure.  

Note 

 Parameters in the list have to be divided by semicolons (;).  

 Parameters can only be passed to a procedure when a parameter list is declared in the 

procedure declaration. 

Definition: 

PROC amount2 ( CONST NUMBER money ; TEXT result) 

DO  

    NUMBER positive  :=  money 

    IF money < 0  

        THEN  

        ASSIGN positive  :=  - money 

    FI  

    ASSIGN result  := number( positive ; 2) 

    IF money = 0  

        THEN  

        ASSIGN result  :=  "-.-" 

 

        ELIF money < 0  

            THEN  

            ASSIGN result  :=  result + " negative" 

    FI  

OD   

Use: 

TEXT amount_text 

 

APROC amount2 ( 23.14 ; amount_text)   

# 

€ @( amount_text) 

# 

 

APROC amount2 ( 0.0 ; amount_text)   

# 

€ @( amount_text) 

# 

Procedure versus function (PROC vs FUNC) 

A PROC can be used to separate any part of a model document whether it returns a value or not. 

Return values of a PROC must be explicitly brought outside the PROC by passing a variable to the 

PROC and assigning the result value to this variable. Before this variable can be used, it must be 

declared in the calling environment. For more information, refer to the example above; the variable 

amount_text is declared before it is used in the APROC call. A function, on the other hand, must be 

used when a return value is expected and needed.  
 

FUNC 

A function is a model part that can be parameterized. This model part then can be used several 

times by calling the function. Just like standard functions these functions all have one Result. 

Functions can enhance the readability of model documents by removing code fragments that 

perform simple tasks from the main part of a model document. They can also help to raise the 

maintainability of model documents by clustering little tasks that depend on external factors. 
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Functions, just as the variables, have to be declared, before they can be used.  

Function declaration: 

FUNC TYPE function_name ( parameter_1;parameter_2;..., optional parameter 

list) 

DO 

   ITP part of a model with declarations 

   ASSIGN function_name := result_of_function 

OD 

Rules:  

 The function_name must start with a lower-case character and is limited to lower-case 

characters, digits and underscores. Spaces are not allowed. 

 The TYPE of the function is the TYPE of the result of the function; NUMBER, TEXT of BOOL. 

 The result of a function is returned by assigning it to 'function_name' within the function. 

 The parameter list is optional. 

Rules for the parameter list: 

 Parameters must be divided by semicolons (;).  

 A parameter can be one of four kinds: 

 CONST TYPE name; a parameter that cannot be changed in the function.  

 TYPE name; a variable as parameter.  

 ARAY TYPE name; an array as parameter. 

 MAP TYPE name; a map as parameter.  

Where: 

 The name must start with a lower-case character and is limited to lower-case characters, 

digits and underscores.  Spaces are not allowed. 

Note 

Arrays and MAPs cannot be passed as CONST parameters. 

Constant parameters values cannot be changed within the function whereas the values of variable 

and array parameters can be changed by or in the function. Functions are always used in the 

context of a formula. Therefore you have to mind the type of the function when applying it. 

Note 

You cannot use recursive functions. 

Use 

Function call: 

function_name ( parameter_1; parameter_2; ... ) 

The number of parameters and their types in the actual parameter list must be the same as the 

parameter list in the declaration of the function. Parameters can only be passed to a function when 

a parameter list is declared in the function declaration. 

Definition: 
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FUNC TEXT amount2 ( CONST NUMBER money) 

DO 

    NUMBER positive := money 

    TEXT result  

    IF money < 0  

        THEN 

        ASSIGN positive  :=  - money 

    FI  

    ASSIGN result  := number( positive; 2 ) 

    IF money = 0  

        THEN 

        ASSIGN result  :=  "-.-" 

        ELIF money < 0  

            THEN 

            ASSIGN result  :=  result + " negative" 

    FI  

    ASSIGN amount2 := result  

OD  

Note 

Note the assignment of result to the name of the function. In this way the result value is 

returned to the calling environment. 

Use: 

# 

@( amount2( 23.14)) 

@( amount2( 0)) 

# 

The construction @( ) is used for displaying the result of the function in the result text. 

Function versus procedure (FUNC vs PROC) 

A function must be used when a return value is expected and needed. For example in an 

expression. 

In this example the build in function uppercases is used to change the text 

TEXT initial := "a"     

TEXT name := "johnson"    

#       

@(uppercases(initial + " " + name))  

#  

Note 

Note that the function is called in a @( ) construction which means that the value 

returned by the function is put in the result document directly.  

On the other hand, a PROC can be used to separate any part of a model document whether it 

returns a value or not. 
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Types 

Underlying topics contain the descriptions of the function and procedure keywords BOOL (page 

22), NUMBER (page 22), TEXT (page 22), ARRAY (page 23), MAP (page 24), and FIELDSET (page 

26). 

ITP distinguishes three kinds of values:  

 BOOL; the value BOOL contains TRUE or FALSE.  

 NUMBER; the value NUMBER contains a number or a date ( with or without decimals).  

 TEXT; the value TEXT contains a row of zero, one or more characters.  
 

BOOL 

The value BOOL is one of the 3 kinds of value (data types) in ITP. This means that a variable can be 

declared as a BOOL. It also means that a database field value, as retrieved by ITP, can be of type 

BOOL. 

A BOOL variable can contain the value TRUE or the value FALSE, and nothing else. BOOL 

variables are typically used in control statements like IF, WHILE and REPEAT. The default value of a 

BOOL is FALSE.  
 

NUMBER 

The value NUMBER is one of the three kinds of values in ITP. This means that a variable can be 

declared as a NUMBER.  It also means that a database field value, as retrieved by ITP, can be of 

type NUMBER. A NUMBER variable can contain numbers with or without a decimal part. The 

default value of a NUMBER is 0 (zero). A NUMBER has a precision of 15 digits. 

Example 

0.123123123123123123 will be treated as 0.123123123123123  

698754654267398456 will be treated as 698754654267398000 

A number is by default shown with two decimal positions and  a thousand separator in the result 

document. This can be changed with the function format (page 125). 

Note 

Within ITP it is not possible to assign a number to a TEXT or BOOL variable. There is a 

standard function that can be used to convert a number to a text value: 

number_in_words (page 123). 

 

TEXT 

TEXT is one of the three kinds of value in ITP. This means that a variable can be declared as a 

TEXT. It also means that a database field value, as retrieved by ITP, can be of type TEXT. 

Text values contain zero, one or more characters. The default value of a TEXT is an empty text (""). 

Within ITP it is not possible to assign a text to a NUMBER or BOOL variable. There is a standard 

function that can be used to convert a text to a number. Refer to text_to_number (page 111) for 

more information. Special characters must be escaped in a TEXT value with a slash (/). Refer to 

Escape character in TEXT (page 23) for details. 
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Escape character in TEXT 

Sometimes you want to put a special character like a double quote (") in a TEXT value. This causes 

problems because the double quote (") indicates the beginning or end of a TEXT value. These 

special characters can be escaped with a slash (/). 

Examples 

Escaping the double quote ("): 

TEXT example := "This is /"only/" an example" 

Stored is: This is "only" an example. 

Consequently, the slash character has become a meaningful character in ITP and has to be escaped 

as well as we want to store its value in a literal. 

Escaping the slash (/): 

TEXT example := "mr//mrs" 

Stored is: mr/mrs. 

 

 

ARRAY 

An array can be seen as a series of variables. Arrays are used to temporarily save a list of values 

with the purpose to use these values in the model at a later stage. In a model document arrays can 

have a name with square brackets [ ] behind it. 

In the declaration of an array the number between the brackets in general represents the initial 

amount of the elements in the array. If elements are accessed in the array above the initial amount, 

the array will be automatically extended. The number between the brackets, as well as the brackets 

themselves are optional, the declared size of an array is only used to reserve the initial memory for 

the array. 

There can also be a formula between these brackets, which can be calculated when the ITP Model is 

run.   

It is not necessary that the initial length of the array is known when the array is declared; during 

the execution of the model the formula that determines the initial length of the array is calculated 

and thus the initial length of the array. 

Note 

 Arrays start with element 1 (and not 0 (zero)). 

Limitations 

The following restrictions apply to arrays: 

 The maximum index allowed is 1 billion. (1.073.741.823 to be exact). 

 The total size of all arrays in a model is only limited by the amount of virtual memory available 

on the machine running the model. 

ARRAY declarations: 
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ARRAY TYPE array_name 

ARRAY TYPE array_name [ formula ] 

Rules: 

 TYPE can be BOOL, NUMBER or TEXT. 

 The name of the array is limited to lower-case characters, digits and underscores. Spaces are 

not allowed. 

 The name must be unique in the scope where it is declared. 

 The formula must be of TYPE NUMBER. This determines the number of values that can be 

stored in the array. If the size is omitted, the array will be initialized with 0 elements. 

 The array must be declared before it can be used. 

Example 

 

ARRAY BOOL valid_numbers [ 1000 ]                            

ARRAY NUMBER hour_rates [ 5 ]       

ARRAY TEXT customer_names 

Filling an array; assignment to an array element 

Elements of the array get a value by assignment. 

ASSIGN variable [ index_number or formula ]  :=  formula 

Example 

ASSIGN valid_numbers [ 1 ]  :=  FALSE  

ASSIGN hour_rates [ 5 ]  :=  234,30 

ASSIGN customer_names [ 5 + 9 ]  := P.Initials + " " + P.Name  

As can be seen in the example above, the index_number can also be the result of a formula. 

In the last example ITP data retrieval is used to retrieve the customer's initials and name from the 

database to fill this array. 

 

Putting the value of an array element in the result document 

An element of an array can be placed in the result document by using the construction @( ): 

Example 

# 

@( valid_numbers [ 1 ] ) 

@( hour_rates [ 5 ] ) 

@( customer_names [ 5 + 9 ] )  

# 

 

Results (given the example above): 

FALSE  

234,30 

A Johnson (possible answer) 
 

MAP 

MAPs or associative arrays (also known as 'mappings' or 'hashes') are arrays which use a TEXT value 
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as an index, as opposed to regular arrays which use a NUMBER as index. 

Associative arrays are an extension to the regular arrays, because they allow any text to be used as 

an index and thus have no fixed size. This allows you to use complex information (such as social 

security numbers, policy numbers, car license numbers etcetera) as index entries. 

MAPs need to be declared before they can be used: 

MAP TYPE name_of_the_map 

Rules: 

 TYPE can be BOOL, NUMBER or TEXT. This determines what kind of data can be stored in the 

MAP. 

 The name of the MAP must start with a lower-case character and be limited to lower-case 

characters, digits and underscores. Spaces are not allowed. 

 The name must be unique in the scope where it is declared. 

 The MAP must be declared before it can be used. 

 A MAP can be used everywhere a regular array can be used. 

The number of elements in a MAP is only limited by the amount of (virtual) memory available on 

the machine running the ITP Model. 

Use 

After a map has been declared it can be used everywhere a regular array can be used. 

Notes: 

 The default value of an element in the MAP is an empty text (TEXT), 0 (NUMBER) or FALSE (BOOL). 

 If a model tries to retrieve an element that is not present in the MAP, ITP will return the default 

value for that element. 

 The ASSIGN statement must be used to add an element to a MAP or to assign a value to an 

element. 

 The indices in a MAP are limited to the character set Latin-1. Any characters outside this set are 

silently discarded. 

Enabling the setting EnhancedUnicodeMaps in CCM Core allows the use of any Unicode 

character in the indices. 

Note 

Elements are auto created whenever they are accessed. This means that you cannot test 

for the presence of an element by accessing it. To test for the presence of an element with 

a known key or index value you must use the functions as presented below. 

Example 1 

Obtaining the value of a MAP element: 

ASSIGN variable_name := map_name[ "key" ]  

The value of the element with index "key" is assigned to the variable variable_name.  

Example 2 

Adding an element and assigning a value to that element in a MAP: 

ASSIGN map_name [ "text_expression" ] := value_expression 
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The map element with index "text_expression" will now contain the value 

value_expression. 

Example 3 

Declaring a MAP as parameter of a procedure or function: 

FUNC TEXT example_func ( MAP TEXT map_name ) 

Example 4 

Passing a MAP to a procedure or function: 

APROC example_proc ( map_name ) 

Example 5 

Using a MAP as a VALUES list in an INTERACT: 

INTERACT "Test" 

 QUESTION "Question" 

 VALUES ( map_name ) 

 ANSWER variable 

Values in TEXT MAP 

You can assign values of a TEXT MAP and a FIELDSET to each other, or merge them. Refer to the 

topic FIELDSET (page 26) for more information. 
 

FIELDSET 

FIELDSETs are variables which contain a number of fields. Model developers can work with the 

FIELDSET as a whole or manipulate fields in the FIELDSET as separate TEXT variables. 

Note 

It's possible to create ÍTP Models that use this functionality with ITP/Workstation, but 

it's impossible to run them. In order to do this, CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server is 

needed. 

Note 

Earlier versions of ITP used the deprecated keyword FLDSET to declare a FIELDSET 

variable. 

FIELDSETs and the CCM Repository 

The CCM Repository contains Field Sets which are used in Text Blocks and Forms. Every time a 

model uses a Text Block or Form that refers to a Field Set it must declare a FIELDSET variable with 

the same name. The contents of this FIELDSET variable are used wherever fields from the Field Set 

are used. Refer to Inserting a Text Block (page 196) for more information on using Text Blocks in 

ITP Model Documents. 

It is possible to declare FIELDSET variables which do not have a corresponding Field Set in the 

CCM Repository. It is also possible to add fields to a FIELDSET which are not defined in the 

corresponding Field Set. 

Declaring a FIELDSET 

FIELDSET variables can be declared anywhere in an ITP model document. FIELDSET names are 

case sensitive and must match the same conventions as entry names. The names of fields in the 
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FIELDSET must match the same conventions as entry field names. 

Example 

FIELDSET FieldSet_x 

This declares the FIELDSET FieldSet_x. Its contents will be used whenever a Form or 

Text Block refers to the Field Set FieldSet_x in the CCM Repository. 

Initial values 

You can initialize the FIELDSET during declaration. The possible assignments are described below. 

Example 

FIELDSET NewFieldSet := ExistingFieldSet      (* Another FIELDSET *) 

FIELDSET NewFieldSet := text_map              (* MAP TEXT *) 

FIELDSET NewFieldSet := X0                    (* An entry (within a 

FORALL/WITH loop) *) 

FIELDSET NewFieldSet := EXP.Customer          (* A specific record *) 

                        WHERE PAR(1) = "1002" 

Assigning a FIELDSET to another FIELDSET 

Assigning a FIELDSET to another FIELDSET will first clear the content of the destination 

FIELDSET before copying all fields from the source FIELDSET. 

Example 

ASSIGN DestinationFieldSet := SourceFieldSet 

Merging a FIELDSET into another FIELDSET 

The +:= operator can be used to merge the contents of a FIELDSET into another FIELDSET.  

Example 

ASSIGN DestinationFieldSet +:= SourceFieldSet 

If a field exists in both the source and destination FIELDSETs it will be overwritten with the value 

of the source FIELDSET. 

Adding values to a FIELDSET 

Every field from the Field Set in the CCM Repository needs to be assigned a value before it can be 

used in a Text Block. Use <name of the FIELDSET>.<name of the field> to refer to a field and to 

assign a value to a field. For example, FieldSet_x.Field1 refers for example to field Field1 in 

FIELDSET FieldSet_x. Assigning a value to a field in a FIELDSET is done in the same way as 

assigning a value to a variable. 

The values assigned to a field in a FIELDSET must be type TEXT. 

Example 

ASSIGN FieldSet_x.Field1 := "This is the value of Field1" 

Note 

The new value is assigned to the field Field1 in FIELDSET FieldSet_x. Every occurence of 

FieldSet_x.Field1 in a Text Block is replaced by "This is the value of Field1" when that 

Text Block is inserted in the result document. 
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Assigning values from an entry to a FIELDSET 

A FIELDSET can be filled with all database fields from an entry in a single ITP statement by 

assigning this entry to the FIELDSET. This assignment will first clear the FIELDSET and then create 

a field in the FIELDSET for each database field in the entry. Numerical database fields are 

converted to TEXT using the function number (page 122). These numbers are always represented 

with two decimals. 

There are two possible ways to assign an entry to a FIELDSET. First, assign an entry using the 

identification within a FORALL/WITH loop. Second, assign a specific record directly to the 

FIELDSET using a WHERE clause. 

Example 1 

FORALL X0 IN EXP.Customers DO 

  FIELDSET Customer := X0 

OD 

This example loops through the records in the EXP.Customers entry and assigns the fields from 

each EXP.Customer record to the Fieldset Customer during the loop. This construction can be used 

with both singular and plural entries. 

Example 2 

ASSIGN FieldSet_x := EXP.Customer WHERE PAR(1) = 1002 

This example retrieves the entry Customer for customer 1002. If a record is retrieved successfully it 

creates a field for each database field in this entry in the FIELDSET FieldSet_x and fills it with the 

value from the record. Only singular entries can be assigned to a FIELDSET using the WHERE 

clause. 

Note 

FIELDSET assignments are generated during the compilation of the ITP Model. If the 

entry changes in the DID at any time the model has to be recompiled to reflect these 

changes. 

Assigning values from a TEXT MAP to a FIELDSET 

A TEXT MAP can be assigned directly to a FIELDSET. This assignment will clear the FIELDSET 

and then create a field in the FIELDSET for each key in the TEXT MAP. 

Example 

MAP TEXT text_map 

ASSIGN text_map [ "A" ] := "B" 

ASSIGN FieldSet := text_map 

This example will clear the FIELDSET FieldSet and then create the field FieldSet.A with value "B". 

Merging values from a TEXT MAP into a FIELDSET 

The +:= operator can be used to merge the contents of a TEXT MAP into a FIELDSET without 

deleting existing fields. 

Example 

ASSIGN FieldSet +:= text_map 
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This example adds the contents from text_map to the FIELDSET FieldSet. If the TEXT 

MAP contains a key that already exists as a field in FieldSet it will overwrite this field 

with the value from the TEXT MAP. 

Assigning values from a FIELDSET to a TEXT MAP 

A FIELDSET can be assigned directly to a TEXT MAP. This assignment will clear the TEXT MAP 

and then create an entry in the TEXT MAP for each field in the FIELDSET. The field name in the 

FIELDSET is used as the key for this entry. 

Example 

FIELDSET FieldSet 

ASSIGN FieldSet.A := "B" 

ASSIGN text_map := FieldSet 

This example will clear the TEXT MAP text_map and then create the value text_map["A"] with 

value "B". 

Using FIELDSET contents 

A field from a FIELDSET can be used anywhere in the model document where ITP expects a value 

with type TEXT. 

Example 

ASSIGN FieldSet.Field := "42" 

ASSIGN address_line[3] := FieldSet.ZIPCode + " " + FieldSet.City 

ASSIGN variable := lookup_map [ FieldSet.Key ] 

#@(FieldSet.Field)# 

If a field is used that is not in the FIELDSET it will be treated as if the field was assigned an empty 

TEXT value. 

Remove all assigned fields from a FIELDSET 

The function clear_fieldset can be used to clear all fields from a FIELDSET. The result of this 

function is of type BOOL; if the FIELDSET was cleared successfully the function returns TRUE, 

otherwise it will return FALSE. 

Example 

BOOL success := clear_fieldset(FieldSet) 

Forms and QForms 

The CCM Repository version 3.2.0 introduced a WYSIWYG Form Editor for Forms. These Forms 

are not included into an ITP model during compilation but retrieved by CCM Core from the CCM 

Repository database each time a model is run. 

FIELDSET variables are used to dynamically change the content of these Forms and to receive the 

answers provided by the end user. Refer to FORM (page 80) for more information on dynamic 

Forms. Any references to fields in fixed text on the forms are inserted directly from the FIELDSETs. 

The following table shows the format used to pass defaults and answers between the model and 

the dynamic Forms. Because FIELDSET values always have type TEXT some values must be 

encoded. 
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Content Sample content 

Text Question Any text. "The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over The Lazy Dog" 

Date Question A date in "YYYYMMDD" format. "20080229" 

Choice Question One or more values in comma-separated format. 

See the create_csv and split_csv functions for more details. 

"first value,second value,third value,last value" 

Checkbox Question "Y" for checked, "N" for unchecked. "Y" 

Number Question A number, formatted in the active output language. "3.1415" 

 
 

Special Field Sets 

The ITP language has some reserved Field Sets. These are described in this chapter. 
 

_Template 

The _Template Field Set is automatically created in any ITP model. This Field Set contains fields 

representing the Document Template or Logical Model properties that are defined for the current 

model. 

Example: 

TEXT category := _Template.Category 

retrieves the Category property from the model. 

The _Template Field Set is read only. If a property does not exist the value of the field is an empty 

text. 

The contents of the _Template Field Set are written to the <Template> section in the metadata XML 

file. A typical section will look like: 

<itp:Template> 

  <itp:label name="Wizard">A Content Wizard</itp:label> 

  <itp:label name="Category">Letter</itp:label> 

</itp:Template> 

A complete example of a metadata XML file is available in the Integration section of the CCM Core 

Manual. 

CCM Core scripts can access the contents through the template_property() function. 

Note 

_Template is a reserved name. It is not possible to (re)declare any objects with this name. 

 

_Document 

The _Document Field Set is automatically created in any ITP model. This Field Set can be used by 

the model to define additional properties based on retrieved or derived data. The contents of the 

_Document Field Set are written to the metadata XML file and exposed to the calling CCM Core 

scripts. 
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Example: 

ASSIGN _Document.CustomerID := _data.Customer.SSN 

ASSIGN _Document.OutputFormat := "PDF/A" 

defines the properties CustomerID and OutputFormat. 

The contents of the _Document Field Set are written to the <Document> section in the metadata 

XML file. A typical section will look like: 

<itp:Document> 

  <itp:label name="CustomerId">567-68-0515</itp:label> 

  <itp:label name="OutputFormat">PDF/A</itp:label> 

</itp:Document> 

A complete example of a metadata XML file is available in the Integration section of the CCM Core 

Manual. 

CCM Core scripts can access the contents through the document_metadata() function. 

Note 

_Document is a reserved name. It is not possible to (re)declare any objects with this 

name. 

 

DATASTRUCTURE 

Data Structures are an extension to the ITP Model development language with new types that 

define a collection of member variables. Each member of such a collection is treated as a variable 

with its own type. Model developers can work with the Data Structure as a whole or manipulate 

members as if they were variables of the specified type. 

Note 

In contrast to other ITP types Data Structure variables are treated as references. If a Data 

Structure variable is assigned to another variable both variables will share the same 

content and changes made to either variable will apply to the other variable as well. This 

differs from other types where an assignment will cause an explicit copy of the contents. 

If contents should not be shared the model developer must use the statement NEW 

when assigning Data Structure variables. The statement NEW will copy all contents to 

the new variable. 

 Defining a Data Structure (page 31) 

 Declaring a Data Set variable (page 33) 

 Accessing members (page 33) 

 Assigning a Data Set variable to another Data Set variable (page 34) 

 Inline DATASTRUCTURE definitions (page 36) 

 
 

Defining a Data Structure 

Data Structures types must be defined before they can be used. Each Data Structure has a name 

and a list of members with their types. The name of the Data Structure and its members are case 

sensitive and must match the same conventions as entry names. 

Data Structure types are declared using the keyword DATASTRUCTURE: 
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DATASTRUCTURE Name 

  BEGIN 

    members 

  END 

Rules: 

 The name of the Data Structure must begin with an upper-case character and is further limited 

to upper-case characters, lower-case characters, digits and underscores. Spaces are not allowed. 

 The name must be unique in the scope where it is declared. 

 The name cannot be an ITP language keyword. 

 We recommend using a mix of upper-case and lower-case characters. 

 Members is a list of zero or more member declarations. 

The DATASTRUCTURE statement defines the Data Structure and assigns it a name. After the 

definition variables can be declared which use the Data Structure type. 

Defining members 

Every member of the Data Structure type has a type and a name. The type can be either another 

ITP type (including other Data Set types) or a ARRAY or MAP of variables of an ITP type. 

type Name 

MAP type Name 

ARRAY type Name 

ARRAY type Name [number] (* Optional number of elements -- is ignored *) 

FIELDSET Name 

FIELDSET Name DEFINED_AS OtherName 

FIELDSET members can be optionally defined using the DEFINED_AS keyword. This keyword 

indicates that the member should be treated as a Field Set with the alternative name when 

constructing Content Wizards or inserting Text Blocks.  

Rules: 

 The name of the members must begin with an upper-case character and is further limited to 

upper-case characters, lower-case characters, digits and underscores. Spaces are not allowed. 

 The name must be unique in the data structure. 

 The name cannot be an ITP language keyword. We recommend using a mix of upper-case and 

lower-case characters. 

 Type can be any accepted ITP type, including previously declared data structure types. 

 The size of ARRAY members is optional. Any value specified here will be ignored when a Data 

Structure variable is declared and the initial size will always be 0. 

It is also possible to define Data Structure members inline in the definition. This is described in 

Inline DATASTRUCTURE definitions (page 36).  

Example 

The following example defines the Data Structure type Relation with five members: 
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DATASTRUCTURE Relation 

BEGIN 

  NUMBER CustomerNumber 

  NUMBER Age 

  FIELDSET Person 

  FIELDSET Partner DEFINED_AS Person 

  ARRAY FIELDSET Children DEFINED_AS Person (* Array of 'Person' Field Sets 

*) 

END 

Both the Partner member and every one of the elements in the Children array is treated 

as if it was a Person Field Set by the Content Wizard and Text Block handling. The 

model developer can differentiate between these members by using their member 

names. 

Example 

The following example defines the data structure type Policy: 

DATASTRUCTURE Policy 

BEGIN 

  TEXT PolicyNumber 

  NUMBER InsuredAmount 

  FIELDSET PolicyData 

  Relation Insured             (* Data Structure *) 

  ARRAY Relation Benificiaries (* Array of Data Structures *) 

END 

Both the Insured and Benificiaries members have the previously declared Relation Data 

Structure type. 

 

Declaring a Data Set variable 

Data Set variables can be declared anywhere in an ITP model document after a Data Set has been 

defined using the DATASTRUCTURE statement. The name of the variable must match the same 

conventions as other variables. 

Variables are declared using the DECLARE keyword. 

DECLARE variable 

DECLARE variable DEFINED_AS type 

ITP will automatically determine the type of the variable the first time a value is assigned to this 

variable. All other assignments to that variable must have the same type. The DEFINED_AS 

keyword can be used to explicitly assign a type. Use of the DEFINED_AS keyword is necessary 

when an empty variable is created. 

A Data Set variable cannot be initialized during declaration. All members are automatically 

assigned their default (empty) value. 

Examples 

DECLARE life_insurance 

DECLARE intermediary 

DECLARE customer DEFINED_AS Relation 

 

Accessing members 

Members of a Data Set variable can be used wherever a variable of the corresponding type is 

allowed. 
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Use <Data Set variable>.<name of the member> to refer to a member. 

If the member is a MAP, ARRAY, FIELDSET or other Data Set variable it is also possible to directly 

refer to an element within the member. 

Examples 

ASSIGN life_insurance.PolicyNumber := "652365X4564"                 (* 

Assigning a member *) 

ASSIGN policy := text_fragment (life_insurance.PolicyNumber; 1; 5)  (* Using 

a member *) 

Field Set members can be either accessed directly as a Field Set or on a field-by-field basis by 

referencing specific fields: 

Examples 

ASSIGN customer.Person := Customer      (* Copy the content of Customer to 

the Person member *) 

ASSIGN customer.Person.Name := "Bundy"  (* Only change the Name field *) 

ASSIGN fullname := customer.Person.Name + "-" + customer.Partner.Name 

Maps and arrays members can be accessed as normal maps and arrays: 

Examples 

ASSIGN customer.Children[1] := Child                          (* Copies 

FIELDSETs *) 

ASSIGN intermediary.Partner.Name := customer.Children[2].Name (* Copies one 

field *) 

If the members are Data Set types the expressions can be combined into longer expressions: 

Examples 

ASSIGN customer.Children[1].Name := "Bundy" 

ASSIGN name := life_insurance.Benificiaries[4].Children[1].Name 

The last example accesses the 4th element from the Benificiaries member, which is defined as a 

Relation Data Set. In this Relation Data Set the 1st element of the Children member is accessed, 

which is itself Field Set. In this Field Set the Name field is retrieved and assigned to the name 

variable. 
 

Assigning a Data Set variable to another Data Set variable 

Data Set variables are assigned using the SET statement. 

SET destination -> source         (* Creates a reference *) 

SET destination -> NEW source     (* Creates a copy *) 

Assigning a variable Data Set to another variable Data Set will create a reference to the source Data 

Set; no data is copied. All instances of a reference access the same set of content members and 

changes will affect both variables equally. Both the source variable Data Set and destination 

variable Data Set must have the same type. 

The optional statement NEW forces ITP to copy all content from the source Data Set instead of 

creating a reference. Any subsequent changes to either the source variable Data Set or the 

destination variable Data Set will only affect that variable, and not affect the other variable. 
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Example 

DECLARE pol DEFINED_AS Policy 

DECLARE customer DEFINED_AS Relation 

DECLARE someone_else DEFINED_AS Relation 

... 

ASSIGN customer.CustomerNumber := 42 

ASSIGN someone_else.CustomerNumber := 1 

SET pol.Insured -> customer 

Creates a reference between the customer variable and the Insured member of the pol variable. 

Both customer.CustomerNumber and pol.Insured.CustomerNumber share the same content and 

have the value 42. 

ASSIGN pol.Insured.CustomerNumber := 100 

Because of the reference both customer.CustomerNumber and pol.Insured.CustomerNumber now 

have the value 100. 

SET pol.Insured -> NEW someone_else 

Copy the content of the variable someone_else to pol.Insured. The existing reference is overwritten 

by this copy and does not affect the variable customer. 

ASSIGN pol.Insured.CustomerNumber := 123456 

Since there is no reference anymore the assignment to pol.Insured only affects its own content. 

customer.CustomerNumber still has the value 100. Because of the copy 

someone_else.CustomerNumber is also unaffected and retains the value 1. 

The statement SET can be used to create references to Data Set members within a larger variable 

Data Set and access these structures directly. 

Example 

FOR i FROM 1 UPTO length_struct_array (life_insurance.Benificiaries) DO 

  DECLARE ben 

  SET ben -> life_insurance.Benificiaries[i] 

  ... 

  ASSIGN ... := ... ben.CustomerNumber ... 

  ASSIGN ben.Person := ... 

  ... 

OD 

This code loops through all elements of the member array Beneficiaries and assigns them one by 

one to the variable ben. Since ben is assigned as a reference it functions as an alias for the current 

element in the Beneficiaries member. Any changes to ben will also effect the current element. 

The declaration of the variable ben does not need an explicit type because this can be derived from 

the subsequent statement SET. 
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Example 

DECLARE senior 

FOR i FROM 1 UPTO length_struct_array (life_insurance.Benificiaries) DO 

  IF life_insurance.Beneficiaries[i].Age > senior.Age THEN 

    SET senior -> life_insurance.Beneficiaries[i] 

  FI 

OD 

... 

This loop selects the most senior element from the Beneficiaries array for further processing. 
 

Inline DATASTRUCTURE definitions 

Nested Data Structure members can also be defined inline in a Data Structure. These inline 

definitions define a member but cannot be used to define Data Structure variables. To declare an 

inline Data Structure the definition can be placed directly within the statement DATASTRUCTURE 

wherever a member could be defined: 

DATASTRUCTURE Member BEGIN ... END 

ARRAY DATASTRUCTURE Member [0] BEGIN ... END 

MAP DATASTRUCTURE Member BEGIN ... END 

Inline Data Structure member definitions can also be nested within another inline definition: 

Example 

DATASTRUCTURE Array2d 

BEGIN 

  ARRAY DATASTRUCTURE D [0] 

    BEGIN 

      ARRAY DATASTRUCTURE D [0] 

        BEGIN 

          TEXT T 

        END 

    END 

END 

The example above defines a Data Structure type Array2d that functions as a 2-dimensional array. 

The dimensions are implemented using the D-member arrays, the content is accessed in the 

T-member: 

DECLARE my_grid DEFINED_AS Array2d 

ASSIGN my_grid.D[4].D[8].T := "This is element[4][8]" 

The inline Data Structure members function identically to Data Structure variables, but they can 

only be copied between variables of their parent Data Structure type. 

Examples 

SET my_grid.D[1] -> NEW my_grid.D[18]      (* OK - copy *) 

SET my_grid.D[2] -> reference_grid.D[1024] (* OK - reference *) 

SET my_grid.D[3] -> my_grid.D[11].D[4]     (* Different definitions: not 

allowed *) 

Inline DATASTRUCTURE definitions can be used as types by specifying the path to the definition. 
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Example 

DATASTRUCTURE Example 

BEGIN 

  DATASTRUCTURE One 

    BEGIN 

      DATASTRUCTURE Two 

        BEGIN 

          TEXT T 

        END 

    END 

  Example.One     AnotherOne 

  Example.One.Two AnotherTwo 

END 

 

DECLARE full_struct DEFINED_AS Example 

DECLARE two_sub_struct DEFINED_AS Example.One.Two 

 

SET full_struct.One.Two -> two_sub_struct 

In this example the member AnotherOne has the same structure as the member One, including the 

member Two. The member AnotherTwo is a copy of the member's structure Two. 
 

PARAMETER 

Parameters specify relevant information that is required when producing a document (using a 

Document Template) based on the Master Template. Parameters are available starting from CCM 

Create Model Package version 4.4 and requires CCM Core and CCM Repository 4.4. 

In a Master Template parameters of various types can be defined using the PARAMETER keyword. 

These parameters will be given a value in the Document Templates making use of this Master 

Template, to create an actual document at runtime. The Parameter values are added to the 

_Template fieldset. This allows the use of the same Master Template to create a range of 

Documents by simply entering different values for the parameters. For Instance the same Master 

Template using different Content Wizards can produce documents with hugely different content. 

Parameter definition 

PARAMETER TYPE Name_of_the_parameter  

Rules: 

 TYPE specifies the type of data passed through the parameter. The following types are 

available:  

 TEXT  

 NUMBER (this is an unformatted integral number) 

 BOOL (this is a boolean. "Y" or "N" are used to indicate true resp. false) 

 DATE (this is an ITP date in YYYYMMDD format) 

 WIZARD (this is a reference to an Content Wizard in the project) 

 FORM (this is a reference to an Form in the project) 

 TEXTBLOCK (this is a reference to an Text Block in the project) 

 Parameter names are case sensitive and must start with an Upper-case character. Parameter 

names follow the conventions for entry_names. 

 Parameters  should be defined right after the #BEGIN instruction. 
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Examples 

PARAMETER TEXT Sender 

PARAMETER WIZARD Document 

Limitations: 

 A maximum of 10 parameters can be defined in a Master Template. 

 When auto-includes are used, the #BEGIN instruction is not part of the Master Template. This 

prevents the use of parameter definitions in the Master Template. 

 When parameters are added to a Master Template that is already used by one or more 

Document Templates, the parameters should be added as optional. Adding a new non optional 

parameter would constitute a breaking change in respect to the Document Templates already 

using this Master Template and would prevent promotion to a new level, because existing 

Document Templates with that level do not define a value for the new parameter.   

Descriptions 

A Parameters can be given a description. The description should be put between quotes. 

 PARAMETER TEXT Name_of_parameter  

    DESCRIPTION "description_of_parameter" 

Examples 

PARAMETER TEXT Sender  

   DESCRIPTION "The name of the sender of this document" 

PARAMETER WIZARD Document  

    DESCRIPTION "Select a document type to produce. For instance Invoice" 

Optional parameters 

For all parameters defined in a Master Template, a value should be provided in the Document 

Template unless the parameter is optional. A parameter can be made optional by adding OPTIONAL 

to its definition.  

PARAMETER TYPE Name_of_parameter OPTIONAL 

Examples 

PARAMETER TEXT Sender  

   DESCRIPTION "The name of  sender of  this document"  

   OPTIONAL 

PARAMETER WIZARD Document  

   OPTIONAL 

When optional parameters are defined the Model developer should ensure that the Master 

Template functions correctly when the parameters does not receive a value.  

Default values for parameters. 

It is possible to add default values to parameters. These values will only have effect if no value has 

been entered in the Document Template. This implies that for non optional parameters the default 

value will always be superseded by the value entered in for the Document Template.  

Default values can only be entered for parameters of the types TEXT, NUMBER, BOOL or DATE. 

PARAMETER TYPE Name_of_parameter DEFAULT "default_value" 
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Examples 

PARAMETER TEXT Sender  

   DESCRIPTION "The name of the sender of this document"  

   OPTIONAL  

   DEFAULT "Director "W. C. Acme" 

PARAMETER NUMBER Identifier  

   DEFAULT "123456789" 

Use 

The values entered for parameters defined in the Master Template are available in the Master 

Template though the _Template (page 30) field set. 

Examples 

Using a parameter of the type WIZARD 

WIZARD "WizardId" 

NAME _Template.Document 

Using a parameter for the type TEXT 

@(_Template.Sender) 
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IO operations 

IO Operations are Input and Output Operations. This means that the following commands are 

created in order to allow the end user to provide and retrieve information to and from the system.  

FORMS (page 40) allow the model developer to insert QUESTION and ANSWER screens (forms) 

that are shown to the end user. A FORM has several options that come along with it. It is possible 

to add identification to a FORM (page 41), to add questions to a FORM (page 41) and to add a 

TEXT BLOCK to a FORM (page 47).  Within a FORM it is possible to group your FORM content 

(page 50), to add a button (page 55), to close a FORM (page 55), and to provide default answers 

and validation (page 56).   

The operation INTERACT (page 60) is quite similar to this FORM operation and is meant to be 

used in ITP Models that will be run by ITP/Workstation. 

The operation EXTRA (page 56) gives you the possibility to add Extra variables, which are used to 

integrate ITP Model runs in applications and with the operation WIZARD (page 66) you can 

present the user with a Content Wizard, wherein Sections and Text Blocks can be selected. 

The operation WRITE (page 70) allows you to save the contents of a Data Structure in an XML file 

and read it back in a later session. 

The operation STOP (page 70) will stop the execution of the model and all the hitherto produced 

text will be placed in the result document and can be interpreted as a jump to the end of the model.  

The operation WARNING (page 71) writes custom messages to the CCM Core log. 

The operation ERROR (page 71)  writes a message to the CCM Core log and terminate the model 

in error state. 
 

FORM 

With the statement FORM, the model developer can create QUESTION and ANSWER screens 

(forms) that are shown when the ITP Model is run with CCM ComposerUI Server. The answers 

provided by the user can be used in the model document.  

The statement FORM is similar to the statement INTERACT (page 60). The difference is that FORM 

is intended to be used with CCM ComposerUI Server where INTERACT is intended to be used in 

ITP Models that will be run by ITP/Workstation. This means that some features, like 

BEGINGROUP – ENDGROUP that are only described here, will have no effect in 

ITP/Workstation. Other features only described here will generate an error when running the ITP 

Model with ITP/Workstation. 

The way the questions in a form and constructs like BEGINGROUP…ENDGROUP are shown to 

the user is determined by the CCM ComposerUI Server application. This application can be 

adapted to one's own wishes. The application can for example be adapted to reflect the corporate 

style. Refer to the CCM ComposerUI Server Help for more information on adapting the look and 

feel of the forms. 

This help text describes the different keywords of the FORM statement.  
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Adding a FORM 

Add the following instruction to the ITP Model to start a form: 

FORM "Form title" 

    GROUP_STATE 

The title of the form is of type TEXT. This text may contain HTML instructions that are passed to 

CCM ComposerUI Server. This allows for parts of the title text to be put in bold or to insert a 

linefeed. Note that the slash character  ("/") is the ITP escape character. Therefore a HTML closing 

tag looks for example like "<//b>". Also note that using incorrect HTML tags may result in 

damaged layout. 

A FORM contains at least one QUESTION or Text Block. 

Handling 'unseen' questions 

You can use the keyword GROUP_STATE to suppress validation and assignment of questions in 

groups that are not shown, due to the conditions SHOW/SHOWNOT on that group. If this keyword is 

not present, the setting IgnoreUnseenGroups in the CCM Core Environment determines whether 

or not these questions are validated. 

Dynamic FORM 

Since CCM Repository 3.2.0 and ITP version 3.2.5 forms can be created with a WYSIWYG Form 

Editor. These forms are retrieved from the CCM Repository database at the moment the model is 

run. That is why these forms are called dynamic forms as opposed to normal forms that are created 

with the keyword FORM. Refer to Dynamic FORM (page 80) for more information on this topic. 
 

Adding identification to a FORM 

A Form can have an optional identification. The keyword ID allows for assigning identification to a 

Form, and must occur directly after the keyword FORM. The use of Form IDs also makes the use of 

Question IDs mandatory. 

FORM "Form title" 

ID ("string that determines the ID of the Form") 

Refer to the CCM Core Manual chapter Integrating, section Form and Question IDs for more 

information on IDs.  

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

 

Adding a QUESTION to a FORM 

Within the FORM statement QUESTIONs can be added. A maximum of 65000 questions and/or 

Text Blocks is allowed in each FORM. 

QUESTION "Question text" 

ANSWER variable 

The QUESTION text is of type TEXT. This text may contain HTML instructions that are passed to 

CCM ComposerUI Server. This allows for parts of the question text to be put in bold or to insert a 

linefeed. Note that the slash character  ("/") is the ITP escape character. Therefore a HTML closing 
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tag looks for example like "<//b>". Also note that using incorrect HTML tags may result in 

damaged layout. 

The answer filled out by the end user is stored in a variable, an ARRAY or an element of an 

ARRAY. This variable or ARRAY has to be declared in the model document before it can be used 

in a FORM. 

A detailed description of the syntax and options of the QUESTION statement is provided below. 

QUESTION 

Between the QUESTION and ANSWER keyword the model developer can use several optional 

elements.  

QUESTION "Question text" 

  ID ("string that determines the ID of the question") 

  LEN (maximum length of answer) 

  DFT default answer 

  DATE 

  TIME 

  VIEW name of view 

  FILTER name of filter 

  AUTOINSERT 

  EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK 

  VALUES (list with possible answers) 

  MULTISELECT 

  ORDER 

  RADIOBUTTONS 

  HELPTEXT text shown by ITP/OnLine as help 

  ERRORCONDITION TRUE|FALSE 

  MESSAGE message shown when ERRORCONDITION is TRUE 

  HIDECONDITION TRUE|FALSE 

  READONLY TRUE|FALSE 

  FILE 

  FILTER "filter" 

  ANSWER variable, ARRAY or ARRAY element 

Between QUESTION…ANSWER the model developer can use the following keywords: 

ID ("string, determining the ID") 

The keyword ID allows for assigning identification to a question. The identification is used by the 

keywords SHOW and SHOWNOT to determine the question that shows or hides the group, and in 

other situations where individual questions need to be identified. The use of the keyword ID is 

mandatory when form ID is used. 

 

LEN (maximum length of answer) 

The keyword LEN allows the model developer to set a maximum length for an answer. If the 

answer the end user has to provide is of type TEXT, then the argument to LEN is a number 

between 1 and 65535 for CCM ComposerUI Server (between 1 and 255 for ITP/Workstation). The 

value determines the total amount of positions for the answer. In case the answer is of type 

NUMBER, the argument to LEN consists of two numbers, the first being the maximum number of 

digits in the answer, the second being the number of decimals. These two numbers are separated 
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by a space. For example, LEN(7 3) indicates a number with three decimal places and four integral 

digits. Note that even if the end user does not enter any decimal digits, they are always considered 

to be present, for example, when LEN(7 3) is specified, the answer "1234" is considered to consist of 

7 digits (including the three decimal places). The total number of digits should be between 1 and 

15. 

For answers of type TEXT, the default maximum length is LEN (125). For answers of type 

NUMBER, the default maximum length is LEN (15 3). 

LEN is ignored if the keyword DATE or TIME is used. 

 

DFT default answer 

The keyword DFT allows for providing a default answer to a question. This default answer needs 

to be of the same TYPE as the variable, ARRAY or ARRAY element in which the answer to the 

question is stored. The default answer provided is displayed when the form is loaded. The default 

answer must be a valid answer to the question, and must therefore appear in the list with possible 

answers when the keyword VALUES is used. 

DFT should be an ARRAY if the keyword VALUES or VIEW has been used to provide possible 

answers (or Text Blocks) and the keyword MULTISELECT has been used to indicate that the end 

user can select more than one answer (or Text Block) from the list. For a EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK 

question, the DFT should be either a reference to a CCM Repository Text Block, or a Text Block 

reference that was returned by an earlier EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK question or by a call to the 

function import_text_block (page 199). 

 

DATE 

When the keyword DATE is specified, the end user is asked to select a date. The values that are 

passed to DFT, VALUES and ANSWER are treated as date values. This means that they are of type 

NUMBER, and that they contain eight digits which are interpreted using ITP's default date format 

YYYYMMDD. The keyword DATE also changes the way the question is displayed. In the CCM 

ComposerUI example implementation, the end user can select a date from a pop-up calendar. 

 

TIME 

When the keyword TIME is specified, the end user is asked to select a time. The values that are 

passed to DFT, VALUES and ANSWER are treated as time values. This means that they are of type 

NUMBER, and that they contain four digits which are interpreted using ITP's default time format 

HHMM. 

 

VIEW name of view 

Use the keyword VIEW to indicate that the end user should select a Text Block from a Text Block 

View in the CCM Repository. The name of the view is indicated by a TEXT value. The answer to 
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the question will be a TEXT value containing a reference to the text block that the end user selected. 

Combining the VIEW keyword with the MULTISELECT keyword allows the end user to select 

more than one Text Block. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

Refer to Text Blocks (page 81) for more information on using Text Blocks. 

FILTER name of filter 

Use the keyword FILTER to apply a Filter function to the View. The Filter function is used to select 

matching Text Blocks from the View before the selection is presented to the user. 

AUTOINSERT 

Use the keyword AUTOINSERT in combination with the VIEW keyword to automatically insert 

the Text Blocks, to be selected by the end user, in the result document. If the end user selects 

multiple Text Blocks, these are inserted separated by paragraph breaks. This behavior can be 

influenced by the AutoInsertSeparator and AutoInsertTerminator pragma functions. Refer to 

pragma (page 152) for more information. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

 

EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK 

Use the keyword EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK to indicate that the end user is asked to edit text 

content with layout. Using an EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK question, end users can be asked to edit 

existing text blocks, or to enter entirely new text content with layout. 

TEXT newtext_reference 

FORM "Enter text" 

  QUESTION "Enter new text content" 

    EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK 

    ANSWER newtext_reference 

(* You can use an EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK to insert the edited text into the result 

document *) 

TEXTBLOCK 

VAR newtext_reference 

When the keyword EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK is specified, the value that is passed to DFT should 

be a reference to a Text Block in the CCM Repository. It is also allowed to specify the answer to an 

earlier EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK question within the same model run. In addition, it is possible to 

specify a value returned by the function import_text_block (page 199). 
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TEXT edited_textblock1 

TEXT edited_textblock2 

 

FORM "Change text" 

(* On this Form the question: "Edit the text content", allows you to edit 

the content of textblock1. The edited textblock is accessible through the 

variable editted_textblock1. The content of textblock1 stored in the CCM 

Repository is not changed. *) 

  QUESTION "Edit the text content" 

    EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK 

    DFT "textblock1" 

  ANSWER edited_textblock1 

FORM "Check earlier entered text" 

(* A edited Text Block can be used as a default for another TEXTBLOCK question 

*) 

  QUESTION "Check the text" 

    EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK 

    DFT edited_textblock1 

  ANSWER edited_textblock2 

(* You can used an EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK to insert the edited text into the result 

document. *) 

TEXTBLOCK 

VAR edited_textblock1 

TEXTBLOCK 

VAR edited_textblock2 

The answer to an Editable_TEXTBLOCK question is a value of type TEXT. This value contains a 

reference to the Text Block content entered by the end user in an unspecified format that is 

recognized by a selected set of commands. To insert the user-provided content into the document 

the reference can be used with the model language statement TEXTBLOCK (page 81). It can also be 

used as the DFT value of a subsequent EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK form question. The answer is only 

usable during the same ITP Model run; it cannot be stored. For information on how to store the 

user-entered content of EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK questions, refer to the function 

import_text_block (page 199). 

Refer to Text Blocks for more information on using Text Blocks. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM ComposerUI or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

 

VALUES (list with possible answers) 

The keyword VALUES can be used to create a list with possible answers. The end user can select 

one of these values from a list to answer the question. Combining the keyword VALUES with the 

keyword MULTISELECT allows the end user to select more than one answer from the list. 

A semicolon (";") is used to separate items in the list. The items can be of type TEXT or type 

NUMBER, depending on the type variable the answer is stored in.  
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TEXT answer_day 

FORM "Select the answer" 

QUESTION "Select a day" 

VALUES ("Monday"; "Tuesday"; "Wednesday"; "Thursday"; "Friday"; "Saturday"; 

"Sunday") 

ANSWER answer_day 

It is also possible to pass an ARRAY with possible answers. 

 

MULTISELECT 

This keyword is only used in combination with the keyword VALUES, or VIEW. Adding this 

keyword allows the end user to select more than one answer or Text Block from a VALUES list or 

more than one Text Block from a VIEW. To store multiple answers, an ARRAY has to be declared 

to save the answer to. 

MULTISELECT cannot be used in combination with RADIOBUTTONS. 

 

ORDER 

The keyword ORDER can only be used in combination with MULTISELECT.  

When the keyword ORDER is defined, the end user is not only allowed to select more than one 

answer or Text Block from the VALUES list or the VIEW, but can also put this selection in the 

desired order. 

 

RADIOBUTTONS 

This keyword is only used in combination with the keyword VALUES. It shows the possible 

answers in a radio button list. 

RADIOBUTTONS cannot be used in combination with MULTISELECT. 

 

HELPTEXT text shown by ITP/OnLine as help 

HELPTEXT can be used to provide additional information for a question, by means of a TEXT 

value. The help text may contain HTML instructions that are passed to CCM ComposerUI Server. 

For instance, this allows part of the help text to be put in bold, or a linefeed to be inserted. Note 

that the slash character ("/") is the ITP escape character. Therefore a HTML closing tag looks for 

example like "<//b>" Also note that using incorrect HTML tags may result in damaged layout. 

The current CCM ComposerUI Server sample implementation shows a question mark when 

HELPTEXT is defined. When the mouse moves over this question mark, the help text shows up. 

The current CCM ComposerUI Server sample implementation will not show the question mark 

when the HELPTEXT has been defined within a BEGINTABLE…ENDTABLE construct. 
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ERRORCONDITION TRUE|FALSE 

ERRORCONDITION allows the model developer to check the answer the end user provides and to 

show a message. ERRORCONDITION is followed by a value type BOOL. This value is calculated 

when the end user leaves the form using the button OK, or ENTER. If the value is TRUE, the 

message specified using the keyword MESSAGE is shown, and the end user has to change the 

answer to the question before proceeding with the form. 

 

MESSAGE message shown when ERRORCONDITION is TRUE 

When ERRORCONDITION is TRUE, the MESSAGE text will be shown to the end user. This text 

may contain HTML instructions that are passed to CCM ComposerUI Server. This allows parts of 

the message text to be put in bold, or a linefeed to be inserted. Note that the slash character ("/") is 

the ITP escape character. Therefore a HTML closing tag looks for example like "<//b>" Also note 

that using incorrect HTML tags may result in damaged lay out. 

 

HIDECONDITION TRUE|FALSE 

HIDECONDITION is followed by a value type BOOL. This value determines if a question is visible 

or not. The value of the BOOL is calculated when the form is loaded. If the value yields TRUE the 

question will not be shown. In that case, the DFT value will be stored in the variable or ARRAY 

element in which the answer is stored. If no DFT answer has been provided the variable or ARRAY 

element will be assigned an empty value (in case of a TEXT), zero (in case of a NUMBER) or FALSE 

(in case of a BOOL). 

By default a question is shown. 

 

READONLY TRUE|FALSE 

READONLY is followed by a value type BOOL. This value determines if a question is read-only or 

not. The value of the BOOL is calculated when the form is loaded.  

By default a question is editable. 

 

FILE 

This keyword allows the end user to select a file with a file selection window. The variable or 

ARRAY element in which the answer to the question is stored must be type TEXT. 
 

Adding a TEXTBLOCK to a FORM 

Besides questions, a FORM can contain one or more sections of static text content. This can be used 

for messages or additional help text. 
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TEXTBLOCK "Static text content" 

The type of the text content is TEXT. This text may contain HTML instructions that are passed to 

CCM ComposerUI Server. This allows for parts of the static text content to be put in bold or to 

insert a linefeed. Note that the slash character  ("/") is the ITP escape character. Therefore a HTML 

closing tag looks for example like "<//b>". Also note that using incorrect HTML tags may result in 

damaged layout. 

Example 

TEXT answer1 

FORM "Example form" 

  TEXTBLOCK "Please fill out the following question" 

  QUESTION "This is the question" 

  ANSWER answer1 

Note 

Static text content is specified using the keyword TEXTBLOCK, but this feature is not 

connected to the Text Blocks feature provided by the CCM Repository. The keyword 

TEXTBLOCK predates the Text Blocks feature, and keeps its name for compatibility 

reasons. For more information on using the Text Blocks feature, refer to Text Blocks 

(page 84), and refer to the VIEW and EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK features described 

below. 

Available Field Sets 

When a default Text Block has been set, the user can enter Fields from a list with available Field 

Sets during a model run. These are the same Field Sets that are available when the Text Block is 

edited in the CCM Repository.   

When no default Text Block has been set, no Field Sets are available. If you wish to have Field Sets 

available for an empty Text Block, create an empty Text Block in the CCM Repository and use this 

as default.  

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

 

VALUES (list with possible answers) 

The keyword VALUES can be used to create a list with possible answers. The end user can select one 

of these values from a list to answer the question. Combining the VALUES keyword with the 

MULTISELECT keyword allows the end user to select more than one answer from the list. 

A semicolon (";") is used to separate items in the list. The items can be type TEXT of type 

NUMBER, depending on the type variable the answer is stored in.  

TEXT answer_day 

FORM "Select the answer" 

QUESTION "Select a day" 

VALUES ("Monday"; "Tuesday"; "Wednesday"; "Thursday"; "Friday"; "Saturday"; 

"Sunday") 

ANSWER answer_day 
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It's also possible to pass an ARRAY with possible answers. 

MULTISELECT 

This keyword is only used in combination with the VALUES or the VIEW keyword. Adding this 

keyword allows the end user to select more than one answer or Text Block from a VALUES list or 

more than one Text Block from a VIEW. To store multiple answers, an ARRAY has to be declared 

to save the answer to. 

MULTISELECT cannot be used in combination with RADIOBUTTONS. 

 

ORDER 

The keyword ORDER can only be used in combination with MULTISELECT.  

When the keyword ORDER is defined, the end user is not only allowed to select more than one 

answer or Text Block from the VALUES list or the VIEW, but can also put this selection in the 

desired order. 

 

RADIOBUTTONS 

This keyword is only used in combination with the keyword VALUES.  It shows the possible 

answers in a radio button list. 

RADIOBUTTONS cannot be used in combination with MULTISELECT. 

 

HELPTEXT ("This text will be shown as the helptext") 

Additional (help) text. HELPTEXT can be used to add help text to a question. This text may contain 

HTML instructions that are passed to CCM ComposerUI Server. This allows for parts of the help 

text to be put in bold or to insert a linefeed. Note that the slash character  ("/") is the ITP escape 

character. Therefore a HTML closing tag looks for example like "<//b>" Also note that using 

incorrect HTML tags may result in damaged layout. 

The current CCM ComposerUI Server sample implementation shows a question mark when 

HELPTEXT is defined. When the mouse moves over this question mark, the help text shows up. The 

current CCM ComposerUI Server sample implementation will not show the question mark when 

the HELPTEXT has been defined within a BEGINTABLE…ENDTABLE construct. 

 

ERRORCONDITION TRUE|FALSE 

ERRORCONDITION allows the model developer to check the answer the end user provides and to 

show a message. ERRORCONDITION is followed by a value type BOOL. This value is calculated when 

the end user leaves the form using the OK button or the ENTER key. If the value is TRUE, the 

message specified using the MESSAGE keyword is shown, and the end user has to change the 
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answer to the question before proceeding with the form. 

 

MESSAGE ("The message that is shown when ERRORCONDITION is TRUE") 

When ERRORCONDITION is TRUE, the MESSAGE text will be shown to the end user. This text may 

contain HTML instructions that are passed to CCM ComposerUI Server. This allows for parts of 

the message text to be put in bold or to insert a linefeed. Note that the slash character  ("/") is the 

ITP escape character. Therefore a HTML closing tag looks for example like "<//b>" Also note that 

using incorrect HTML tags may result in damaged lay out. 

 

HIDECONDITION TRUE|FALSE 

HIDECONDITION is followed by a value type BOOL. This value determines if a question is visible or 

not. The value of the BOOL is calculated when the form is loaded. If the value yields TRUE the 

question will not be shown.  In that case, the DFT value will be stored in  the variable or ARRAY 

element in which the answer is stored. If no DFT answer has been provided the variable or ARRAY 

element will be assigned an empty value (in case of a TEXT), zero (in case of a NUMBER) or FALSE 

(in case of a BOOL). 

By default a question is shown. 

 

READONLY TRUE|FALSE 

READONLY is followed by a value type BOOL. This value determines if a question is read-only or 

not. The value of the BOOL is calculated when the form is loaded.  

By default a question is editable. 

 

FILE 

The keyword FILE allows the end user to select a file with a file selection window. The variable or 

ARRAY element in which the answer to the question is stored must be type TEXT. 
 

Grouping FORM content 

QUESTIONs and TEXTBLOCKs that belong together can be grouped in groups. 

BEGINGROUP "Group title" 

  ... 

ENDGROUP 

The group title is of type TEXT. This text may contain HTML instructions that are passed to CCM 

ComposerUI Server. This allows for parts of the text to be put in bold or to insert a linefeed. Note 

that the slash character  ("/") is the ITP escape character. Therefore a HTML closing tag looks for 

example like "<//b>". Also note that using incorrect HTML tags may result in damaged layout. 
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The content of the group is defined by QUESTIONs and TEXTBLOCKs that are contained between the 

BEGINGROUP and ENDGROUP instruction. In addition to QUESTIONs and TEXTBLOCKs, groups can 

contain other groups, and also tables (which are described in the following section). The 

ITP/OnLine example implementation supports nested groups up to 2 levels. 

A detailed description of the syntax and options of the BEGINGROUP...ENDGROUP instruction is 

provided later on this page. 

Example 

TEXT answer1 

TEXT answer2 

TEXT answer3 

 

FORM "This is an example" 

  TEXTBLOCK "Answer the following questions" 

   

  BEGINGROUP "Group 1" 

    QUESTION "This is the first question" 

    ANSWER answer1 

    QUESTION "This is the second question" 

    ANSWER answer2 

  ENDGROUP 

 

  QUESTION "This is the third question" 

  ANSWER answer3 

This example shows a form containing a group with title "Group 1", containing two questions. In 

addition, the form contains a TEXTBLOCK that is not contained within the group, and a third 

question that is not included in the group. 

Grouping FORM content in a TABLE 

The BEGINTABLE…ENDTABLE instruction can be used to show QUESTIONs and TEXTBLOCKs next to 

each other instead of underneath each other, in a tabular layout. 

BEGINTABLE "Table title" 

  ... 

ENDTABLE 

The table is started with the keyword BEGINTABLE, followed by the table title. The table title is of 

type TEXT. This text may contain HTML instructions that are passed to CCM ComposerUI Server. 

This allows for parts of the table title text to be put in bold or to insert a line feed. Note that the 

slash character  ("/") is the ITP escape character. Therefore a HTML closing tag looks for example 

like "<//b>".  Also note that using incorrect HTML tags may result in damaged layout. 

The content of the table is specified by placing one or more BEGINROW…ENDROW instructions between 

the keywords BEGINTABLE and ENDTABLE: 

BEGINROW  

  ... 

ENDROW 

 Each BEGINROW…ENDROW instruction defines a single row in the table. The content of a row is 

specified by placing QUESTIONs, TEXTBLOCKs, and groups between the keywords BEGINROW and 

ENDROW. The title text of QUESTIONs is ignored by the table construct. As an alternative, TEXTBLOCKs 
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can be used to define headers for the table columns or rows. 

The model developer is responsible for including the same number of elements (QUESTIONs, 

TEXTBLOCKs and groups) within each BEGINROW…ENDROW instruction. 

Example 

TEXT answer1 

TEXT answer2 

TEXT answer3 

TEXT answer4 

FORM "This is an example of a form" 

  BEGINTABLE "An example of a table" 

    BEGINROW 

       TEXTBLOCK "Question 1" 

       TEXTBLOCK "Question 2" 

    ENDROW 

    BEGINROW 

       QUESTION "" 

       ANSWER answer1 

       QUESTION "" 

       ANSWER answer2  

    ENDROW 

    BEGINROW 

       QUESTION "" 

       ANSWER answer3 

       QUESTION "" 

       ANSWER answer4  

    ENDROW 

  ENDTABLE 

The example will result in a table with three rows and two columns. The first row only contains 

text and provides for the header of the table. 

BEGINGROUP…ENDGROUP 

This section provides detailed documentation of the construct BEGINGROUP...ENDGROUP that was 

introduced earlier. There are several optional elements that can be included between the 

BEGINGROUP and the ENDGROUP keywords: 

BEGINGROUP "Group title" 

  EXPANDABLE 

  EXPANDED TRUE|FALSE 

  HIDECONDITION TRUE|FALSE 

  SHOW condition 

  SHOWNOT condition 

  QUESTION "The text of the question" 

  ANSWER variable, ARRAY or ARRAY element 

  TEXTBLOCK "Static text content" 

  BEGINGROUP "Nested group title" ... ENDGROUP 

  BEGINTABLE "Nested table title" ... ENDTABLE 

ENDGROUP 

The following keywords can be used following the keyword BEGINGROUP. 

EXPANDABLE 

EXPANDABLE makes it possible to show or hide a group. The CCM ComposerUI Server example 

implementation will add a + sign in front of the group with which the group can be expanded or 
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collapsed. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

Note 

EXPANDABLE cannot be used in combination with SHOW or SHOWNOT within a single group. 

EXPANDED TRUE|FALSE 

The keyword EXPANDED is followed by a value type BOOL. This value decides whether a group is 

expanded or collapsed. The value is calculated once, when the CCM ComposerUI Server questions 

screen is loaded. By default, a group is expanded. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

HIDECONDITION TRUE|FALSE 

The keyword HIDECONDITION is followed by a value type BOOL. This value decides whether a 

group is visible for the end user or not. The value is calculated once, when the CCM ComposerUI 

Server questions screen is loaded. If the value yields TRUE the group will not be shown. In that 

case, all questions in the group will be assigned the DFT value. If no DFT answer has been provided 

for a question the variable or ARRAY element will be assigned an empty value (in case of a TEXT), 

zero (in case of a NUMBER) or FALSE (in case of a BOOL). 

By default, a group is visible. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

The keyword SHOW can be used to show a group dynamically, depending on the answer given to a 

question that precedes the group. Conversely, the keyword SHOWNOT can be used to hide a group 

dynamically. The question needs to have an ID which the keywords SHOW or SHOWNOT can refer to. 

When using the keyword SHOW, the group is shown when the value of the question which has ID 

"id of the question" satisfies the condition. This will immediately affect the form in which the end 

user fills out the questions. When the group is currently visible, and the end user changes the 

answer back to something which does not satisfy the condition, the group will be hidden. When 

using the keyword SHOWNOT, the behavior is exactly reversed; the group is hidden when the 

question's answer satisfies the condition, and shown when it does not. 

SHOW ID("id of the question") 

SHOW ID("id of the question") = value 

SHOW ID("id of the question") </<=/>=/> value 

SHOW ID("id of the question") CONTAINS value 

SHOW ID("id of the question") IN value 

SHOWNOT ID("id of the question") 

SHOWNOT ID("id of the question") = value 

SHOWNOT ID("id of the question") </<=/>=/> value 

SHOWNOT ID("id of the question") CONTAINS value 

SHOWNOT ID("id of the question") IN value 
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SHOW and SHOWNOT cannot be used together in the same group. 

The following expressions are currently supported: 

 ID("id") 

Requires that the question with ID("id") is a BOOL question. The group will be shown if the 

answer to the question is TRUE. 

 ID("id") = value 

Requires that the question with ID("id") is either a TEXT or NUMBER question. The group will 

be shown if the answer to the question is equal to the value. 

 ID("id") </<=/>=/> value 

Requires that the question with ID("id") is a NUMBER question. The group will be shown if the 

answer to the question is respectively smaller (<), smaller or equal (<=), greater or equal (>=), or 

greater (>) than the specified value. 

 ID("id") CONTAINS value 

Requires that the question with ID("id") is a MULTISELECT TEXT question. The group will be 

shown if the answer to the question contains the value of one of the selected items. 

 ID("id") IN value 

Requires that the question with ID("id") is a TEXT question and the value must be an ARRAY 

TEXT variable. The group will be shown if the answer to the question is present in the array. 

The same expressions are supported for the keyword SHOWNOT, but the groups are hidden instead 

of shown when the condition is met. 

The keywords DATE and TIME are supported on NUMBER answers when performing a test. 

The result of an expression can be negated using the NOT operation. 

SHOW NOT ID("id of the question") = "test" 

Multiple expressions can be combined using the logical AND and OR operations. The result of an 

expression can be negated using the NOT operation. Expressions should be enclosed in brackets to 

disambiguate the use of the AND and OR, because these can also occur as part of the value 

component. 

Example 

SHOW ( (ID("id question 1") = 4) AND NOT (ID("id question 2") = "test") ) 

OR (ID("id question 1") = 42) 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

Note 

The ID cannot reference questions which specify the keywords EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK or 

VIEW. Furthermore, SHOW and SHOWNOT cannot be used in a group which is also marked 

EXPANDABLE. 

Note 

It is currently not allowed to use a CONTAINS test on an ordered MULTISELECT question, 

i.e., a question that has both the keywords MULTISELECT and ORDER. 
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Adding a button to a form 

From ITP version 3.2.9 it is possible to add a self-defined button to a form using the BUTTON 

statement. With the ON BUTTON statement the model developer can act on the button if it is clicked, 

for example to pass a value to the CCM Core script using the function itpserver_parameter (page 

161). 

BUTTON "Name of the button" 

ID ("id of the button") 

ON BUTTON ID("id of the button")  

DO 

  BOOL dummy := itpserver_parameter("key"; "value") 

OD 

The model part between the ON BUTTON ID("id of the button") DO and the OD is executed when the 

button is clicked. In this example a value is passed to the CCM Core script. 

Note the following conditions: 

 Buttons are declared at the FORM level. Buttons cannot be used within nested form statements 

(groups, tables). 

 Button IDs are case sensitive. 

 In ITP/OnLine, user-defined buttons are always presented after the ITP-defined buttons (OK, 

Back, Cancel). 
 

Closing a FORM 

A FORM can be closed by two buttons, OK and CANCEL. It is possible to specify actions which should 

be taken when the FORM is closed using the OK button or when the FORM is closed using the CANCEL 

button. 

Note 

The CANCEL button will only be shown in an ITP/OnLine FORM if an ON EXIT DO..OD 

part has been defined. 

Closing the FORM with the OK button 

When an end user has completed the FORM and presses the Enter key or the OK button the answers 

present on the FORM will be stored in corresponding ANSWER variables or array elements.  

If an ON ENTER is specified the actions between its DO and OD will be executed after the OK button is 

pressed. 

ON ENTER 

DO 

 Part of the model that will be executed when the FORM is closed using the 

OK button 

OD 

When no ON ENTER line is specified, ITP will continue executing the model code that follows the 

FORM statement. 

Ending filling out the FORM with the CANCEL button 

When the FORM has an ON EXIT DO…OD construct, the sample CCM ComposerUI Server 

implementation will show a Cancel button. When an end user closes the FORM by pressing this 

Cancel button, the answers present on the FORM will not be stored. This means that the values 
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stored in the variables will still be the values that were stored in them prior to execution of the 

FORM statement. The actions specified between the DO and OD of the ON EXIT DO…OD will be executed. 

ON EXIT 

DO 

 Part of the model that will be executed when the FORM is closed using the 

Cancel button 

OD 

When no ON EXIT line is specified, ITP will continue executing the model code that follows the 

FORM statement. 
 

Default answers and validation 

All Forms created in an ITP Model or as (Q)FORM in the ITP/Model Development Kit are subject 

to validity checks. Value lists and lengths are enforced whenever possible. 

The validation uses the following generic guidelines: 

 Any default values that violate constraints are presented to the end user and this end user has 

to provide a valid answer. It is left to the application, either CCM ComposerUI Server or an 

integrating application, to present these values as initial values to the end user. 

 Any question that presents a list of choices to the end user must have valid defaults from that 

list. CCM Core will automatically update the defaults as described below. 

 Any questions, which are hidden or read-only cannot be changed by the end user. These are 

not validated because the user cannot correct any errors. 

Length attributes are only enforced on user-entered content. Answers from a choice list are 

excluded from validation. 

Dates and times are only validated on user-entered content. Invalid answers which are selected 

from a choice list, such as selecting the 29th february in a non leap-year, are still accepted. 

Questions which are unconditionally hidden or, which are in a group that is unconditionally 

hidden are not validated. 

Questions in a group that are conditionally hidden based on other questions are validated. If the 

answer is invalid the question is shown to the end user for correction. You can disable this 

validation with the keyword GROUP_STATE on the statement FORM, or through the global setting 

IgnoreUnseenGroups in the CCM Core Environment. 

All choice lists must have a valid default, even if the questions are read-only or hidden. If the 

default in a single-select list is invalid, CCM Core will select the first entry from the list. If the 

default in a multi-select list is invalid, CCM Core will strip all invalid items from the list.  This 

change provides consistent behavior for read-only questions that are visible to the end user but 

cannot be changed. 

Note 

You can configure CCM Core at the level Environments to disable answer validation. 

 

EXTRA 

Extra variables are used to integrate ITP Model runs in applications. The name/value pair of the 

extra variable is passed to the model at the moment of model execution. This makes it possible to 

control the run of a model, for instance which part of the model must be executed, within the call 
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to the model.  In short; an EXTRA variable can be used to pass any value you need to a model at 

run time. If a name/value pair of an EXTRA variable is not included in the call to the ITP Model 

the end user will be asked to provide the value of the EXTRA variable during model execution. 

Note   

When EXTRA variables are omitted from a model call the model will become interactive. 

An interactive model, a model that asks for user input, cannot be used in CCM Core. It 

can be used in CCM ComposerUI Server and ITP/Workstation because they are 

designed to be interactive and EXTRAs are one way to ask for user input. 

There are three kinds of EXTRAs - TEXT, NUMBER and BOOL- as can be seen in their declarations:  

EXTRA TEXT name_variable  

   LEN ( length ) 

   DFT ( "standard value" )  

   PROMPT ( "prompt parameter" ) 

   VALUES ( "value list" ) 

   CHOICE ( "choice parameter" ) 

 

EXTRA NUMBER name_variable 

   LEN ( length )  

   DFT ( "standard value" )  

   PROMPT ( "prompt parameter" )  

   VALUES ( "value list" )  

   CHOICE ( "choice parameter" )  

 

EXTRA BOOL name_variable  

   PROMPT ( "prompt parameter" )  

   DFT ( "standard value" )  

Note 

The name of an EXTRA variable has to be all lowercase ( a to z,  and all accented 

characters), numbers ( 0 to 9) and the  "_"-character). The name of the variable cannot 

contain blanks. Instead of blanks you can use underscores.  

Parameters 

An EXTRA variable can have several parameters. The LEN parameter is required for an EXTRA 

variable of type TEXT or NUMBER; all other parameters are optional.  

Which parameters you set depends on the use of the EXTRA. If, for instance, you want to use an 

EXTRA to interact with end users you can set the PROMPT (the question that will be asked) and 

either VALUES (if the choice is limited) or CHOICE (if the choice is not limited).  

If on the other hand you are developing a model for CCM Core interactivity is not an option and 

you will set the EXTRA type,  name and LEN only.  

Be aware that setting the DFT does not mean that the name/value pair of the EXTRA need not be 

passed. If you omit this pair the EXTRA will become interactive despite the presence of a DFT 

value. Something you might not want in an CCM Core environment. 
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LEN 

Required for EXTRAs of type TEXT or NUMBER. 

When the EXTRA is of type TEXT, LEN stands for the permitted length in characters of the end 

users answer.  

When the EXTRA is of type NUMBER, LEN stands for the total permitted length in digits of the 

end users answer – this is a number; 1 to 15. It is also possible to determine the number of decimal 

positions allowed within the returned number. A space must divide the two numbers. 

Example 

 EXTRA NUMBER name_variable 

   LEN ( 5 3 ) 

Please note the space between the two numbers. This will allow as an answer a number 

of 5 digits. Within this number, 3 decimal positions are allowed. 

So, for instance, the answer can be: 

12345 or 1234.5 or 123.45 or 12.345 

Note  

Instead of 'LEN ( length)' also '( length)' can be specified.  

DFT 

Optional. 

The default value of the EXTRA.  

What is allowed as a default value is determined by the type of the EXTRA as well as the LEN 

setting: 

 TEXT EXTRA. The default value has to be a TEXT. The default value has to comply with the 

LEN setting.  

 NUMBER EXTRA. The default value has to be a TEXT and a number i.e. 1. The default value 

must comply with the LEN setting. 

 BOOL EXTRA. The default value has to be a TEXT and can be Y or N. 

Example 

EXTRA TEXT name_variable_text  

   LEN ( 10 ) 

   DFT ( "Johnson Al" ) 

EXTRA NUMBER name_variable_number 

   LEN ( 5 3 ) 

   DFT ( "12.345" ) 

 EXTRA BOOL name_variable_bool 

   DFT ("N") 

Note 

Please note the quotes around the DFT values; they are required.  Also note that 

Johnson Al complies with the LEN setting of 10 and that 12.345  

complies with the LEN setting of 5 3 . 
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Note 

The DFT set must be part of the VALUES set, if VALUES are used. 

Note 

Setting the DFT will not prevent the model from becoming interactive when the EXTRA 

is not passed in the model call. This is important if the model is to be used in an CCM 

Core environment. 

PROMPT 

Optional. 

This parameter is of type TEXT; enclose its value in double quotes. 

This is the question that will be presented to the end user if no value has been assigned to the 

variable before the execution of the model. If this parameter is not set the name of the EXTRA will 

be used as the question instead. 

Example 

EXTRA TEXT name_variable  

   LEN ( 10 ) 

   DFT ( "Johnson Al" ) 

   PROMPT ("Select a customer:") 

VALUES 

Optional. 

This parameter is of type TEXT; enclose its value in double quotes. 

When set the end user is presented with a list of possible values from which a choice can be made. 

VALUES must be set in different ways for the different types of EXTRAs: 

 TEXT EXTRA. Values set must be enclosed in single quotes (') and separated by spaces. The 

complete list must be enclosed by double quotes ("). 

 NUMBER EXTRA. Values must be separated by spaces. The complete list must be enclosed by 

double quotes ("). 

Example 

EXTRA TEXT name_variable  

   LEN ( 10 ) 

   DFT ( "Johnson Al" ) 

   PROMPT ("Select a customer:") 

   VALUES ("'Johnson Al' 'Franklin A' 'Parker C' 'Biafra J'") 

Note 

The value set at DFT, if any, must be part of the list of values set with VALUES. 

CHOICE 

Optional. 

This parameter is of type TEXT; enclose its value in double quotes. 

The CHOICE parameter allows the end user to type in a value and it provides him with a list of 
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possible values.  

VALUES must be set in different ways for the different types of EXTRAs: 

 TEXT EXTRA. Values set must be enclosed in single quotes (') and separated by spaces. The 

complete list must be enclosed by double quotes ("). 

 NUMBER EXTRA. Values must be separated by spaces. The complete list must be enclosed by 

double quotes ("). 

Example 

EXTRA TEXT name_variable  

   LEN ( 10 ) 

   DFT ( "Johnson Al" ) 

   PROMPT ("Select a customer:") 

   CHOICE ("'Johnson Al' 'Franklin A' 'Parker C' 'Biafra J'") 

Use 

As indicated the EXTRA variable can be used to interact with the end user in an ITP/Workstation 

or CCM ComposerUI Server environment. In an CCM Core environment however it can only be 

used to pass runtime information to the model and care must be taken to pass all EXTRAs to 

prevent the model from becoming interactive. 

Another use of the EXTRA is during model development; it offers the possibility to pass dummy 

data to, parts of, the model. This allows you to debug, part of, the model. 
 

INTERACT 

INTERACT is meant to be used in models that will be run by ITP/Workstation. There is another 

statement similar to INTERACT, FORM.  FORM is intended to be used with CCM ComposerUI 

Server and to this end has some extra features. INTERACT enables you to ask the end user 

questions and store the answers. Whenever the keyword INTERACT is encountered by ITP a 

question box will pop-up on the end user's screen. The answers are stored in variables and can be 

used, for instance to select data.  

The statement INTERACT is modular.  Several questions can be put to the end user in one 

INTERACT statement by repeating the QUESTION or Text Block block of parameters in the 

INTERACT definition. 

ITP uses the standard Microsoft Windows fonts to display data in an INTERACT screen. These fonts 

might not contain all characters necessary to display the data, especially if the data is entered in a 

different language version of Microsoft Windows than the system used to display the INTERACT. 

This problem can be resolved by using a font that supports all characters used by the application. 

With the settings ITPINTERACTFONT=xxx and ITPINTERACTFONTSIZE=10 you can configure ITP to 

use font 'xxx' as the font to display its INTERACT screens. 

Example  

The 'Arial Unicode (MS)' font contains almost all possible characters which can be 

displayed in ITP WCHAR fields. This font is part of Microsoft Office and can be installed 

from any Microsoft Office media. If this font is installed, add the following settings to 

the Miscellaneous tab of the ITP/Administration program to use Arial for INTERACT 

screens: 
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ITPINTERACTFONT=Arial 

ITPINTERACTFONTSIZE=10 

Definition of the INTERACT statement 

It starts with a first declaration: the ANSWER_variable must be declared outside and before the 

INTERACT 

The second declaration and initiation are for the array. If an array is used as the VALUES 

parameter it must be declared and filled outside and before the INTERACT: 

TEXT, BOOL or NUMBER ANSWER_variable  

TEXT or NUMBER VALUES_array[ ]    

 

INTERACT "screentitle" 

   QUESTION "question-text"    

   LEN ( length-of-answer )    

   DFT "default-answer"     

   DATE     

   VALUES ( answer1;answer2;answerexpression; … )  

   ERRORCONDITION formula of type BOOL  

   MESSAGE "message-text"    

   HIDECONDITION formula of type BOOL   

   FILE            

   ANSWER variable or array element    

Repeat the QUESTION block of settings to create more questions in the INTERACT.For 

ITP/Workstation up to 6 questions/Text blocks are allowed in one INTERACT 

Instead of a question you can set a Text block. Questions and Text blockS can be combined in an 

INTERACT. 

TEXTBLOCK "message-text"     

ON ENTER  

   DO 

      model-part-with-declarations that will be processed when the INTERACT  

      is submitted. 

   OD 

ON EXIT  

   DO 

      model-part-with-declarations  that will be processed when the 

INTERACT is 

      canceled. 

   OD 

An INTERACT consists of one or more questions and or Text Blocks. These are placed in an 

INTERACT by repeating the question or Text Block definition in the definition INTERACT. 

Every INTERACT-statement  must at least contain one QUESTION or Text Block. 

Maximum number of questions 

The maximum amount of questions you can ask depends on whether the model will be run with 

ITP/Workstation or with CCM ComposerUI Server. For ITP/Workstation, the maximum number 

of questions is six. For CCM ComposerUI Server, the maximum number of questions is 65535 per 

INTERACT.  
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INTERACT screen or Microsoft Windows controls in ITP/Workstation 

In ITP/Workstation an INTERACT statement will be shown to the end user as a dialog containing 

the questions, and the buttons OK and Cancel. The title of the dialog is the text set behind the 

keyword INTERACT. Each question in the dialog consists of the actual question, set with the 

keyword QUESTION, and a control that allows end user input. There are six types of controls: 

Control displayed Triggered by 

Dropdown box  ANSWER of type TEXT or NUMBER and VALUES set    

or 

lANSWER of type NUMBER, DATE set and VALUES 

set. 

Check box ANSWER of type BOOL.  

Textblock check box (left cursor) ANSWER of type TEXT; no VALUES set 

Textbox (right cursor) ANSWER of type NUMBER; no VALUES set 

Dateboxes (Three textboxes and a format specifier) ANSWER of type NUMBER, DATE set 

File selection box ANSWER of type TEXT, FILE set. 

Input limits and rules 

The type of the parameter ANSWER determines what is shown to the end user and what is 

allowed as an answer. 

 Type BOOL, possible values are TRUE or FALSE. The end user is shown a check box. 

 Type TEXT, from any value originating in the model document, only the first 125 characters 

are taken and will appear on the screen. On the screen an end user can by default key a 

maximum of 125 characters into the answer, if the LEN is set its value will be used. (note that 

for FILE the default is 255 characters.)  

 Type NUMBER, values exist of numbers with 15 digits (that may include an decimal point). ( 

smallest value = -999,999,999,999,999 largest value = 999,999,999,999,999). 

 Type NUMBER with DATE-line specified, values exist of numbers with 8 digits. These 

numbers will be considered to be date-values according to the rules of ITP on dates ( format 

'YYYYMMDD', where 19931013 equals 13 October 1993). 

INTERACT title 

Following the keyword INTERACT, you can set the title for the window that will be shown. 

This parameter is of type TEXT; enclose its value in double quotes. ITP/Workstation: the title can 

be 60 characters long. 

Note  

Of a title longer than 60 characters only the first 60 characters will be visible in 

ITP/Workstation. 

CCM ComposerUI Server has no such limit. 

Parameters 

An INTERACT consists of repeated QUESTION and/or Text Block parameter blocks, and one or 

none ON ENTER and one or none ON EXIT parameters.  
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Note 

The parameters QUESTION and ANSWER required; all other parameters are optional.  

QUESTION 

Required. 

This parameter is of type TEXT; enclose its value in double quotes. 

This parameter is the question that will be displayed on the screen.  

ITP/Workstation: a question can be 54 characters long (in fact it can be longer but only the first 54 

characters will be shown). 

Note 

Of a title longer than 54 characters only the first 54 characters will be visible in 

ITP/Workstation. CCM ComposerUI Server has no such limit.  

LEN 

Optional. 

This parameter is of type NUMBER. 

The maximum length allowed for the answer. 

Default: 125 for TEXT answers, ( 15 3 ) for NUMBER answers. 

When the variable ANSWER is of type TEXT, LEN stands for the permitted length in characters of 

the end users answer. The LEN setting is a number from 1 to 255.  

When the ANSWER variable is of type NUMBER, LEN stands for the total permitted length in 

digits of the end users answer; this is a number from 1 to 15. It is also possible to determine the 

number of decimal positions allowed within the returned number. A space must divide the two 

numbers. 

Example 

QUESTION "question-text" 

   LEN ( 5 3 ) 

   ANSWER variable_of_type_number_name 

This will allow as an answer a number of 5 digits. Within this number, 3 decimal 

positions are allowed. Please note the space between the two numbers.  

So, for instance, a valid answer can be: 

12345 or 1234.5 or 123.45 or 12.345 

In ITP/Workstation the setting LEN also controls the length of the controls shown in the interact 

screen.  

DFT 

Optional. 

This parameter must be of the same type as the variable ANSWER. 

The default answer. 

This value is suggested as the answer when the INTERACT is displayed.  
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Note  

When the DFT is not set but VALUES is set; the first value in the VALUES setting will be 

shown. 

DATE 

Optional. 

If this keyword is present, the keywords DFT, VALUES and ANSWER will be treated as dates. 

These have to be eight digits long and interpreted in the ITP standard date format YYYYMMDD. 

DFT, VALUES and ANSWER must be of type NUMBER for DATE to work. Furthermore, DFT and 

VALUES must have a certain format. Refer to date (page 116) for details. 

The result as stored in the variable ANSWER is a number representing a date and not a date in text. 

To show the date in words in the result document, you will have to use the function  

date_in_words (page 117). 

Note  

When DATE is set the LEN setting is ignored. 

VALUES 

Optional. 

Type depends on the type of the ANSWER variable. 

A  list of values or expressions separated by semicolons (;) or an array. 

Values or expressions set here must be of the same type as the ANSWER variable. 

When set the end user is presented with a list of possible values from which one can be chosen. 

Example 

QUESTION ("Select a fine musician?") 

VALUES ("Johnson A";"Franklin A";"Parker C";"Biafra Y") 

ANSWER variable_of_type_text_name  

When a VALUES list is used, the end user can only select one of the answers from the list.  The 

interact will show the list as a dropdownbox: Johnson A, Franklin A,  Parker C and Biafra Y.   

When an array is used to set VALUES it must be declared and filled outside the INTERACT and 

before the INTERACT is defined. The array must be of the same type as the ANSWER variable. 

MULTISELECT can be set when VALUES is a TEXT ARRAY. 

ERRORCONDITION 

Optional. 

Formula of type BOOL 

The ERRORCONDITION's value is calculated when the end user leaves the INTERACT window. 

When it is found to be TRUE the message is triggered and the end user is not allowed to leave the 

window.   

MESSAGE 

Required when ERRORCONDITION is set.  

When you leave the INTERACT screen/window the value of the error condition is calculated. If 

this formula is TRUE the message is displayed in a dialog. 
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Example 

This example demonstrates the use of an error condition and the message that needs to 

be shown when that error condition is met. 

#BEGIN 

NUMBER answer_number 

INTERACT  ("Guess a number") 

QUESTION  ("Please, enter a number.") 

LEN (2 0) 

ERRORCONDITION (answer_number < 2 OR answer_number > 5)  

MESSAGE  ("------- I'm sorry; you lost. --------") 

ANSWER answer_number 

# 

The winning number was: @(answer_number). 

# 

END# 

HIDECONDITION  

Optional. 

Formula of type BOOL. 

Before the window INTERACT is shown the value of the HIDECONDITION is calculated. If the 

formula is TRUE the question is hidden.  

If a QUESTION is hidden its ANSWER will contain the value DFT, or when no DFT is set it will be 

empty for a TEXT ANSWER, 0 for a NUMBER, and FALSE for a BOOL. 

Even if all QUESTIONs are hidden the INTERACT itself will still be shown. This method that can 

be used to conditionally show an INTERACT. 

Note 

This mechanism cannot be used to show questions conditionally depending on the 

answer to a previous answer, because the HIDECONDITIONS are evaluated before the 

INTERACT is shown. 

FILE 

Optional. 

This keyword is specified without a value. 

This keyword places a file selector in the window INTERACT in which the end user can select a file 

from the file system.  

Note 

The variable ANSWER or array-element in which the interact answer is stored must be 

type TEXT if this keyword is used. 

ANSWER 

Required. 

This parameter must be a variable name or array element.  

This parameter must be the last in a question block i.e., a question definition starts with 

QUESTION and ends with ANSWER. 

Following the ANSWER keyword you must specify a variable or an array-element, in which the 
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answer to the question will be stored. This variable or array- element must be declared prior to use.  

The type of the ANSWER variable also determines the control shown in the interact dialog. 

ON EXIT DO model-part-with-declarations OD 

When an end user closes the window INTERACT by pressing F3 (Exit) or clicking the button 

Cancel, the answers present on the screen will not be stored. The values stored in the variables or 

array elements will still be the values that were stored in them prior to execution of the statement 

INTERACT. 

If an ON EXIT is specified the model part specified between DO and OD will be executed when 

pressing F3, or clicking Cancel. 

When no ON EXIT- and no ON ENTER-line are specified, ITP will continue executing the 

model-part that follows the statement INTERACT. 

ON ENTER DO model-part-with-declarations OD 

When an end user has completed the window INTERACT and presses key the Enter or clicks the 

button OK, an extra Enter to confirm input will always be needed. The answers present on the 

screen will be stored in corresponding ANSWER variables or array elements.  

If an ON ENTER is specified the model-part specified between its DO and OD will be executed 

after Enter is pressed. 

When no ON EXIT- and no ON ENTER-line are specified, ITP will continue executing the 

model-part that follows the statement INTERACT. 
 

DOCD 

This function is deprecated, use the function document_property (page 159) instead. 

Using the DOCD statement you can set the result documents' Title properties.  

Definition of the statement DOCD : 

DOCD( formula of type TEXT ) 

The DOCD setting is a global one. This means that from the point it is set it will be used for all 

result documents. Note that the DOCD text is also used when the function 'put_in_document' is 

used to produce a result document.  

You can define several DOCD statements within one model. When ITP produces a document the 

last found DOCD statement is used to create the result document's Title property.  

DOCD( "ITP document for person " + Pers.Name)  

 

WIZARD 

You can use the statement WIZARD to present the user with a Content Wizard, wherein Sections 

and Text Blocks can be selected. 
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Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

Definition 

WIZARD id 

  NAME path 

  FOLDER path 

  SELECTION_INPUT map 

  SELECTION_OUTPUT map 

  SUPPRESS_EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCKS 

  SUPPRESS_QFORMS 

  SHOW_ALL 

  NON_INTERACTIVE 

  DATA_DEFINITION NONE 

  VIEWS_USE_ORDERING 

The label id identifies the Content Wizard for later use with the statement FOREACH WIZARD 

(page 75). If multiple Content Wizards use the same label id, the statement FOREACH WIZARD will 

use the data from the last occurrence. 

The keyword NAME specifies the Content Wizard path that is presented to the end user. 

The keyword FOLDER specifies that the user can choose a Content Wizard from the Content Wizard 

path or its subfolders. If there is only a single choice possible, the selection screen is suppressed 

and the choice is made automatically. If a Title property is configured in the CCM Repository for 

the Content Wizard path it is shown as the title of the selection screen. For more information on 

configuring the title of the Content Wizard folder, refer to the topic Content Wizard folder General 

tab of the CCM Repository Configuration Help. 

The keywords NAME and FOLDER are mutually exclusive. One of those keywords must be specified. 

The path parameters are paths to the appropriate objects in the CCM Repository. This path must 

include all containing folders separated by backslashes. 

The keyword SELECTION_INPUT specifies a map that contains a set of overrides, which are applied 

to the Content Wizard before it is presented to the (Content Wizard) user. This keyword is 

optional. If no map is specified the defaults as specified by the editor of the Content Wizard will be 

used. 

The keyword SELECTION_OUTPUT specifies a map that will receive a list of the state of each item 

that was presented in the Content Wizard. This keyword is optional. 

The keyword SUPPRESS_EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCKS will prevent the Content Wizard from showing 

any Editable Text Blocks, which are otherwise presented to the user based on the selected Text 

Blocks. This keyword is optional. 

The keyword SUPPRESS_QFORMS will prevent the Content Wizard from showing any QForms, 

which are otherwise presented to the user based on the selected Text Blocks. This keyword is 

optional. 

The keyword SHOW_ALL specifies that all mandatory items in the Content Wizard will be presented 

to the end user. This keyword is optional and can be ignored depending on the definition of the 
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Content Wizard in the CCM Repository. 

The keyword NON_INTERACTIVE specifies that the Content Wizard should be run in a 

non-interactive modus. This keyword allows Content Wizards to be used in batch environments. 

The Content Wizard will select all default values for the Content Wizard, suppress the editing of 

Editable Text Blocks, and select all default values in the associated QForm(s). If the defaults do not 

satisfy constraints on the QForm or on the Content Wizard, for example the number of selected 

Text Blocks, an error will be reported and the ITP Model will stop. 

The keyword DATA_DEFINITION specifies a variable, which can be used as Data Definition when 

representing repeating structures in the Content Wizard. Currently only the value NONE is allowed. 

See below for more details. 

The keyword VIEWS_USE_ORDERING indicates that Text Block multi-selects that are based on a View 

should be presented as an orderable list. This feature allows the user to reorder the Text Blocks. 

This keyword is optional. 

Mandatory items in the Content Wizard 

By default all mandatory items in the Content Wizard are hidden from the end user. Content 

Wizards containing only mandatory items are completely suppressed. You can configure this 

behavior in the Content Wizard Editor in the CCM Repository. If the Content Wizard developer 

selects the option Model decides in the Content Wizard Editor, the keyword SHOW_ALL can be used 

in the model to change the behavior. If another option is selected in the Content Wizard Editor the 

keyword SHOW_ALL in the model has no effect.   

QForms 

The Content Wizard can define one or more QForms. Any Field Set used in these QForms must be 

declared before the statement WIZARD. The Sections and Text Blocks selected by the user can be 

accessed by using the statement FOREACH WIZARD (page 75). 

Data Backbone 

If a project has a Data Backbone the variable _data that represents the Data Backbone and its 

content will be used implicitly with all Content Wizards and Text Blocks in that ITP Model. The 

implicit use of the _data Data Backbone can be disabled by specifying DATA_DEFINITION NONE on 

the statement WIZARD. CCM Core will report a runtime error if the model does use a Content 

Wizard that requires a Data Backbone. 

SELECTION_INPUT and SELECTION_OUTPUT maps 

The map filled by the keyword SELECTION_OUTPUT can be used as input to the keyword 

SELECTION_INPUT in another WIZARD to reproduce a default state for the Content Wizard, which is 

identical to the previous selection. For more information on MAPs refer to MAP (page 24). 

The map contains keys that consist of a sequence of Section titles that are separated by backslashes. 

The sequence of Section titles can optionally be followed by a Text Block title. For a Content 

Wizard containing Section "a" and Subsection "b" with Text Block "tb1", Subsection "b" would be 

presented by "a\b" and Text Block "tb1" would be presented by "a\b\tb1". Each key has a value 

indicating the selection state. These values are: 

 The value MS indicates Mandatory Selected. 
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 The value OS indicates Optional Selected. 

 The value OD indicates Optional Deselected. 

Input which would alter Mandatory Sections or Text Blocks as defined in the Content Wizard 

Editor will be ignored.  

Input which sets Optional Sections or Text Blocks to MS (Mandatory Select) will be handled as if 

they are set to OS (Optional Selected). 

If no input is provided for a Section or Text Block the definition as entered in the Content Wizard 

Editor will be maintained. 

Incorrect input will be ignored, such as; 

 Sections or Text Blocks that are nonexisting in the Content Wizard Editor,  

 Sections or Text Blocks that would result in multiple selections in a single select situation. 

Note 

The SELECTION_INPUT and SELECTION_OUTPUT maps cannot differentiate between 

multiple identical items in the same section because these all map to the same key in the 

MAP. 

The Content Wizard will always write a value MS into the SELECTION_OUTPUT map if one 

of the objects was Mandatory Selected, otherwise it will write a value OS if at least one of 

the objects was selected. If none of the objects is selected the value OD is used. 

Example: 

# BEGIN 

 

WIZARD "myID" 

  NAME "my wizard" 

 

FOREACH WIZARD Element IN WIZARD "myID" 

DO 

  IF Element.Type = "section" THEN 

 

# 

Wizard @(Element.Wizard) [@(Element.WizardQForm)] 

Section @(Element.Name) [@(Element.QForm)] 

# 

  ELIF Element.Type = "textblock" THEN 

    TEXTBLOCK VAR Element.TextBlock 

  FI 
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    FOREACH WIZARD SubElement IN Element 

    DO 

      IF SubElement.Type = "section" THEN 

 

# 

SubSection @(SubElement.Name) [@(SubElement.QForm)] 

# 

      ELIF SubElement.Type = "textblock" THEN 

        TEXTBLOCK VAR SubElement.TextBlock 

      FI 

    OD 

OD 

 

END # 

Availability 

The VIEWS_USE_ORDERING keyword is introduced in CCM Create Model Package 4.4 

and requires CCM Core and CCM ComposerUI Server 4.4 or later with an CCM 

ComposerUI Server application that supports orderable Text Blocks. 

 

STOP 

As soon as the statement STOP is encountered, the execution of the model stops and all the hitherto 

produced text will be placed in the result document.  

Definition of the statement STOP: 

STOP (return code) (* TEXT, optional, up to 7 characters *) 

The keyword STOP can be interpreted as jump to the end of the model.  

You can place a return-code of type TEXT in a STOP-statement. The first seven characters of the 

return code will be put in the file ITPSTOP in the ITP folder for temporary files. 

STOP ( "code 1") 

Use 

By inserting a STOP with return code in a strategic place in a model you can retrieve up to which 

point the model execution process DID succeed.  
 

WRITE 

You can use the statement WRITE to save the contents of the DATABACKBONE into an XML file. 

Definition 

WRITE datastructure 

  TO file 

The datastructure is a Data Structure variable that is written to the XML file. 

The keyword TO specifies the file in which the data is written. 

Example 

WRITE _data TO session_path + "\saved_data.xml" 

writes the Data Backbone to the file named saved_data.xml. 
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ERROR 

As soon as the statement ERROR is encountered the execution of the model stops with the 

specified message. No result document will be produced. 

Definition of the statement ERROR: 

ERROR message 

The text of the message is logged with error code USR1000. This can be read from the _itplog CCM 

Core variable or from the ITPLOG file. 

ERROR "Inconsistent data found. Unable to produce correspondence." 

Use of the ERROR statement will cause the CCM Core ITPRun command if a runtime error had 

occurred. Scripts can detect this condition by testing for a _returncode value of 23. 
 

WARNING 

The statement WARNING will report a custom warning message from a model. Reporting a 

warning has no effect on the execution of the model itself. 

Definition of the statement WARNING: 

WARNING message 

The text of the message is logged with message code USR1001. This can be read from the _itplog 

CCM Core variable or from the ITPLOG file. 

WARNING "Processing customer " + _data.Customer.CustomerNr 

The WARNING statement can be combined with the ERROR (page 71) statement to provide 

additional information. 
 

DISCARD_OUTPUT 

The DISCARD_OUTPUT statement will restart production of the result document. All layout and 

output produced up to the statement is discarded. 

Definition of the DISCARD_OUTPUT statement: 

DISCARD_OUTPUT 

The  DISCARD_OUTPUT statement will discard layout such as page styles, headers and footers. A 

model should reestablish all relevant layout. 

Note 

The DISCARD_OUTPUT statement is introduced in CCM Create Model Package 4.4 and 

requires CCM Core 4.4 or later. 
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Control Structures 

Underlying topics contain the descriptions of the Control Structure Keywords FOR (page 72), 

WHILE (page 73), FOREACH (page 73), FOREACH KEY (page 74), FOREACH WIZARD (page 75), 

IF (page 78), and REPEAT (page 78). 
 

FOR 

The statement FOR FROM UPTO runs a model part a fixed number of times. The number of times 

that the model part will be executed depends on the FROM and UPTO formulae. When reaching 

the FOR FROM UPTO statement ITP calculates the formulae. The found values are rounded off. 

ITP will execute the model part and with every pass 1 will be added to the FROM value until the 

UPTO value is reached. When the UPTO value is reached the model part is executed one more 

time. 

Definition FOR FROM UPTO statement: 

FOR Loop_counter_variable_of_the_type_number 

      FROM formula_of_the_type_number  

      UPTO formula_of_the_type_number 

DO  

   ITP-model part with declarations 

OD  

The loop counter variable, which is of type NUMBER, must be declared before use. You can give it 

any name you like. In this variable the loop counter is stored. The loop counter counts the number 

of loops passed. The loop counter is available in the DO … OD part of the FOR statement. This 

means that you can use the loop counter variable to, for instance, print the loop number in a result 

document. 

Note 

If the formula UPTO produces a smaller number then the formula FOR, the DO - OD 

will not be executed at all. 

You can change the loop counter variable within the DO - OD part. This does not have any 

influence on the number of times that the DO - OD part will be executed, nor on the value of the 

variable within the next loop.  

Example 

#BEGIN 

NUMBER counter 

FOR counter  

FROM 2  

UPTO 6 

DO 

# 

The counter is @(number(counter; 0)). 

#   

OD 

END# 
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Result: 

The counter is 2. 

The counter is 3. 

The counter is 4. 

The counter is 5. 

The counter is 6. 

Note 

Note that the function number( ) (page 122) is used to format the counter so it is 

displayed without decimals.  

 

WHILE 

With the statement WHILE you can run a certain ITP Model ( part ) zero, one or more times 

depending on the test you want to perform. The model part between DO and OD will be executed 

as often as the test formula is TRUE.  

Definition of the statement WHILE: 

WHILE The Test  

DO  

   ITP-model part with declarations 

OD  

The test value must be changed inside the DO … OD part of the statement. Otherwise, the test will 

never become FALSE and the WHILE loop will never end. 

#BEGIN 

NUMBER counter := 3  

WHILE counter > 0 

DO 

# 

The counter is @(number(counter;0)) 

# 

    ASSIGN counter := counter – 1 

OD 

END#  

Result: 

 The counter is 3 

 The counter is 2 

 The counter is 1 
 

FOREACH 

The statement FOREACH enumerates a set of objects and runs a model part once for each object. 

The enumerated object is available in a variable for use within the model part. 

You can use specific FOREACH statements for each type of enumeration. The generic definition of 

FOREACH statements is: 

FOREACH <kind> <variable> IN <object> 

DO 

    ITP-model part 

OD 

Note 

At this moment, you can only use KEY and WIZARD as <kind>. 
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FOREACH KEY 

The statement FOREACH KEY enumerates all keys in a MAP and runs the model part for every 

key. 

Definition: 

FOREACH KEY key IN map 

DO 

    ITP-model part 

OD 

 

FOREACH KEY key IN SORTED map 

DO 

    ITP-model part 

OD 

The enumeration variable (key) of type TEXT must be declared before the FOREACH loop. The 

map (map) can be any type of MAP. You can use the keyword SORTED to enumerate the keys in a 

alphabetically-lexicographically sorted order. If this keyword is omitted, the ordering of the 

enumeration is undefined. Changes to the map within the DO … OD section do not affect the 

enumeration. 

Example: 

# BEGIN 

MAP NUMBER example 

ASSIGN example["one"] := 1 

ASSIGN example["two"] := 2 

ASSIGN example["three"] := 3 

ASSIGN example["four"] := 4 

TEXT key 

 

FOREACH KEY key IN SORTED example 

DO 

 

# 

@(key)      @(number(example[key];0)) 

# 

 

    ASSIGN example["magic"] := 42 

OD 

 

# 

Show changes: Element 'magic' = @(number(example["magic"];0)) 

# 

 

END # 

Result: 

four      4 

one       1 

three     3 

two       2 

Show changes: Element 'magic' = 42 
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Note 

Note that the 'magic' element is not enumerated, even tough it is added within the DO 

… OD part. 

 

FOREACH WIZARD 

The statement FOREACH WIZARD enumerates selected Sections and Text Blocks in a Content 

Wizard. You can use nested FOREACH WIZARD constructs to enumerate the contents of those 

Sections. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

Definition: 

FOREACH WIZARD Element IN WIZARD id 

DO 

  ITP-model part 

OD 

The  statement FOREACH WIZARD Element IN WIZARD id enumerates the top level Sections 

and Text Blocks the end user has selected in the last presented Content Wizard dialog with the 

label id. If no such Content Wizard was presented to the end user a fatal error is reported. 

FOREACH WIZARD SubElement IN Element 

DO 

    ITP-model part 

OD 

The statement FOREACH WIZARD SubElement IN Element enumerates all Subsections and Text 

Blocks the end user has chosen within the Element. You can use this statement only within the part 

DO … OD of another FOREACH WIZARD statement, and the Element must be the loop variable 

of such a statement. 

The loop variables Element and SubElement are automatically declared and available within the 

loop DO … OD. You can choose the names, but they must match the rules for valid FIELDSET 

names. These loop variables behave for all intents and purposes as read-only FIELDSET variables. 

You can copy Element and SubElement to regular FIELDSET variables. 

You can use the following fields: 

Type 

The field Type indicates the object type of the current element. This field can have the following 

values: 

 "section" - the object is a Section. 

 "textblock" - the object is a Text Block or a list of Text Blocks. 

 "group" - the object is a Group. 

 "list" - the objects is a Data Definition group representing a DATASTRUCTURE, an ARRAY 

of DATASTRUCTUREs, or an ARRAY of FIELDSETs. 

 "item" - the object is an iteration within the Data Definition group. These objects only occur 

within "list" elements.  
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Elements hidden by conditions in the Content Wizard will be represented by an empty "item" 

element. 

Name 

If the current element is a Text Block, this field contains the name and path to the Text Block as 

specified in the Content Wizard. If the element allows multiple selections, this field contains a 

comma-separated list (CSV format) of Text Blocks. For other elements this field contains the name 

of the element as shown in the Content Wizard. 

TextBlock 

This field contains the name and path to the Text Block containing the effective content of the 

element. If the element allows multiple selections, this field contains a comma-separated list (CSV) 

of Text Blocks. If the element is editable, this field will contain a reference to the edited Text 

Block(s). 

The content of this field can be passed directly to the statement TEXTBLOCK to produce the 

content of the Text Block(s).  

This field is empty if the current element is not a Text Block. 

MinElements and MaxElements 

These fields contain the minimum respectively maximum elements that can be chosen in the 

Group. These fields are empty if the current element is not a Group. 

Wizard 

This field contains the name of the Content Wizard. 

QForm 

This field contains the name of the QForm that was defined at the Section or Subsection. This field 

is empty if the current element is not a Section.  

WizardQForm 

This field contains the name of the QForm that was defined at the top level of the Content Wizard. 

This field is empty except for top-level Sections and Groups. 

Editable 

This field contains "Y" if the Text Block could be edited during a Content Wizard run. It contains 

"N" if the Editable option was not selected for the Text Block in the Content Wizard Editor.  

Count 

This field contains the total number of elements in a Data Definition group. This field is present in 

both "list" and "item" elements. 

Current 

This field contains the sequence number of the current iteration in a Data Definition group. This 

field is present in "item" elements. 

Member 

This field contains the DATASTRUCTURE member over which the Data Definition group is 

enumerating. This field is present in "list" elements. 

Path 
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Internal path in the Data Definition which indicates which FIELDSETs in the Data Definition are 

currently visible. This value can be passed to the TEXTBLOCK statement to apply the correct data 

to the Fields in the Text Block(s) and associated QForm. 

Note 

The content of the Path field is intended for internal use only and only remains valid until 

the next time a Content Wizard with the same ID is presented or the model ends. Its 

value can be copied to variables but not stored externally. Any changes or manipulations 

will be rejected with a Fatal Error. 

Data Definition groups and Text Blocks 

Any use of the statement TEXTBLOCK to insert a Text Block within a FOREACH WIZARD loop 

will by default apply the context of the FOREACH loop to the Text Blocks and associated QForm. 

Any Field Sets used in the Text Block and QForm are resolved in the context of the Data Definition 

first and only if no Data Definition has been defined Field Sets are searched outside the Data 

Definition. 

Text Blocks within a Data Definition group will always refer to the Field Sets within the current 

iteration of the Data Definition group. This will automatically handle repeating Text Blocks. 

The model developer can use the keywords DATA_DEFINITION and PATH on the statement 

TEXTBLOCK to either disable the context handing within a FOREACH WIZARD loop, or to 

simulate this behavior outside the loop FOREACH WIZARD by keeping track of the Path field 

associated with the Text Block. 

Example: 

# BEGIN 

WIZARD "myID" 

NAME "my wizard" 

 

FOREACH WIZARD Element IN WIZARD "myID" 

DO 

  IF Element.Type = "section" THEN 

 

# 

Wizard @(Element.Wizard) [@(Element.WizardQForm)] 

Section @(Element.Name) [@(Element.QForm)] 

# 

  ELIF Element.Type = "textblock" THEN 

    TEXTBLOCK VAR Element.TextBlock 

  FI 
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    FOREACH WIZARD SubElement IN Element 

    DO 

      IF SubElement.Type = "section" THEN 

 

# 

SubSection @(SubElement.Name) [@(SubElement.QForm)] 

# 

      ELIF SubElement.Type = "textblock" THEN 

        TEXTBLOCK VAR SubElement.TextBlock 

      FI 

    OD 

OD 

 

END # 

Result (for a sample Content Wizard): 

 

Wizard my wizard [] 

Section one [] 

--text block 1.1-- 

 

SubSection one.two [qform 1] 

--text block 1.2.1-- 

--text block 1.2.2-- 

--text block 1.2.3-- 

 

SubSection one.three [] 

 

Wizard my wizard  [] 

Section two [qform 2] 

--text block 2.1-- 
 

IF 

With the statement IF THEN you can conditionally place text in result documents. The test, a 

formula of type BOOL, is evaluated. If it turns out to be TRUE the THEN part is executed. If it 

turns out to be FALSE the next part of the statement is executed. 

Definition IF THEN statement: 

IF The Test (* formula of type BOOL *)  

THEN  

   ITP-model part with declarations 

ELIF The Test2 (* formula of type BOOL *)  

THEN  

   ITP-model part with declarations 

ELSE  

   ITP-model part with declarations 

FI  

ELSE as well as ELIF are optional parts. The ELIF part can be used zero, one or more times. The 

ELSE part can be used zero or one time. The ELIF parts must precede the ELSE part.  
 

REPEAT 

With the statement REPEAT an ITP Model can be executed one or more times. The part between 

REPEAT and UNTIL will be repeatedly executed. If the UNTIL formula yields the value FALSE the 

ITP model part will be executed again. If the formula yields the value TRUE the execution will 

stop.  
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Definition statement REPEAT: 

REPEAT  

   ITP-model part with declarations 

UNTIL stop_test (* formula of the type BOOL *) 

The code between REPEAT and UNTIL will always be run once. If you want to optionally not run 

it, you must use the statement WHILE (page 73).  

#BEGIN 

NUMBER counter := 3   

DO 

REPEAT 

# 

The counter is @(number(counter;0)) 

# 

    ASSIGN counter := counter – 1 

    UNTIL counter = 0 

OD 

END# 

 

Result: 

The counter is 3 

The counter is 2 

The counter is 1 
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Dynamic building blocks 

Underlying topics contain the descriptions of the dynamic building block keywords Dynamic 

FORM (page 80), TEXTBLOCK (page 81), and the deprecated keyword TEXT_BLOCK (page 84). 
 

Dynamic FORM 

Since CCM Repository 3.2.0 and ITP version 3.2.5 forms can be created with a WYSIWYG Form 

Editor. These forms are retrieved from the CCM Repository database at the moment the model is 

run. That is why these forms are called dynamic forms as opposed to normal forms that are created 

with the statement FORM. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

To insert a form that has been created with the Form Editor in the model document the FORM 

statement needs to be used. 

Insert a dynamic FORM 

Add the following lines to the model document to insert a dynamic form: 

FORM 

NAME "folder\name of the form" 

NAME contains the name of the form as it is known in the CCM Repository project. This is 

sufficient if the form is located in the root folder of the special CCM Repository Forms folder. If the 

form is located in a (sub) folder of the special Forms folder this (sub)folder needs to be passed too. 

It's possible to explicitly pass a project to insert the form. This ensures that the form is always 

retrieved from this project.  

FORM 

NAME "Project.folder\name of the form" 

The name of the special Forms folder does not need to be passed! 

Refer to Retrieving dynamic building blocks for an overview on how forms and other dynamic 

building blocks are retrieved from the CCM Repository. 

It is also possible to pass a variable instead of a fixed name to the statement FORM:  

FORM 

VAR variable 

Dynamic forms can be configured to automatically insert any selected Text Blocks. If the user 

selects multiple Text Blocks, these are separated by paragraph breaks. This behavior can be 

influenced by the  pragma functions AutoInsertSeparator and AutoInsertTerminators. Refer to 

pragma (page 152) for more information. 
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Note 

The CCM Repository computes the dependencies of the different objects in a project. The 

dependency of a model on a form can only be computed if a form has been inserted with 

the statement NAME.   

FIELDSETs and dynamic Forms 

The CCM Repository contains Field Sets which are used in Text Blocks and Forms. Every time a 

model uses a Text Block or Form that refers to a Field Set it must declare a variable FIELDSET with 

the same name. The contents of this FIELDSET variable are used wherever fields from the Field Set 

are used. Refer to  Inserting a Text Block (page 196) for more information on using Text Blocks in 

ITP Model documents. 

CCM Core 4.2.0 allows dynamic forms to locate the FIELDSET variables in the Data Backbone. To 

use this the model document must indicate where in the Data Backbone the FIELDSET members 

can be found. If a FIELDSET cannot be found at the last Data Structure element in the path parent 

elements are searched, similar to the handling of FIELDSET members in a Content Wizard. 

The path of the FIELDSET members is indicated using the DATA keyword: 

FORM 

NAME "Project.folder\name of the form" 

DATA _data.Level1.List[4].Nested 

The DATA keyword indicates the path in the Data Backbone that will be searched in the following 

order. It is possible to include one or more arrays of Data Structures in the path, but a specific 

element must be selected in each array. 

1. The members of the Nested Data Structure in the 4th instance of the _data.Level1.List 

array. 

2. The 4th instance of the _data.Level1.List array. 

3. The Level1 Data Structure. 

4. The members on the top level of the Data Backbone. 
 

TEXTBLOCK 

The statement TEXTBLOCK is used to insert regular or Rich Text Blocks in the result document.  

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

Note 

The keyword EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK replaces the statement QUESTION 

TEXT_BLOCK that is used in a FORM question, to indicate that the end user can enter 

text content with layout. For more information on the keyword 

EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK, refer to the documentation of the FORM. 

You can use the statement TEXTBLOCK with the options NAME and VAR. The option NAME 

precedes the name of the Text Block, given literally and with quotes. Use the option VAR when the 

name of the Text Block is not known beforehand, but retrieved in the model. Here you give the 

name in a variable. Besides this a few extended options can be used. 

If one or more Field Sets are configured on the CCM Repository folder where the Text Block is 
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located, the model developer is responsible for defining a special variable FIELDSET (page 26) for 

each of these Field Sets. Also if the Text Block in question does not use any of the fields in the Field 

Set.  

Definition 

TEXTBLOCK 

NAME "folder\name of the (rich) text block" 

TEXTBLOCK NAME "first,second,third" or "first, second, third" 

VAR variable 

PARAGRAPH_SYMBOL "paragraph symbol" 

STYLE_PREFIX "name of the prefix" 

ASSIGN_TO variable 

QFORM qform 

SUPPRESS_FINAL_PARAGRAPH 

DATA_DEFINITION NONE 

PATH variable 

Description of the options 

TEXTBLOCK 

This keyword indicates that a Text Block is inserted. It needs at least a NAME or a VAR. 

NAME "folder\name of the (rich) text block" 

NAME "\folder\name of the (rich) text block" 

NAME "MyProject.name of the (rich) text block" 

NAME "Myproject.\folder\name of the (rich) text block" 

If a Text Block specification does not start with a backslash, the CCM Repository will look for the 

object in a number of folders that were specified during project configuration. Text Blocks have 

their own search paths that can be configured on the Runtime tab of the project configuration 

dialog.  

When inserting an object, you can specify an absolute location. Appending a backslash in front of 

the name or path of the object signifies this. Text Blocks that are specified in this way will be 

searched only and in that exact location.  Note that this backslash comes after a possible project 

specification. 

If the Text Block is referred in the model with a name that includes the project, the object will be 

sought in that project. A reference can include the project by adding the project name and a dot in 

front of the actual name. For more information on search paths refer to the Help, chapter Search 

paths. 

Refer to Retrieving dynamic building blocks (page 238) for an overview on how Text Blocks and 

other dynamic building blocks are retrieved from the CCM Repository. 

VAR variable 

Use VAR if the name or folder and name of the Text Block is stored in a variable or a field from a 

Field Set. If the variable or the field contains more than one Text Block, selected with a Text Block 

MULTISELECT question, the statement TEXTBLOCK will handle all Text Blocks in the Field Set. 

Since the Text Blocks are saved to the field or variable as a CSV the model developer can also split 

the different Text Blocks in separate values using the split_csv (page 165) function.  

PARAGRAPH_SYMBOL "paragraph symbol" 
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Optional. Is mainly used when a Text Block needs to be inserted in a table cell. 

PARAGRAPH_SYMBOL contains the paragraph symbol that holds the style that is applied to the 

Text Block. To insert this Text Block in a paragraph cell the paragraph symbol needs to be declared 

within a table cell itself as well. A corrupted result document could be produced if an incorrect 

paragraph symbol is used. 

STYLE_PREFIX "name of the prefix" 

Optional. STYLE_PREFIX contains the prefix of the set Text Block styles that needs to be applied to 

this particular Text Block. If this parameter is left empty ITP will search by default for the Text 

Block styles with an ITP prefix. Refer to Lay out of Text Blocks (page 239) for more information on 

the lay out of Text Blocks. 

ASSIGN_TO variable 

Optional. You can use this option if the Text Block should be stored in a variable and not printed at 

the location where the statement TEXTBLOCK is called. 

QFORM qform 

Optional. You can use a QForm to ask questions to the end user for fields, which do not have a 

value yet. The end user will only be asked for fields, which are also used in inserted Text Blocks. 

The developer can only use a QForm when he inserts a Text Block.  

SUPPRESS_FINAL_PARAGRAPH 

Optional. If this keyword is used, the paragraph marker at the end of the final paragraph of the 

Text Block will be omitted. This can be used to treat Text Blocks as text fragments. 

Note 

If the Text Block ends with a list element the final paragraph marker cannot be omitted. 

DATA_DEFINITION NONE 

Optional. If the ITP Model is compiled with a Data Definition the variable _data is used to locate 

applicable Field Sets. The reserved value NONE explicitly disables the use of the Data Definition.  

See below for a description of the DATA_DEFINITION and PATH keywords. 

PATH variable 

PATH NONE 

Optional. If this keyword is used the variable is used to determine the current location in the Data 

Definition to locate applicable Field Sets. The reserved value NONE disables any PATH values that 

might be derived. 

See below for a description of the keywords DATA_DEFINITION and PATH. 

Inserting multiple Text Blocks 

To insert multiple Text Blocks at once, a list of Text Blocks can be specified. The names of the 

individual Text Blocks should be separated by comma signs. 

TEXTBLOCK 

NAME "First Text Block, Second Text Block, Third Text Block" or "First Text 

Block,Second Text Block,Third Text Block" 
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Note 

If multiple paragraphs are inserted by a single TEXTBLOCK statement, the keyword 

SUPPRESS_FINAL_PARAGRAPH will only affect the last Text Block in the list. 

Text Blocks and Data Definitions 

If the statement TEXTBLOCK is used within a FOREACH WIZARD loop the context of the 

FOREACH WIZARD statements is used to automatically determine the location of the Text Block 

in the Content Wizard. If the Content Wizard uses a Data Definition to support repeating groups 

and the FOREACH WIZARD loop is within a Data Definition Group, the current iteration of the 

Data Definition Group elements is determined to pick Field Sets within that loop. This guarantees 

that Text Blocks within a repeating group will refer to the correct iteration. 

If the statement TEXTBLOCK is used outside any FOREACH WIZARD loops, or any Field Sets 

cannot be located in the Data Definition, the Field Sets are additionally searched for within the 

current scope in the ITP Model. 

The keywords DATA_DEFINITION and PATH can be used to change the default behavior. The 

keyword DATA_DEFINITION can be used to disable the use of the _data variable and limit the 

use of Field Sets to local variables. 

The keyword PATH indicates a location in the Data Definition where the Text Block should try to 

locate Field Sets. Only values copied from the field Path in the statement FOREACH WIZARD can 

be used with the keyword PATH. Use PATH NONE to ignore any repeating or nested structures in 

the Data Definition. 

Examples 

TEXTBLOCK 

  NAME "..." 

In the example above the Text Block using the currently active FOREACH WIZARD context (if 

any) is inserted. 

TEXTBLOCK 

  NAME "..." 

  DATA_DEFINITION NONE 

  PATH NONE 

The example above completely ignores any applicable FOREACH WIZARD context and only uses 

Field Sets which are currently in scope. 

TEXTBLOCK 

  NAME text_block 

  PATH my_path 

The example above uses the variable my_path to determine the active Data Definition context. This 

can be used outside any FOREACH WIZARD loops to control the context in which the Text Block 

is produced. The variable _data is used to retrieve the content. 
 

TEXT_BLOCK 

The keyword TEXT_BLOCK is deprecated and might be removed in a future version. If you want 

to insert a Text Block in your result document use the keyword TEXTBLOCK (page 81).  
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The keyword EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK replaces the statement QUESTION TEXT_BLOCK that can 

be used in a FORM question, to indicate that the end user can enter text content with layout. For 

more information refer to EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK in the topic that explains the FORM statement. 
 

FORMAT functions 

Format functions allow model developers to expand the field formatting functionality in CCM 

Core Text Blocks and Quick Documents by writing custom functions. 

Format functions are specified using the FORMAT keyword prefix. Format functions can only be 

defined in Code Libraries and they cannot be defined within conditional statements or other nested 

constructs. 

FORMAT FUNC TEXT function (CONST TEXT input) 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

 

FORMAT FUNC TEXT function (CONST TEXT input; CONST TEXT par1; ...) 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

A Format function must have at least one CONST TEXT parameter, which receives the data to be 

formatted. The function must return the formatted data as TEXT. 

Format functions can have additional CONST TEXT parameters which can be used to pass additional 

information. These parameters are optional. If the Text Block or Quick Document omits parameters 

these are passed as empty texts. Excess parameters in a call are ignored. 

Format functions have access to the Data Backbone through the _data variable and can use any 

ITP language functionality. 

NOTE 

To use Word processor instructions in Code Libraries you must assign content containing word 

processor instructions to Data Backbone fields in a Master Template. Use these fields in Code 

Libraries when manipulating layout. 

Word processor instructions introduced directly in Code Libraries will be stripped.   

Examples 

FORMAT 

FUNC TEXT dotteddate (CONST TEXT date) 

DO 

  ASSIGN dotteddate := fragment_of_characters (date; 7; 2) + "." 

                     + fragment_of_characters (date; 5; 2) + "." 

                     + fragment_of_characters (date; 1; 4) 

OD 

used in a Text Block or Quick Document: 

... «[Policy.Date:dotteddate]» ... 

prints a date in DD.MM.YYYY format. 
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FORMAT 

FUNC TEXT logo (CONST TEXT blob) 

DO 

  ASSIGN logo := insert_image ("Corporate Logo"; x:="15cm"; y:="1.25cm"; 

w:="4cm"; h:="2cm"; base64data:=blob) 

OD 

used in a Text Block or Quick Document: 

... «[Corporate.Logo:logo]» ... 

inserts a base64 encoded image from a field in the the Data Backbone in the upper right 

corner of the page. 

 

FORMAT 

FUNC TEXT verb (CONST TEXT gender; CONST TEXT male; CONST TEXT female; CONST 

TEXT other) 

DO 

  IF   gender = "M" THEN ASSIGN verb := male 

  ELIF gender = "F" THEN ASSIGN verb := female 

  ELSE                   ASSIGN verb := other 

  FI 

OD 

used in a Textblock or QuickDocument: 

... If the «[Customer.Gender:verb|customer|customer|customers]» 

«[Customer.Gender:verb|prefers|prefers|prefer]», 

«[Customer.Gender:verb|he|she|they]» can pay in ... 

implements conditional text in a Text Block. 

Availability 

Format functions are introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and require CCM Core 

and CCM Repository version 4.4 or later. 
 

FILTER functions 

Filter functions allow model developers to filter Textblocks in a View based on custom filter 

functions. 

Filter functions are specified using the FILTER keyword. Filter functions can only be defined in 

Code Libraries and they cannot be defined within conditional statements or other nested 

constructs. 

FILTER FUNC BOOL filter (FIELDSET Properties) 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

A Filter function must return TRUE if the Textblock should be included in the View, or FALSE if it 

should be excluded. The Filter function can use the metadata_contains (page 223) function to test 

for metadata attributes that are set on the Textblock. 

Filter functions have access to the Data Backbone through the _data variable and can use any ITP 

language functionality. Attributes of the specific Textblock can be accessed through the FIELDSET 
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parameter. 

NOTE 

To use Word processor instructions in Code Libraries you must assign content containing word 

processor instructions to Data Backbone fields in a Master Template. Use these fields in Code 

Libraries when manipulating layout. 

Word processor instructions introduced directly in Code Libraries will be stripped.   

Textblock properties 

The Properties Fieldset contains some properties of the Textblock that is being filtered: 

 Properties._Name Name of the Textblock. 

 Properties._Rich Contains "Y" if the Textblock is a Rich Textblock, "N" otherwise. 

 

Examples 

FILTER 

FUNC BOOL text (FIELDSET Set) 

DO 

  ASSIGN text := (Set._Rich <> "Y") 

OD 

excludes all Rich Textblocks from the View. 

 

FILTER 

FUNC BOOL state (FIELDSET Ignored) 

DO 

  ASSIGN state := metadata_contains ("State"; _data.Customer.State) 

OD 

includes all Textblocks where the "State" metadata attribute contains the value from 

the Customer.State field in the Data Backbone. 

Availability 

Filter functions are introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and require CCM Core 

version 4.4 or later. 
 

EXPORT functions and procedures 

Export functions allow model developers to write functions and procedures in Code Libraries 

which are available to all Master Templates in the project. 

Export functions are specified using the EXPORT keyword prefix. Export functions can only be 

defined in Code Libraries and they cannot be defined within conditional statements or other nested 

constructs. An exported function can be used in Master Templates and within higher-numbered 

Code Libraries. 

NOTE 

To use Word processor instructions in Code Libraries you must assign content containing word 

processor instructions to Data Backbone fields in a Master Template. Use these fields in Code 
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Libraries when manipulating layout. 

Word processor instructions introduced directly in Code Libraries will be stripped.   

EXPORT FUNC returntype function (parameters) 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

 

EXPORT PROC procedure (parameters) 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

Any function or procedure can be exported. 

Example 

FUNC BOOL is_div (CONST NUMBER a; CONST NUMBER b) 

DO 

  ASSIGN is_div := ((a/b) = truncate (a/b; 0)) 

OD 

 

EXPORT 

FUNC BOOL is_leap_year (CONST NUMBER year) 

DO 

  ASSIGN is_leap_year = (is_div (year; 4) AND NOT is_div (year; 100)) OR 

is_div (year; 400) 

OD 

This example tests if a year is a leap years. The main function is_leap_year is also available in 

other Code Libraries and Master Templates. The helper function is_div is not exported and can 

only be used within the Code Library it is defined in.  

Availability 

Export functions are introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and require CCM Core 

and CCM Repository version 4.4 or later. 
 

Model-defined VIEWs 

Model Defined Views allow the model developer to combine and filter Views from the CCM 

Repository for use with the FORM statement. 

Definition 

DEFINE VIEW Name AS 

  FILTER "filter" 

  VIEW "view1" 

  ... 

  VIEW "view_n" 

It is not possible to use variables in the definition of the Model Defined View. 

Description of the options 

DEFINE VIEW Name AS ... VIEW "..." 

Defines a Model Defined view and specifies its name. Model Defined views cannot be defined 
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within conditional statements or functions/procedures. 

FILTER "filter" 

Optional. Specifies a Filter function that should be used to filter Text Blocks in the Model Defined 

View. 

VIEW "view" 

Required. Specifies a View that is included in the Model Defined View. This option can be repeated 

to create a Model Defined View which is composed of multiple views. 

It is allowed to use previously defined Model Defined Views in a Model Defined View. 

The VIEW keyword terminates the definition of the Model Defined View. 

Filtering 

The FILTER option specifies a Filter function that is used to select Text Blocks from the parent 

View(s). The Filter function is applied whenever the Model Defined View is used in a FORM 

statement, using the actual state of the Data Backbone. If a Model Defined View includes one or 

more other Model Defined Views, Text Blocks in these Views are filtered first, before the filter on 

the resulting Text Blocks is applied. 

examples 

DEFINE VIEW StateClauses AS 

  FILTER "state" 

  VIEW "Clauses" 

creates a view that is filtered based on the state Filter function. 

 

DEFINE VIEW AllClauses AS 

  VIEW "ClauseSet1" 

  VIEW "Folder\ClauseSet2" 

  VIEW "ClauseSet3" 

combines Views ClauseSet1, Folder\ClauseSet2 and ClauseSet3 into one view. Note 

that duplicate textblocks are not removed from the resulting Model Defined View. 

 

DEFINE VIEW TexasStateClauses AS 

  FILTER "texas" 

  VIEW "StateClauses" 

creates a view that is filtered on the texas Filter function, using the StateClauses 

Model Defined View above. The resulting Model Defined View will contain all Text 

Blocks from the Clauses View that pass both the state and texas Filter functions. 

Availability 

Model Defined Views are introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and require CCM 

Core version 4.4 or later. 
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Exit Points 

Underlying topics describe dynamic exitpoints that can be implemented in Code Libraries. 

 
 

DBB_PRE_LOAD 

The DBB_PRE_LOAD exit point can be implemented to provide a custom routine which loads XML 

data passed with the DBB_XMLInput(...) parameter on the ITPRun command. 

DBB_PRE_LOAD PROC load_gax (XML xml) 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

where XML is a DATASTRUCTURE describing the XML data structure. 

If the DBB_PRE_LOAD exit point is not present the DBB_XMLInput(...) parameter will be used to fill 

_data. 

Example 

DATASTRUCTURE GAX 

  BEGIN 

    TEXT   PolicyNumber 

    NUMBER ExpirationDate 

  END 

 

DBB_PRE_LOAD 

PROC load_gax (GAX gax) 

DO 

  ASSIGN _data.PolicyData.Policy := gax.PolicyNumber 

  IF gax.ExpirationDate <> "" THEN 

    ASSIGN _data.PolicyData.Expires := gax.ExpirationDate 

  FI 

OD 

Reads an XML file formatted like: 

<GAX> 

  <PolicyNumber>123.456.7890</PolicyNumber> 

  <ExpirationDate>20151231</ExpirationDate> 

</GAX> 

and uses its contents to fill _data. 

Availability 

The DBB_PRE_LOAD exit point is introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and requires 

CCM Core version 4.4 or later. 
 

DBB_POST_LOAD 

The DBB_POST_LOAD exit point can be implemented to provide a custom routine which performs 

calculations and transformations on the Data Backbone before the the Master Template or Quick 

Document is produced. 
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DBB_POST_LOAD PROC transform_data 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

The DBB_POST_LOAD exit point has no parameter and can manipulate the Data Backbone through 

the _data global variable. 

If the DBB_POST_LOAD exit point is not present the Master Template or Quick Document is started 

with the Data Backbone as initialized. 

Example 

DBB_POST_LOAD 

PROC transform 

DO 

  (* Format policy number from 1234567890 to 123.456.7890 *) 

  ASSIGN _data.PolicyData.PolicyNumber := format_policy_number 

(_data.PolicyData.PolicyNumber) 

OD 

performs a custom transformation. The format_policy_number function must be 

defined in the Code Library. 

Loading order 

When a Master Template or Quick Document is started the following steps are performed: 

1. If the DBB_XMLInput(...) parameter is used: 

a. If the DBB_PRE_LOAD exit point is present, this is executed with the XML data as 
parameter. 

b. Otherwise _data is filled with the XML data. 
2. Otherwise the Data Retrieval part of the Data Backbone is executed. 

3. If the DBB_POST_LOAD exit point is present this is executed. 

4. The Master Template or Quick Document is executed. 

Availability 

The DBB_POST_LOAD exit point is introducted in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and 

requires CCM Core version 4.4 or later. 
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DBB_POST_EDIT 

The DBB_POST_EDIT exit point can be implemented to provide a custom routine which performs 

calculations and transformations on the Data Backbone content after the Data Backbone content 

has been edited interactively as part of the handling of a Content Wizard. 

DBB_POST_EDIT PROC transform_data (CONST TEXT wizard) 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

The wizard parameter of the DBB_POST_EDIT exit point contains the name of the Content Wizard 

that has been processed. 

The DBB_POST_EDIT exit point can use the _data variable to manipulate the Data Backbone 

content. 

Example 

DBB_POST_EDIT 

PROC transform (CONST TEXT wizard) 

DO 

  (* Format policy number from 1,234,567,890 to 123.456.7890 *) 

  ASSIGN _data.PolicyData.PolicyNumber := format_policy_number 

(_data.PolicyData.PolicyNumber) 

OD 

performs a custom transformation. The format_policy_number function must be 

defined in the Code Library. 

Availability 

The DBB_POST_EDIT exit point is introducted in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and 

requires CCM Core version 4.4 or later. 

 
 

DBB_PRE_PACK 

The DBB_PRE_PACK exit point can be implemented to provide a custom routine which performs 

calculations and transformations on the Data Backbone content before each document in a 

Document Pack Template is produced. 

DBB_PRE_PACK PROC transform_data () 

DO 

  ... 

OD 

The DBB_PRE_PACK exit point can use the _data variable to manipulate the Data Backbone content. 

Example 

DBB_PRE_PACK 

PROC transform () 

DO 

  (* Valid for one year -- do not use on the 29th of february! *) 

  ASSIGN _data.Notice.ExpirationDate := date (today + 10000) 

OD 
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fills a field with the current date next year. 

Availability 

The DBB_PRE_PACK exit point has been introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 5.0 and 

requires CCM Core version 5.0 or later. 
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Formulas and operators 

The ITP Language also contains formulas and operators. Descriptions of the formulas and 

operators that can be used can be found in the subtopics @ (page 95), variable (page 95), Monadic 

operators (page 98), and Dyadic operators (page 99). 
 

@ 

The statement @( formula or variable) places the value stored in the variable or the result of the 

formula in the result document. Because of this it can only be used within a text part of a model 

document.  

ITP Model documents consist of ITP code and text. The switch between these modes is made with 

the character #. To be able to put the value of variables or retrieved data in the text the @(formula 

or variable) is used.  

A model document always starts in text mode. The # in front of BEGIN starts the ITP mode. Refer 

to variable (page 95) for more information.  

Example 

#BEGIN 

TEXT some_text := "This is example text." 

# 

This is the content, the value,  of the variable some_text: @(some_text). 

# 

END# 

 

Result: 

This is the content, the value,  of the variable some_text: This is example 

text.. 

Note that the function @( ) will display a Number with two decimals and a thousand separator. 
 

variable 

A variable is a name associated with a value (data). A value is stored in a variable and that variable 

contains the value. Variables allow you to store and manipulate data in your models.  

What makes variables useful is that the value or data they contain can be changed or set during the 

execution of a model. For example, your model contains a calculation, of which the result must be 

put in several places of the result document. A variable of type NUMBER can contain the result 

and everywhere the result is needed in the model the variable is inserted. You can use the 

construction @(variable) to present the value of a variable in the result document. 

Or; you want to list and number all customers in a result document. A variable can be used to 

increment the total amount of customers for every customer that is put in the result document.  

Variables can also be used to contain values from a database. For instance the database has a field 

that contains Mister for men and Miss for women. When this field determines the value of a 

variable all you have to do in the model is put that variable where you want Miss or Mister to 

appear in the result document. In this case also, the construction @(variable) will place the value 
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of the variable in the result document. This is especially useful if a value is needed more than once 

in the model. 

Declaring a variable 

A variable must be declared before it can be used. A variable is declared with stating its data type 

(BOOL, TEXT or NUMBER), its name and an optional initial value. 

Variable names 

A valid variable name: 

 starts with a lowercase character (a to z).  

 has to consist of lowercase characters ( a to  z, including all combinations with accents), 

numbers (0 to  9).  

 Spaces are not allowed in variable names.  Instead of spaces use underscores.  

Example 

BOOL contribution_payed  

NUMBER rate  

TEXT his_her  

 Variable scope (range of availability) 

A variable can be declared where you need it in a model. However, a variable has a scope. A 

variable is available from the point of declaration downwards in the model to the point where the 

code block ends. If Include documents are called after the point of declaration the variable is 

available in them as well.  Variables declared within constructions or blocks are restricted to that 

block.  

Blocks in ITP are between: 

 IF and ELIF (page 78)  

 IF and ELSE (page 78)  

 ELSE and FI (page 78)  

 IF and FI (page 78)  

 ELIF and ELSE (page 78)  

 ELIF and FI (page 78)  

 ELIF and ELIF (page 78)  

 DO and OD (page 12)  

 REPEAT and UNTIL (page 78)  

There is also model scope; if a variable is declared outside a block at the start of the model, it will 

have a global scope and it can be used in all blocks within the model. 

Assigning an initial value to a variable 

The declaration of a variable can be combined with the assignment of an initial value to that 

variable.  

TYPE variable := value  

Example 

BOOL contribution_payed  :=  TRUE 

NUMBER rate  :=  78 

TEXT his_hers  :=  "his" 
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Default variable values 

If a variable has been declared but no initial value has been assigned to it the following applies; 

 type BOOL will have  the value FALSE, 

 type NUMBER will have the value 0, 

 type TEXT will have the value "" ( empty text). 

Assigning a value to a variable 

A variable can be assigned a value. If a variable already contains a value this value will be replaced 

with the new value. 

ASSIGN name_of_the_variable := value  

Example 

ASSIGN his_her  :=  "his"  

Assigning a word processor instruction to a variable 

Word processor instructions can be assigned to a variable of the type TEXT, e.g., to store a 

paragraph break or a tab in a variable. 

Example 

#BEGIN 

TEXT new_paragraph 

ASSIGN new_paragraph := " 

" 

# 

This is the first paragraph. @(new_paragraph)This is the second paragraph. 

# 

END# 

Result: 

This is the first paragraph. 

This is the second paragraph. 

Microsoft Word and paragraph symbols 

You can store styles in variables through paragraph symbols, which Microsoft Word uses to store 

styles that are used in a paragraph.  

Example, assigning the style heading to a variable.  

#BEGIN 

 

TEXT heading_paragraph 

ASSIGN heading_paragraph := "  

" 

 

# 

This is the first paragraph. @(heading_paragraph)This is the second 

paragraph. 

# 

END# 

Result: 

This is the first paragraph. 

This is the second paragraph. 
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Note the style of the above statement and it is a Microsoft Word style and not character lay- 

ut. It is this style that is attached to the paragraph sign stored in the  

heading_paragraph variable. 

Note in the result below that the first paragraph indeed received the style attached  

o the paragraph sign stored in the heading_paragraph variable. 

To prevent that a style assigned to a fragment of a paragraph is considered to be a character style, 

the style is assigned to the complete variable assignment paragraph. If you encounter problems 

with style assignment through a variable, the cause will almost always be that the style is 

interpreted as a character style by Microsoft Word. You can use Shift-F1 to call the Microsoft Word 

Help.  In this Help, information is presented on the styles used in the paragraph of the location of 

your cursor. 

Note 

Do not use . Paragraph ends in a table are specific objects. If you want to store such a 

paragraph end in a table in a variable, it must also be declared as a paragraph end 

within the table. 

Assignment combined with an operator 

An assignment of a value to a variable can be combined with an operation to add or subtract a 

value from the value already stored in the variable. These operators that can be used are: +, -, *, / 

and %.  

ASSIGN name_of_variable +:=  formula  

ASSIGN name_of_variable -:=  formula  

ASSIGN name_of_variable *:=  formula  

ASSIGN name_of_variable /:=  formula  

ASSIGN name_of_variable %:=  formula  

Examples 

ASSIGN rate -:=  12 

ASSIGN name +:=  "mister" 

These combined assignments establish the same as the following normal 

assignments:  

ASSIGN rate  :=  rate - 12 

ASSIGN name  :=  name + "mister" 

Showing the content of the variable by using the construct @ 

@( name_of_variable ) 

Example 

@( his_hers)  

The content of the variable his_hers is placed in the text.  
 

Monadic operators 

The following monadic operators are permitted: 

+ The formula behind the + has to be of type NUMBER, the result 

obtained is of type NUMBER. 
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- The formula behind the - has to be of type NUMBER, the result 

obtained is of type NUMBER. 

NO

T 

The formula behind the NOT has to be of type BOOL, the result 

obtained is of type BOOL. 

 
 

Dyadic operators 

Formulae in ITP are calculated from left to right in case of operators with equal priority (left 

associative).  

The Template scripting language knows the following dyadic operators: 

Operator Associativity Operand types Result type Operation performed 

+ Left NUMBER NUMBER Addition 

+ Left TEXT TEXT Concatenation of operand texts 

- Left NUMBER NUMBER Subtraction 

* Left NUMBER NUMBER Multiplication 

/ Left NUMBER NUMBER Division 

% Left NUMBER NUMBER Percentage 

< Left NUMBER; TEXT BOOL Less than 

> Left NUMBER; TEXT (*) BOOL Greater than 

<= Left NUMBER; TEXT (*) BOOL Less than or equal 

>= Left NUMBER; TEXT (*) BOOL Greater than or equal 

= Left Left and right the 

same type; 

NUMBER or BOOL 

BOOL Equal to 

<> Left Left and right the 

same type: 

NUMBER or BOOL 

BOOL Not equal to 

AND Left BOOL BOOL Left AND right operand must be 

TRUE for the result to be TRUE. 

OR Left BOOL BOOL Left OR right or both operands must 

be TRUE for the result to be TRUE 

(*) Note 

Comparing 2 text values with dyadic operators could fail if you try to compare 2 text 

values that use a different encoding system. It is better to use the function 

compare_characters (page 106) in these cases to avoid problems. 

Priorities  

The operators have the following priorities ( where 1 is the highest priority and 7 the 

lowest): 
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1. Monadic operators 

2. %, * and /  

3. + and -  

4. <=, <, >= and > 

5. = and <> 

6. AND 

7. OR 

Note  

Monadic operators have a higher priority than dyadic operators. So: -2+5 = 3.  
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Functions 

The data in a document can be altered with the use of built in functions. They can convert types of 

data to other types, calculate the sine or cosine of numbers, change the layout/format of numbers 

so you can use them as area's, amounts or dates. The ITP language has a lot of built-in functions to 

support this. These functions are grouped in several categories. 

In the category Text (page 102) there are some functions that make it able to rewrite the text in 

another format or datatype. For example, the function text_to_number (page 111) converts a text to 

a number. 

It is also possible to do this the other way around; in the category Numbers (page 122) there are 

functions like uppercase_roman_number (page 134) and number_in_words (page 123) that convert 

numbers to text-format. 

The category Numbers also has three subcategories: 

 Mathematics (page 139),  this subcategory makes it possible to insert (calculated) mathematic 

statements in your documents, like sine (page 141), cosine (page 140) and arctan (page 140). 

 The function Amount (page 137), for example rounds a number to two decimals. 

 Areas (page 136), in which is the function areas (page 136) that interprets a number as an area 

and returns that number as a TEXT in the following format; hectares.ares.centiares. 

It's also possible to work with Arrays (page 180). A function like length_bool_array (page 181) 

allows you to calculate the length of an array of type BOOL. It is also available for the types 

number and text. 

There are also some functions for Maps (page 190), Text Blocks (page 196) and Field Sets (page 

201). Like get keys from a bool map (page 193), insert a text block (page 196) and clear fieldset 

(page 201). 
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Text 

The functions in the category Text apply to all text-type related data. It is possible to compare (page 

106) data, convert a number (in reach of the alphabet: 1 to 26) to a lowercase (page 107) character, 

or to replace (page 114) a character by another character. 

The functions in this category are: 

 text_fragment (page 102) 

 length (page 103) 

 fragment_of_characters (page 104) 

 number_of_characters (page 105) 

 compare_characters (page 106) 

 lowercase (page 107) 

 lowercase2 (page 108) 

 lowercase_of_characters (page 108) 

 uppercase (page 109) 

 uppercase2 (page 109) 

 uppercase_of_characters (page 110) 

 text_to_number (page 111) 

 trim (page 112) 

 ltrim (page 112) 

 rtrim (page 112) 

 search (page 113) 

 search_first (page 113) 

 search_last (page 114) 

 replace (page 114) 
 

text_fragment 

Using this function a text fragment can be retrieved/separated from a text.  

Note that this function interprets the offset and the fragment_length as bytes. This means that it 

will work fine if the input_text is ASCII. However, if the input text is a text processor text this 

function should not be used. Use the function fragment_of_characters (page 104) instead. 

text_fragment ( input_text; offset; fragment_length ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT, the text fragment taken from the input_text. 

This function has three parameters: 

1. input_text, type TEXT. The text that contains the fragment needed. 

2. offset, type NUMBER. The starting byte in the input text from which the fragment with 

fragment_length will be taken. Use 1 to start at the first byte. 

3. fragment_length, type NUMBER. The length of the fragment in bytes. 

Behavior  

 An offset larger than the number of bytes of the input_text is ignored. The result will be a 

fragment taken from the start of the input_text. 

 An offset smaller than 1 is ignored. The result will be a fragment taken from the start of the 

input_text. 

 A fragment_length smaller than 1 will result in an empty text. 
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 A fragment_length larger than the length of the input_text from the offset to the end, will result 

in a fragment containing all text from the offset to the end of input_text. 

Example 

@( text_fragment( "abcdefgh"; 2; 4 ) )  

Result: bcde (Normal behavior)   

 

@( text_fragment( "abcdefgh"; 1000; 4 ) )  

Result: abcd (Offset ignored: too large)  

 

@( text_fragment( "abcdefgh"; -2; 4 ) ) 

 Result: abcd (Offset ignored: smaller than 1)  

 

@( text_fragment( "abcdefgh"; 2; -4 ) ) 

Result:  (empty text) (Fragment-length smaller than 1: empty result)  

 

@( text_fragment( "abcdefgh"; 2; 20 ) ) 

Result: bcdefgh (Fragment_length larger than fragment from offset to end: 

input_text minus offset returned) 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

Note 

Take care when using the function text_fragment. Because of the fact that the second 

and third parameter of the function text_fragment specify the starting byte and the 

number of bytes, you can cut word processor instructions or Unicode characters in half. 

This can result in errors and unexpected results. To avoid this, use the function 

fragment_of_characters and specify the starting character and the number of 

characters. 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function text_fragment automatically to the function fragment_of_characters. 

Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support (page 233) for more information. 

 

 

length 

This function calculates the total length of the parameter in bytes. 

length ( input_text ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER: the length of the input_text in bytes. 

This function has one parameter: 
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1. input_text, type TEXT. The text whose length in bytes will be determined. 

Example 

@( length( "abcdefgh" ) )  

Result: 8.00.  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

Note 

The function length specifies the length of a given text in bytes. To calculate the length of 

a given text in characters you should use the function number_of_characters (page 105). 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function length automatically to the function number_of_characters. Refer to 

topic Enhanced Unicode support (page 233) for more information. 

 

fragment_of_characters 

With the function fragment_of_characters you can separate a fragment from the input TEXT 

based on the number of characters needed and an offset. 

The fragment_of_characters function ignores word processor instructions and correctly 

identifies Unicode characters. 

fragment_of_characters ( input_text; offset; fragment_size ) 

This function yields a value of type TEXT.  

The function fragment_of_characters has three parameters separated by semicolons (;): 

1. input_text, type TEXT. This is the text of which you want to retrieve a part.  

2. offset,  type NUMBER. This specifies the starting position of the fragment of characters, the 

offset. Note that if the offset is 2, that the second character of the input will be the first 

character of the fragment.  

3. fragment_size, type NUMBER. This is the length of the fragment in number of characters.  

Classified as a character are: 

 Text from the model document. 

 Single byte characters from a database (TEXT or C-CHAR datatypes). 

 Unicode characters from a database (W-CHAR datatype). 

 Some escaped word processor instructions. 

 Paragraph breaks. 

 Tabs. 

Other word processor instructions are ignored.  

behavior  

 An offset larger than the number of characters of the input_text will result in an empty text. 

 An offset smaller than 1 is ignored. The result will  be a fragment taken from the start of the 
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input_text. 

 A fragment_size  smaller than 1 will result in an empty text. 

 A fragment_size larger than the length of the input_text from the offset to the end,  will result 

in a fragment containing all text from the offset to the end of input_text. 

Escaping Word Processor instructions 

Some text can be represented by a Word Processor instruction as well as a character. These Word 

Processor instructions can be escaped by a "/" (slash) and thus counted. This is, for example, the 

case with a single quote. A curly, or smart, single quote is a word processor instruction; a straight 

single quote is a character. An escaped Word Processor instruction is counted as a character. 

@( fragment_of_characters ( "abcdefgh"; 2; 4 ) )  

Result: bcde (Normal behavior)  

@( fragment_of_characters ( "abcdefgh"; 1000; 4 ) )  

Result: (empty text) (Offset too large: empty result)  

@( fragment_of_characters ( "abcdefgh"; -2; 4 ) ) 

Result: abcd (Offset ignored: smaller than 1)  

@( fragment_of_characters ( "abcdefgh"; 2; -4 ) ) 

Result:  (empty text) (Fragment-size smaller than 1: empty result) 

@( fragment_of_characters ( "abcdefgh"; 2; 20 ) ) 

Result: bcdefgh (Fragment_length larger than fragment from offset to end: 

input_text minus offset returned) 

@( fragment_of_characters( "abcdefgh"; 2; 4 ) ) 

Result: bcde. (Bold is a wordprocessor instruction and thus ignored here.)  

Fragment_of_characters function versus the text_fragment function 

The function fragment_of_characters operates similar to the function text_fragment (page 102). 

The second and third parameter of the text_fragment function specify the starting byte and the 

number of bytes; where they specify the starting character and the number of characters in the 

function fragment_of_characters. When bytes are used to create a fragment word processor 

instructions are counted. 

Note 

Take care when using the function text_fragment. You can cut Word Processor 

instructions or Unicode characters in half, which can result in errors and/or unexpected 

results. To avoid this use the function fragment_of_characters instead. 

 

number_of_characters 

The function number_of_characters specifies the length of a given text in number of characters. 

The number_of_characters function ignores word processor instructions and correctly identifies 

Unicode characters. This function calculates the total number of characters of a text irrespective of 

the byte length. 

number_of_characters ( input ) 
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The result of this function is of type NUMBER. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. input , type is TEXT. This variable contains the text of which the characters will be counted. 

Classified as a character are: 

 Text from the model document. 

 Single byte characters from a database (TEXT or C-CHAR datatypes). 

 Unicode characters from a database (W-CHAR datatype). 

 Some word processor instructions that represent characters, .e.g., the euro sign, curly quotes. 

 Line-breaks (SHIFT-ENTER). 

 Tabs. 

Other word processor instructions are ignored.  

Example: 

@( number_of_characters( "abcdefgh" ) )  

Result: 8.00.  

Number_of_characters versus length function 

The function number_of_characters operates similar to the function length; however, the result 

of the length function specifies the length of a given text in bytes, where the 

number_of_characters function gives the length of a given text in characters. This is important 

because when the length in bytes is calculated word processor instructions like Bold, Italic etcetera 

are counted whereas these are ignored by the number_of_characters function. 
 

compare_characters 

The compare_characters function compares two TEXTs. It will return a 0 when the texts are the 

same. If the first parameter is smaller than the second parameter, the function will return a value 

<0.  If the first parameter turns out to be bigger than the second parameter, the function will 

return a value >0. 

The compare_characters function will attempt to convert characters to their Unicode equivalent 

internally before comparing them. This conversion will not modify the parameters.  

compare_characters ( text_one; text_two ) 

This function yields a value of type NUMBER.  

The function compare_characters has two parameters: 

1. Text_one,  type TEXT. Text value that will be compared to the second parameter.  

2. Text_two,  type TEXT. Text value that will be compared to the first parameter. 

Note 

Comparing two text values with an operator (=, <=, >, < etcetera) can fail if you try to 

compare two text values that are encoded using a different system. It is better to use the 

function compare_characters in these cases to avoid problems.  

The table below shows how to achieve the same result with the compare_characters function as 

was intended with the operator comparison. 
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Comparisons with an 

operator (do not use) 

Comparisons with the compare_characters 

function 

X = Y compare_characters( X ; Y ) = 0 

X <= Y compare_characters ( X ; Y ) <= 0 

X < Y compare_characters ( X ; Y ) < 0 

X >= Y compare_characters ( X ; Y ) >= 0 

X > Y  compare_characters ( X ; Y ) > 0 

X <> Y compare_characters ( X ; Y ) <> 0 

Examples: 

@( compare_characters("abc"; "abc") ) 

Result: 0 

compare_characters ("a"; "b") 

Result: -1 ("a" is smaller than "b") 

compare_characters ("123"; "123")   

Result: 0  

Note that the word processor instructions used to layout the "2" is ignored 

by the function. 

The function compare_characters will ignore word processor instructions. 

Due to differing encoding schemes, it is not possible to compare Unicode data from the database 

against Unicode characters in the model document using the regular comparison operators. To 

ensure correct comparisons, use the compare_characters function. 

Comparisons between database fields and characters in the model document are only safe if both 

arguments consist of single-byte characters only. Comparisons between Unicode database fields 

and Unicode text in the model document can also fail due to different encoding systems. Use the 

function compare_characters to safely compare text values that possibly use a different encoding 

system. 
 

lowercase 

This function converts a number (1 through 26) to the corresponding lowercase character from the 

alphabet; 1 is a and 26 is z. 

lowercase ( number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. number, type NUMBER. The number to be converted; 1 yields a and 26 yields z. 

Example 

@( lowercase( 1 ) )  
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Result: a  

@( lowercase( 4 ) )  

Result: d  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

Values <=0 return the last character in the alphabet. Positive values are returned modulo the 

number of characters in the alphabet. For example, ordinal(1) == ordinal(27) == 'a'. 
 

lowercase2 

This function converts a text fragment to lower-case. 

lowercase2 ( complete_text; starting_position; end_position ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT. This is the text passed to the function with the 

characters between the start position and the end positions, the start position and end position 

characters included. This text is lower-case. 

This function has three parameters: 

1. complete_text, type TEXT. This is the text of which a part ( the text fragment ) has to be 

converted to lower-case.  

2. starting_position, type NUMBER. This is the starting position in the text from which the 

characters has to be converted. 

3. end_position, type NUMBER. This is the end position. The characters including the start 

position and up to and including the end position will be converted to lower-case.  

Example 

@( lowercase2( "THIS IS AN"; 6; 7 ) )  

 

Result: THIS is AN 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function lowercase2 automatically to the function lowercase_of_characters. 

Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support (page 233) for more information. 

 

 

lowercase_of_characters 

This function is used to convert a text fragment to lowercase. The lowercase_of_characters 

function ignores word processor instructions and correctly converts Unicode characters. 
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lowercase_of_characters (complete_text; starting_position; length ) 

The function has 3 parameters: 

1. complete_text, type TEXT;  contains the text of which a part has to be converted to lowercase. 

2. starting_position, type NUMBER; contains the starting position in the text from which 

characters have to be converted. 

3. length, type NUMBER; contains the number of characters that need to be converted  

The result of the function is type TEXT; the complete text with the specified fragment converted to 

lowercase. 

Example 

@( lowercase_of_characters ( "THIS IS AN Example"; 6; 2 ) )  

Result: THIS is AN Example 
 

uppercase 

This function converts a number (1 through 26) to the corresponding uppercase character from the 

alphabet.  

uppercase ( number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT: the uppercase character. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. number, type NUMBER. The number to be converted; 1 yield A and 26 yield Z. 

Example 

@( uppercase( 1 ) ), @( uppercase( 25 ) )  

Result: A, Y  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

Values <=0 return the last character in the alphabet. Positive values are returned modulo the 

number of characters in the alpabet. For example, ordinal(1) == ordinal(27) == 'A'. 
 

uppercase2 

This function converts a text fragment to uppercase. 

uppercase2 ( complete_text; starting_position; end_position ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT. This is the text passed to the function with the 

characters between the start position and the end positions, and the characters of the start and end 

position,  in uppercase. 

This function has three parameters: 

1. complete_text, type TEXT.  

This is the text of which a part ( the text fragment ) has to be converted to uppercase.  
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2. starting_position, type NUMBER.  

This is the starting position in the text from which the characters has to be converted. 

3. end_position, type NUMBER.  

This is the end position. The characters including the start position and up to and including the 

end position will be converted to uppercase.  

Example 

@( uppercase2( "this is an Example"; 6; 7 ) )  

Result: this IS an Example. 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function uppercase2 automatically to the function uppercase_of_characters. 

Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support (page 233) for more information. 

 

 

uppercase_of_characters 

This function is used to convert a text fragment to uppercase. 

The uppercase_of_characters function ignores word processor instructions and correctly 

converts Unicode characters. 

uppercase_of_characters (complete_text; starting_position; length ) 

The function has three parameters: 

1. complete_text, type TEXT;  contains the text of which a part has to be converted to uppercase. 

2. starting_position, type NUMBER; contains the starting position in the text from which 

characters have to be converted. 

3. length, type NUMBER; contains the number of characters that need to be converted.  

The result of the function is type TEXT; the complete text with the specified fragment converted to 

uppercase. 

Example 

@( uppercase_of_characters ( "this is an Example"; 6; 2 ) )  

Result: this IS an Example 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

uppercases 

This function converts a text to uppercase.  
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uppercases ( text_to_be_converted ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT. It is the text_to_be_converted in uppercase. 

The function uppercases has 1 parameter:  

1.  text_to_be_converted, type TEXT. The text that will be converted to uppercase. 

Note 

Be careful what you type: there is a function uppercase (page 109) without the plural s 

that converts a number to an uppercase character. 

Example 

@( uppercases( "Downingstreet 10" ) )  

Result: DOWNINGSTREET 10  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function uppercases automatically to the function uppercase_of_characters. 

Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support (page 233) for more information. 

 

text_to_number 

This function enables you to convert a text to a number. The text will be read from the left to the 

right. As soon as the function comes upon a character that is not a 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, or 9 it will stop 

the conversion and return to what it has converted so far. This function makes it possible to turn a 

TEXT into a NUMBER. This is useful if, for instance, the database values retrieved are TEXT where 

NUMBERS are needed. 

text_to_number ( text_to_be_converted ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER: the inputted text converted to a number. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. text_to_be_converted, type TEXT. This TEXT will be turned into a number.  

Which decimal symbol and digit-grouping symbol are used depends on your ITP Output 

Language setting.  

Example 

This example uses the ENG ITP Output Language. 

@( text_to_number( "1239aa" ) ) 

Result: 1,239.00  

@( text_to_number( "1a239" ) )  

Result: 1.00. * 
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Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

trim 

This function removes leading and trailing whitespace from its input. The trim function combines 

the functionality of the functions ltrim (page 112) and rtrim (page 112) in a single call. 

ASSIGN text := trim (input) 

The result of the function trim is of type TEXT. This function has one parameter: 

1. input, type TEXT;  the input. 

The result of the function trim is the input text without the leading and trailing whitespace. 

Notes 

Whitespace includes spaces, tabs and line breaks. Non-printable word processor instructions are 

also removed from the result, similar to the behavior of  the function fragment_of_characters 

(page 104).  

The function trim is designed to handle Unicode input. 

Example 

[@( trim ( "   Example   " ) )] 

Result: [Example] 
 

ltrim 

This function removes leading whitespace from its input. 

ASSIGN text := ltrim (input) 

The result of the function ltrim is of type TEXT. This function has one parameter: 

1. input, type TEXT;  the input. 

The result of the function ltrim is the input text without the leading whitespace. 

Notes 

Whitespace includes spaces, tabs and line breaks. Non-printable word processor instructions are 

also removed from the result, similar to the behavior of the fragment_of_characters (page 104) 

function.  

The function ltrim is designed to handle Unicode input. 

Example 

[@( ltrim ( "   Example " ) )]  

Result: [Example ] 
 

rtrim 

This function removes trailing whitespace from its input. 
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ASSIGN text := rtrim (input) 

The result of the function rtrim is of type TEXT. This function has one parameter: 

1. input, type TEXT;  the input. 

The result of the function rtrim is the input text without the trailing whitespace. 

Notes 

Whitespace includes spaces, tabs and line breaks. Non-printable word processor instructions are 

also removed from the result, similar to the behavior of the function fragment_of_characters (page 

104).  

The function rtrim is designed to handle Unicode input. 

Example 

[@( rtrim ( " Example   " ) )]  

Result: [ Example] 
 

search 

This function searches a string from a specified location to the next occurrence of a substring. The 

search can be performed either case sensitive or case insensitive. 

ASSIGN offset := search (haystack; needle; start; case_sensitive) 

The result of the function search is of type NUMBER. This function has four parameters: 

1. haystack, type TEXT; the text that the search is performed in. 

2. needle, type TEXT; the text that is located. 

3. start, type NUMBER; the offset in the haystack where the search begins. 

4. case_sensitive, type BOOL; TRUE if the search is case sensitive, FALSE if the case of the 

parameters haystack and needle are ignored. 

The result of the function search is the offset of the first occurrence of the parameter needle in the 

parameter haystack at or past the start offset. If the text could not be found the function search 

returns 0. 

Notes 

Case insensitive searches are performed by converting both the parameters haystack and the 

needle to lower case before performing the search. 

The search function is designed to handle Unicode input. Non-printable word processor 

instructions are ignored, similar to the behavior of the function fragment_of_characters (page 104). 

Example 

search ("The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over The Lazy Dog"; "o"; 20; FALSE) 

Result: 27 (the "O" in "Over") 
 

search_first 

This function searches the first occurrence of a substring in a string. The search can be performed 

either case sensitive or case insensitive. 
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ASSIGN offset := search_first (haystack; needle; case_sensitive) 

The result of the function search_first is of type NUMBER. This function has three parameters: 

1. haystack, type TEXT; the text that the search is performed in. 

2. needle, type TEXT; the text that is located. 

3. case_sensitive, type BOOL; TRUE if the search is case-sensitive, FALSE if the case of the 

parameters haystack and needle are ignored. 

The result of the function search_first is the offset of the first occurrence of the parameter needle 

in the parameter haystack. If the text could not be found the function search returns 0. 

Notes 

Case insensitive searches are performed by converting both the parameters haystack and the 

needle to lower case before performing the search. 

The function search_first is designed to handle Unicode input. Non-printable word processor 

instructions are ignored, similar to the behavior of the function fragment_of_characters (page 104). 

Example 

search_first ("The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over The Lazy Dog"; "o"; FALSE) 

Result: 13. 
 

search_last 

This function searches the final occurrence of a substring in a string. The search can be performed 

either case sensitive or case insensitive. 

ASSIGN offset := search_last (haystack; needle; case_sensitive) 

The result of the function search_last is of type NUMBER. This function has three parameters: 

1. haystack, type TEXT; the text that the search is performed in. 

2. needle, type TEXT; the text that is located. 

3. case_sensitive, type BOOL; TRUE if the search is case-sensitive, FALSE if the case of the 

parameters haystack and needle are ignored. 

The result of the function search_last is the offset of the final occurrence of the parameter needle 

in the parameter haystack. If the text could not be found the function search returns 0. 

Notes 

Case insensitive searches are performed by converting both the parameters haystack and the 

needle to lower case before performing the search. 

The function search_last is designed to handle Unicode input. Non-printable word processor 

instructions are ignored, similar to the behavior of the function fragment_of_characters (page 104). 

Example 

search_last ("The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over The Lazy Dog"; "o"; FALSE) 

Result: 42. 
 

replace 

This function searches a string for a substring and replaces all occurrences of this substring with 
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another text. 

ASSIGN result := replace (haystack; needle; new) 

The result of the function replace is of type TEXT. This function has three parameters: 

1. haystack, type TEXT; the text that the substitution is performed on. 

2. needle, type TEXT; the text that is located. 

3. new, type TEXT; the replacement text. 

The result of the function replace is the text from the parameter haystack where all occurrences of 

needle have been replaced with the parameter new. 

Notes 

The function replace will search for non-overlapping occurrences of the substring needle. After a 

match is found the string is replaced and the search continues in the remaining text. Overlapping 

sub-strings or matches in the content of the text new are not considered for replacement. 

If the substring needle is empty no replacements will occur. 

The function replace is designed to handle Unicode input. Non-printable word processor 

instructions are ignored, similar to the behavior of the function fragment_of_characters (page 104). 

Example 

replace ("The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over The Lazy Dog"; "o"; "XoX") 

Result: "The Quick BrXoXwn FXoXx Jumps Over The Lazy DXoXg". 

Example 

replace ("Overlapping example: XXX"; "XX"; "aX") 

Result: "aXX" (the remaining "XX" is not replaced because it is composed from 

part of the parameter new and the original text in the parameter haystack.) 
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Date and time 

The category Date and time functions contains all functions that retrieve and format date and time 

elements. 

Retrieval functions: 

 now (page 119) 

 today (page 118) 

Formatting functions: 

 date (page 116) 

 date in words (page 117) 

 number to date (page 118) 

 format_date (page 119) 

 
 

date 

This function converts an ITP date number to a text. In this text the day and the year will be 

represented by numbers, but the month by its name. The result depends on the output language. 

For example; English US: June 21 2009, English UK: 21 June 2009, Dutch: 21 juni 2009 and German: 

21 June 2009. 

date ( ITP_date_number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. ITP_date_number, type NUMBER. The ITP date number to be converted to words. 

The input must be an ITP date number i.e. a number with a specific format:  YYYYMMDD or 

YYMMDD or CYYMMDD. Use the CYYMMDD format with care, refer to below for more 

information. Where: 

 DD ( days ):between 01 and 31.  

 MM ( months ):between 01 and 12.  

 YYYY ( years ):between -9999 and 9999.  

 YY ( years ):00 and 99, where YY=19YY.  

 C (century): 0 or 1, where 0 stands for the 20th and 1 for the 21st century. Thus 0 adds a leading 

19 to the year and 1 a leading 20.   

Example 

@(date(20020617 ) ) 

Result: 17 June 2002. 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

If you want the result to be "the seventeenth of June two thousand two" use the function 
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date_to_words( ) (page 117) instead. 

Note 

Date format CYYMMDD is intended to allow for an easy transition into the millennium, 

alas at a small cost: the years 100 – 199 are mapped to 2000-2099. This means that this 

date format cannot safely be used on historical dates. 

 

date_in_words 

This function converts a number, representing a date, to a text, which contains the corresponding 

date in words. 

date_in_words ( ITP_date_number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. ITP_date_number, type NUMBER. The ITP date number to be converted to words. 

The input must be an ITP date number i.e. a number with a specific format:  YYYYMMDD or 

YYMMDD or CYYMMDD.  Use the CYYMMDD format with care, see below. Where: 

 DD (days): between 01 and 31. 

 MM (months): between 01 and 12.  

 YYYY (years): between -9999 and 9999.  

 YY (years): 00 and 99, where YY=19YY.  

 C (century): 0 or 1, where 0 stands for the 20th and 1 for the 21st century. Thus 0 adds a leading 

19 to the year and 1 a leading 20. 

Note that the result depends on the output language set for ITP. For example: 

 English US results in September eleventh, two thousand two. 

 English UK results in The eleventh of September two thousand two. 

 Dutch will result in Elf september tweeduizend twee. 

 German will result in Elfter September Zweitausendzwei. 

Example 

@(date_in_words(20020617)) 

Result: the seventeenth of June two thousand two  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

If you want the result to be in another representation, depending on the output language, use the 

function date( ) (page 116) instead, in our example "17 June 2002" for English as the output 

language. 

Note 

Date format CYYMMDD is intended to allow for an easy transition into the millennium, 

allas at a small cost: the years 100 – 199 are mapped to 2000-2099. This means that this 

date format cannot safely be used on historical dates. 
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today 

This function retrieves the system date as a number. 

today 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER: the system date as a number. The format of this 

date is: YYYYMMDD.  

The function has no parameters. 

Example 

@( today )  

Result: 20,041,109.00  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

You can use the function date (page 116) ( ) to turn the number produced with the function today 

in a human readable date.  
 

number_to_date 

This function converts a number to an ITP date number. This ITP date number, then, can be used in 

all ITP's data functions. 

number_to_date ( input_number; date_mask )  

The result of this function is of type NUMBER; an ITP date number that has the format 

YYYYMMDD. 

This function has two parameters: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. This is the number in which in one way or another a date is 

encoded. 

2. date_mask, type TEXT. A mask that describes the way the date is encoded in the 

input_number. Refer for a description of how the mask must be constructed to the following. 

The mask 

In the mask the location and the number of digits used to encode the year, the month and the day, 

are shown by using Y for a year digit, MM for the months digits and DD for the day digits. 

To indicate the year you can use three kinds of indications in the mask: 

1. YY 

Where YY is assumed relative to the year 2000. 

2. YYY  

Where 19YY is assumed in case of 0YY and 20YY in case of 1YY.  

3. YYYY  

Allows for a value between -9999 and 9999.  

For example 120501 as input with the mask MMDDYY tells us that the date is the fifth of December 
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2009; 12 is the month, 05 the day and 01 is the year from 2000.  

Example 

@( number_to_date( 120501; "MMDDYY" ) )  

Result: 20,011,205.00  

 

@( number_to_date( 1209305; "MMYYYDD" ) )  

Result: 19,931,205.00  

@( number_to_date( 1219305; "MMYYYDD" ) )  

Result: 20,931,205.00 

 

@( number_to_date( 19930512; "YYYYDDMM" ) )  

Result: 19,931,205.00  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

now 

This function retrieves the system time as a number. 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER: the system's current time. The format of this 

number is: HHMMSS.  

The function has no parameters. 

Example 

@( now )  

Result: 121345 

Use the function format (page 125) () to format the result of the function now. 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

format_date 

The function format_date formats a date according to the specified mask. An optional language 

code can be specified to override the language used to represent day and month names. 

format_date ( date ; template ; language ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT, the formatted date. 

This function has 3 parameters: 
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1. date, type NUMBER; the date in YYYYMMDD formatting. 

The earliest date supported by this function is Jan 1, 1601 (16010101). 

2. template, type TEXT; the formatting template. 

3. language, type TEXT; optional; the language used to format textual elements. 

Template 

The template must be composed of a sequence of format types, separated by spaces. Fixed text in 

the template should be enclosed in single quotation marks. A single quotation mark within such a 

text must be represented by two quotation marks. 

Format type Description Example (20050403, ENG language) 

d Day of the month as digits without leading zero. 3 

dd Day of the month as digits with leading zero. 03 

ddd Abbreviated day of the week. Sun 

dddd Day of the week. Sunday 

M Month as digits without leading zero. 4 

MM Month as digits with leading zero. 04 

MMM Abbreviated month. Apr 

MMMM Month. April 

y Year represented by only the last digit. 5 

yy Year represented by the last two digits. 05 

yyyy Year represented by four digits. 2005 

*SHORT Microsoft Windows short date format. 03/04/2005 

*LONG Microsoft Windows long date format. 03 April 2005 

 For more details please refer to the Microsoft Windows documentation on Day, Month, Year and 

Era Format Pictures. 

*SHORT and *LONG cannot be combined with any other format types or static text. 

Language 

The language can be any of the languages supported by ITP. See the language_code (page 168) 

function for a list of supported codes. 

If this parameter is omitted or left empty the currently active language is used. 

Remarks 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dd317787%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dd317787%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
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The format_date uses the Microsoft Windows NLS support. The output of this function can depend 

on the version of Microsoft Windows and local configurations. 

Examples 

@(format_date (today; "*SHORT")) 

prints the current date in the Short Date format. 

@(format_date (20120229; "dddd"; "sv-SE")) 

prints 'onsdag' (Wednesday) in the Swedish language. 

@(format_date (20130201; "dd-MM-''''yy; "NLD")) 

prints '01-02-'13'. 

Availability 

The function format_date is introduced in CCM Create Model Package 4.4 and requires CCM 

Core 4.4 or later. 
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Numbers 

The functions in the category Number apply to all number-type related data. With this functions 

you are able to convert numbers into words (page 123), round (page 132) numbers and convert 

them into roman numbers, uppercase (page 134) and lowercase (page 134). 

The functions available in this category are: 

 numerals (page 122) 

 number (page 122) 

 number_in_words (page 123) 

 picture (page 124) 

 format (page 125) 

 round (page 132) 

 round_upwards (page 133) 

 truncate (page 133) 

 uppercase_roman_number (page 134) 

 lowercase_roman_number (page 134) 

 ordinal (page 135) 

In the category Numbers there are also three subcagetories; Areas (page 136), Amounts (page 137), 

and Mathematics (page 139). 
 

numerals 

This function converts a number to TEXT. The input number is rounded off to zero decimal 

positions. This function makes it possible to turn a NUMBER into TEXT. This is useful if, for 

instance, the database values retrieved are NUMBERs where TEXT is needed. 

numerals ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT; the input_number rounded to zero decimals as a TEXT. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER: the number to be turned into a TEXT. 

@( numerals( 1223.435 ) )  

Result: 1223 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

Model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

number 

This function formats a number and converts it to TEXT. It places thousand separators and 

enforces the number of decimals specified in the function call. Which symbols are used as 

thousand separator and decimal symbol is determined by the Output language setting in the ITP 

configuration window. You can find this setting in the Administrator of CCM Core, under 

Environments. 

number ( input_number; number_of_decimals ) 
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The result of this function is of type TEXT, input_number will be formatted as TEXT. 

This function has two parameters: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The unformatted number. 

2. number_of_decimals, type NUMBER. The number of decimals in the formatted number. 

Maximum of nine decimals. 

Note 

 You are limited to your computer system's accuracy concerning numbers.  

 If more decimals are specified than are present in the input_number zeros will be used to fill 

the spaces.  

 Because this function turns a NUMBER into a TEXT dyadic operators cannot be used on the 

return value of the function. Use it just before a number is put in the result text.  

Default number representation 

If you put a number into the result text without using a function like 'number', the following 

applies; the number is converted to the same number representation (TEXT) as would be attained 

by using the function number with second parameter, two decimals. 

@( number( 1223.435; 2 ) ) 

Result: 1,223.44. Note that the input_number is rounded to achieve 2 decimals.  

 

@( number( 1223.435; 5 ) )  

Result: 1,223.43500.  Zeros are used as decimals to show 5 decimals where 

only three are provided.  

 

The following example shows the default format for a number in the result text (with the output 

language set to ENG): 

@( 10000 )  

Result: 10,000.00  
 

number_in_words 

This function converts a number to a text representing the number in words. 

number_in_words ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT, input_number will be formatted as TEXT. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number that will be converted to TEXT.  

The input number is rounded to zero decimals before it is transformed. The round rule used is that 

when the first decimal is less than 5 the number is rounded down, when the first decimal is five or 

higher the number is rounded up. Refer to the examples below for more information.  
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#BEGIN 

# 

@( number_in_words ( -1234.895 ) )  

 

@( number_in_words ( 1234.495 ) )  

# 

END# 

Result:  

minus one thousand two hundred and thirty-five. 

one thousand two hundred and thirty-four 

Note that the construction @() around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

Model document starts in text mode, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

picture 

This function is deprecated, use the format (page 125) function instead to determine the layout of 

text values. 

This function formats a number according to the picture format ( mask ) specified in the second 

parameter.  

The function picture has two input parameters: 

1. number, of type NUMBER.  

2. mask, of type TEXT.  

This function yields a value of type TEXT.  

Example 

@( picture( 12345; "99999S" ) )  

Result: 12345+  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

Other possibilities:  

 Getal Masker Resultaat 

123.0 '99999' '00123' 

123.0 'ZZZZ9' '  123' 

123.0 '****9' '**123' 

0.0 'ZZZZ9' '  0' 

0.0 'ZZZZZ' '  0' 

0.0 '****9' '****0' 

0.0 '*****' '*****' 
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 Getal Masker Resultaat 

123.0 'S9999' '+0123' 

123.0 '+9999' '+0123' 

123.0 '+9999' ' 0123' 

123.456 '999.99' '001.23' 

123.456 '999V.99' '123.46' 

123456.0 'ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9' '  123,456' 

123456.0 '***,***,**9' '****123,456' 

123456.0 '-ZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9' '-  123,456' 

123456.0 '---,---,--9' '   ,   ,  6' 

123456.78 '$**,***,**9V.99' '$***123,456.78' 

123456.78 '$$$,$$$,$$9V.99' '$$$,$$$,$$6.78' 

1.23456 'S9V.9999ES99' '+1.2346E+60' 

1.23456 "S9V.9999KS99' '+1.2346K+60' 

1234.567 '-999.999,V99' ' 001.234,57' 

1234.567 '-9.999E9' '-1.2345E0' 

123456.0 '9B9B9B9B9B9' '1 2 3 4 5 6' 

12345.0 '9.9.9.9.9.9' '0.1.2.3.4.5' 

12345.0 '99999S" '12345-' 

123.45 '999+' '123 ' 

123.45 '999+' '123+' 

0.12 'ZZZ.V99' '  0.12' 

0.12 "ZZZV.99' '  0.12' 

1.23E4 '-9V.999ES9' ' 1.230E+4' 

123456.0 "S9999VESZ9' '3456EE+00' 

1.23456.0 '-V.999E-99' ' .234E+56' 

 
 

format 

The format function is used to format a number using a mask and converting it to a TEXT. 

format ( input_number;mask ) 

The format function returns a value of type TEXT that contains the formatted number. 

The format function requires two parameters divided by semicolons (;): 

1. input_number,  type NUMBER. This is the number to be formatted. 
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2. mask, type TEXT. This is the formatting mask to be applied. Refer to below for the symbols 

allowed in the mask and its syntax. 

The following restrictions apply: 

 The mask must be large enough to hold all digits of the number before the decimal point.  

 The number will be rounded to the number of decimals specified in the mask. 

Example 

@(format (123.456; "Z,ZZZ.ZZ+")) 

Result: øø123.46+ 

@(format (-12345.67; "$B*,***,***.**BBDB"))  

Result: $ø***12,345.67øøDB 

In this example ø denotes a space character. 

Language (in)dependence 

The mask, which is provided for the format function, is completely language independent. This 

makes it possible to have an ITP model construct the mask before offering it the format function.  

The output will be formatted based on the mask and the current runtime language. Refer to the 

section Language customization for more information. 

Specifying a mask 

The output of the format function is determined by the symbols in the mask. The output will have 

exactly the same number of positions as there are specified in the mask (with one exception which 

is described later). 

Symbols allowed in the mask 

The following symbols are allowed in the format mask: 

Symbol Meaning 

9 A numeric position. 

* A leading numeric position in which an asterisk is placed if this position contains a zero. 

Z A leading numeric position in which a space is placed if this position contains a zero. 

. The decimal point. The output will be aligned on this position. 

The mask must contain zero or one decimal points. This decimal point will be replaced by the 

symbol appropriate to the currently selected runtime language. 

, A thousand-separator. This separator will be replaced by the symbol appropriate to the currently 

selected runtime language. 

$ A single-character currency symbol. 

This symbol will be replaced by a currency symbol appropriate to the currently selected runtime 

language. 

U A multi-character currency symbol. 

This symbol will be replaced by the 3-character ISO 4217 code appropriate to the currently 

selected runtime language. 
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Symbol Meaning 

+ 

Four editing signs. 

The CR and DB symbols are only allowed at the end of the mask. 

Refer to the Editing signs section below. 

- 

CR 

DB 

B A space. 

/ A slash. 

Note 

All symbols in the mask are case-insensitive. 

Repeating symbols in a mask 

Repeating symbols in a mask can be abbreviated by specifying a repeat-count between 

parentheses. 

Example 

The following two patterns are equivalent: 

$9(5).9(2)CR  

 

$99999.99CR 

Currency symbols 

The currency symbols printed by the format function depend on the currently selected language 

or any custom overrides made in the model.  

Currency symbols used by the format function: 

Run-time 

language 

Single-character currency code 

($) 

Multi-character currency 

code (U) 

Any language - 

with Euro support 

enabled 

€ EUR 

DAN : DKK 

DES F CHF 

DEU $ DEM 
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Run-time 

language 

Single-character currency code 

($) 

Multi-character currency 

code (U) 

ENG £ GBP 

ENU $ USD 

ESP $ ESP 

FRA F FRF 

FRB F BEF 

FRS F CHF 

HUN F HUF 

ITS F CHF 

NLB F BEF 

NLD ƒ NLG 

POL Z PLN 

PTG $ PTE 

SVE F SEK 

Note 

Note that this table is limited to those single-character currency codes which are 

supported by the standard ANSI code page. For those currencies not in the ANSI code 

page the IBM default currencies are used. Refer to the section Language customization 

for information how to override the currency code into a code appropriate to your 

combination of fonts and word processor. 

The euro symbol requires the use of a Microsoft Windows single-byte font containing the Euro 

symbol at position 128, which has been reserved by Microsoft Windows for the Euro symbol. The 

Euro symbol will probably print incorrectly when using non-Microsoft Windows fonts or Unicode 

fonts. Use the currency override functions to provide a symbol appropriate to your specific 

combination of fonts and word processor or when using Unicode fonts. 

Note 

The U symbol in the mask will expand to three positions. Unless the U symbol is used as 

a floating insertion symbol with the appropriate amount of extra space provided in the 

mask, the format function will expand its result to create space for any extra overhead. 

This can cause misalignment in the result document. 

Editing signs 

The editing signs produce a result based on the sign of the number: 

Symbol in the 

mask 

 

Result if the 

number is 

positive or zero 

Result if the 

number is 

negative 
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Symbol in the 

mask 

 

Result if the 

number is 

positive or zero 

Result if the 

number is 

negative 

+ + - 

- space - 

CR 2 spaces CR 

DB CR DB 

Unless the mask contains one or more editing signs the resulting text will be represented as if the 

number had been unsigned. 

Inserting a currency symbol or + and - symbols 

The format function can insert a symbol just before the first digit of the result. 

This symbol can be: 

 The single-character currency-symbol $. 

 The multi-character currency-symbol U. 

 The single-character signs + and -. 

If the mask starts with two or more of these symbols ITP will insert the symbol. 

The following rules apply: 

1. If all numeric positions are represented in the mask by a symbol and the number is zero, then 

the whole result will be spaces i.e., mask: $$$$, Number: 0, Result øøøø (four spaces). 

2. If any or all numeric positions to the left of the decimal point are represented by symbols in the 

mask then a single insertion symbol will be inserted directly before the first non-zero digit in 

the output or the decimal point. Any unused positions to the left are filled with spaces. 

Example 

Picture Value Result 

 $$$$.99    0.123  øøø$.12   

 $$$9.99    0.12   øø$0.12   

 $,$$$,999.99    -1234.56   øøø$1,234.56   

 U,UUU,UU9.99-   -1234.56   øUSD1,234.56-  

 u,uuu,uu9.99    1234.56   øUSD1,234.56   

 +,+++,999.99    -123456.78   ø-123,456.78   

 $$,$$$,$$$.99CR  -1234567      $1,234,567.00CR 

 ++,+++,+++.++    0000.00   øøøøøøøøøøøøø   

In this example the ø symbol represents a space character. 
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Leading zero replacement 

The format function can replace leading zeros. Leading zeros can be replaced with padding 

characters or with spaces. 

The following symbols can be used in the mask for zero replacement: 

 The *. (Leading zeros will be replaced by asterisks (*).) 

 The Z. (Leading zeros will be replaced by spaces.) 

If the mask starts with one or more consecutive suppressing symbols ITP will suppress or replace 

leading zeros. 

The following rules apply: 

 If all numeric positions in the mask are represented by an * and the number is zero, then the 

whole result will contain the * except for the decimal point. 

 If all numeric positions in the mask are represented by a Z and the number is zero, then the 

whole result will contain spaces. 

 If any or all numeric positions before the decimal point are represented by either * or Z, leading 

zeros will be replaced by the symbol that is in its place in the mask.  

For example the mask is **ZZ**99, and the number is 00000088; then the result will be **  **88.  

(Note: If the number is 88 the result will be the same.) 

Examples 

Mask Number Result 

****.**     0000.00  ****.**     

ZZZZ.ZZ     0000.00  øøøøøøø     

ZZZZ.99     0000.00  øøøø.00     

****.99     0000.00  ****.00     

ZZ99.99     0000.00  øø00.00     

Z,ZZZ.ZZ+    +123.456 øø123.46+    

*,***.**+    -123.45  **123.45-    

**,***,***.**     +12345678.9   12,345,678.90     

$Z,ZZZ,ZZZ.ZZCR   +12345.67  $øøø12,345.67     

$B*,***,***.**BBDB -12345.67  $ø***12,345.67øøDB 

In this example the ø symbol represents a space character. 

Language customization 

The output of the format function is determined by the mask provided. However, a number of 

symbols in the mask are language dependent. In other words the output language set in the ITP 

configuration file or set with the Language_code function determines for instance which thousand 

separator and decimal indicator will be used.  

Symbol Representation 

$ The single-character 

currency 
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Symbol Representation 

U The multi-character currency 

. The decimal point 

, The thousand separator 

The representation of these symbols in the result document can be modified in 3 ways: 

1. By using the built-in standard function euro ( ).  

This function will force format ( ) to use the Euro currency codes unless specified otherwise. 

2. By switching the runtime language using the built-in standard function language_code ( ).  

This function will reset all settings to the value appropriate for the language selected. This 

function interacts with the euro function. 

3. By overriding one or more settings manually using the built-in standard function pragma ( ).  

Any overrides function until either overridden again or until the runtime language is changed 

with the language function. 

Printing currency symbols 

Whether or not currency symbols print correctly depends on a number of factors; 

 The operating system used, its version, and optional extensions installed to support and 

recognize the symbol, 

 The word processor used, 

 The fonts used, 

 The printer driver used. 

 The printer used. 

 The fonts installed on the printer. 

In most cases printing a currency symbol depends on a complex interaction between the above 

factors. It is impossible to predict in advance all possible situations that might prevent a symbol 

from being printed correctly. 

However, the pragma function provides a way in which a model can force the use of a currency 

symbol, which is guaranteed to be printable. 

Using the pragma function to change the behavior of the Format function 

The pragma function can be used to change the behavior the format function from within the 

model. 

The pragma function requires two parameters of type TEXT. The first parameter is the type of 

setting, which has to be modified; the second parameter is the new value of the setting. 

Type of settings that can be used to change the result of the format function, the first parameter for 

the pragma function: 

Setting Representation 

LOCALE:LC_MONETARY:int_curr_symbol The representation of the multi-character currency 

code (U). 

LOCALE:LC_MONETARY:currency_symbol The representation of the single-character currency 

code ($). 
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Setting Representation 

LOCALE:LC_NUMERIC:decimal_point The representation of the decimal point (.). 

LOCALE:LC_NUMERIC:thousands_sep The representation of the thousands separator (,). 

The first parameter is case-insensitive. 

The result of the pragma function is of type TEXT. 

In principle you can replace the representation of the U, $, decimal point and thousand separator 

for any character you like. In reality however there is a restriction: the result of the format function 

might exceed alignment limits if these symbols are defined as multi-character representations. This 

because the format function will assume that the representations of the decimal point, thousands 

separator and single-character currency code are a single character, for alignment purposes.  

Euro symbols in Microsoft Word 

Microsoft Word will probably be unable to print the Euro symbol produced by the format function 

if you are using the Euro enabled fonts shipped with Microsoft Windows. 

This problem is caused by the fact that the Euro symbol in the core Microsoft Windows fonts is 

implemented as a Unicode character. The format function does not generate Unicode characters 

but generates a character that is flagged as unprintable in the core Microsoft Windows fonts. 

This problem can be solved by adding the following code to your models: 

@(pragma("LOCALE:LC_MONETARY:currency_symbol"; "/€")) 

 

or 

@(pragma("ITPUNICODEEURO"; "Y")) 

Note 

Note the slash (/) before the Euro symbol. This slash will prevent ITP from translating 

the Unicode € symbol into the corresponding single-byte character, thus making it again 

unprintable in Microsoft Word. 

 

round 

The function round( ) rounds a number to the number of decimals specified with the second 

parameter.  

round ( input_number; number_of_decimals ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER; the rounded input_number. 

The function has two parameters: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number to be rounded. 

2. number_of_decimals, type NUMBER. The number of decimals the input_number must be 

rounded to. This is a value from 0 up to and including 9. 

Rules for rounding 

The function round( ) looks at the decimal number one place to the right of the allowed decimals. 
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If this decimal is smaller than 5 the number is rounded down, when this decimal is 5 or higher the 

number is rounded up. 

For example round( 12.334; 2 ) will have 12.33 as the result because two decimals are allowed. 

The third decimal is 4, this is below 5. So the number is rounded down: 12.33. round(12.335; 2) 

gives 12.34 because the third decimal, the decimal directly to the right of the allowed number of 

decimals, is 5., and 5 or higher is rounded up. 

Example 

@( round( 1223.535; 0 ) )  

Result: 1,224.00 

Note that the @( ) construction has its own rules for formatting numbers in the text. It uses a 

thousand separator and will always display two decimal positions. This format can be changed 

with the function Format (page 125). 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

round_upwards 

The function round_upwards( ) rounds a number to the number of decimals specified with the 

second parameter. This function will always round upwards: 0.1 will become 1. 

round_upwards ( input_number; number_of_decimals ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER: the rounded input_number. 

The function has two parameters: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number to be rounded. 

2. number_of_decimals, type NUMBER. The number of decimals to round to. A number from 0 

up to and including 9. 

Example 

@( round_upwards( 1223.219; 0 ) )  

Result: 1,224.00 

Note that because a number is, by default, always printed with two decimals in a result document 

results of the function round_upwards( ) may not be shown correctly. To complicate the matter in 

Microsoft Word the displayed number is also rounded  to 2 decimal positions. 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

truncate 

This function removes decimals up to the number indicated by the second parameter from a 

number.  
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truncate ( number_to_be_truncated; number_of_decimals_left ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER: the truncated number. 

The function has two parameters: 

1. number_to_be_truncated, type NUMBER. This is the number of which the decimals will be 

removed. 

2. number_of_decimals_left, type NUMBER. The number of decimals that must be left after 

truncating. A number from 0 up to and including 9. 

Example 

@( truncate( 1223.535; 0 ) )  

Result: 1,223.00 

Explanation: the decimals are removed but because of the default format of ITP for NUMBERS, i.e., 

two decimal positions, two decimal positions are displayed, both zero. 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

uppercase_roman_number 

This function converts a number to the corresponding Roman numeral in uppercase.  

uppercase_roman_number ( number_to_be_converted ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT: the uppercase Roman numeral. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. number_to_be_converted, type NUMBER. The number to be converted to an uppercase roman 

numeral.  

Example 

@( uppercase_roman_number( 3 ) )  

Result: III 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode.. 

This function is supported for number values from 0 to 4000. Above 4000 the result of the function 

is undefined (although for some languages the result might be correct). You are recommended not 

to use this function for values over 4000 and under 0. 

 
 

lowercase_roman_number 

This function converts the number to the corresponding lower-case roman numeral. 
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 lowercase_roman_number ( number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. number, type NUMBER. The number to be converted to a lower-case roman numeral. 

Example 

@( lowercase_roman_number( 5 ) )  

Result: v  

 

@( lowercase_roman_number( 7 ) )  

Result: vii  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

This function is supported for number values from 0 to 4000. Above 4000 the result of the function 

is undefined (although for some languages the result might be correct). You are recommended not 

to use this function for values over 4000 and under 0. 
 

ordinal 

This function converts the number to the corresponding ordinal. The language of the ordinal is 

determined by the output language setting in the ITP Administrator window. 

ordinal ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT: the input_number as an ordinal. 

This function has 1 parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER: the number to turn into an ordinal. 

The function is only defined for numbers from 1 up to 100.  

Example 

@( ordinal( 9 ) )  

Result: ninth.  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 

This function is supported for number values from 1 to 100. Above 100 the result of the function is 

undefined (although for some languages the result might be correct). You are recommended not to 

use this function for values over 100 and under 1. 
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Areas 

areas 

The function area interprets a number as an area and returns that number as a TEXT in the 

following format; hectares.ares.centiares. It only succeeds if numbers are greater than or equal to 

zero. 

Note 

This function takes the input_number to represent square meters. Only use in a metric 

system.  

area ( input_number )  

The result of this function is of type TEXT; the input_number as an area in a formatted number as 

TEXT. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. This number will be interpreted as an area and returned as 

TEXT representing a formatted number. 

Example 

@( area( 122301 ) )  

Result: 12,23,01  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

area_in_words 

The function area_in_words interprets a number as an area and returns that area in words. It only 

succeeds if the number passed to it is greater than or equal to zero. 

area_in_words ( input_number )  

The result of this function is of type TEXT; the input_number as an area in words. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. This number will be interpreted as an area and converted to 

words. 

Example 

@( area_in_words( 122302) )  

Result: 12 hectare, 23 acre and 2 centiare. (In fact this is incorrect, it should be ares and not acres. 

The metric system is used here.) 

The words used to describe the area depends on the output language setting in the ITP 

configuration window, however the system used to convert the number to an area is metric e.g., 

the number is taken to mean square meters.  
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Note 

Do not use this function with the ITP Output Language set to english. 

The output is incorrect if you do; 'ares' (10 by 10 metres! = 100 m2) is translated with 

'acres' (4046.8564224  m2) without conversion. 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

Amounts 

amount 

This function rounds a number to two decimals, puts in thousand-separators when appropriate 

and returns it as a TEXT. 

amount ( input_number )  

The result of this function is of type TEXT. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number to be formatted and converted to an amount in 

TEXT. 

@( amount( 1000.232 ) )  

Result: 1,000.23 (note that this is a TEXT, not a NUMBER.) 

This function is supported for number values limited to MAXINT(2^31 == 2,147,483,648). Above 

2,147,483,648 the result of the function is undefined (although for some languages the result might 

be correct). You are recommended not to use this function for values over 2,147,483,648. 
 

amount_in_words 

This function converts a number that represents an amount to a text that is that amount in words. 

The function rounds the number parameter to two decimal positions.  

The function amount_in_words( ) supports both local currencies and Euros, depending on the 

current ITP Output Language as set in the Administrator of CCM Core under Environments. You 

can modify the behavior of the function through the function euro( ) or with the setting 

ITPEURO.  

The spelling of the euro and cent in the respective languages are based on the formal EC guidelines 

used in EC Legislative acts.  

amount_in_words ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT: the input_number taken as an amount, in words. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The amount to be converted to words. 

The function amount_in_words cannot convert the amount from local currencies to euros or vice 

versa, only the name of the currency changes. 
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Example 

@( amount_in_words( 1000.23 ) )  

(* Result: one thousand pounds and twenty-three pence *)  

 

@( amount_in_words( -1000.23 ) )  

(* Result: one thousand pounds and twenty-three pence negative *)  

The result of this function depends on the setting of the ITP OutputLanguage. If you encounter 

unexpected results check this setting in the CCM Core Administrator. 

This function is supported for number values limited to MAXINT(2^31 == 2,147,483,648). Above 

2,147,483,648 the result of the function is undefined (although for some languages the result might 

be correct). You are recommended not to use this function for values over 2,147,483,648. 

 
 

amount_in_words_euro 

This function gives the amount specified in words using the Euro as the currency. The language 

used depends on the setting ITP OutputLanguage in the CCM Core Administrator. 

amount_in_words_euro ( amount_in_numbers ) 

The result of the function is of type TEXT. 

This function requires one parameter: 

1. amount_in_numbers, type NUMBER. This is the amount in a number that will be converted to 

words.   

The spelling of the euro and cent in the respective languages are based on the formal EC guidelines 

used in EC Legislative acts. 

Note 

This function does not convert the amount from local currencies to euros or vice versa, 

only the name of the currency changes. 

Example 

# 

@(amount_in_words_euro (15.36)) 

# 

(* the result document will show: fifteen euro and thirty-six cent *) 

Be aware that the decimal symbol and the digit-grouping symbol (thousand separator) depend on 

the Template scripting language setting. The English model language setting uses a period (.) as 

decimal symbol and a comma as digit grouping symbol whereas Dutch and German use a comma 

as decimal symbol and the period as thousand separators.  

This function is supported for number values limited to MAXINT(2^31 == 2,147,483,648). Above 

2,147,483,648 the result of the function is undefined (although for some languages the result might 

be correct). You are recommended not to use this function for values over 2,147,483,648. 
 

euro 

This function is deprecated use the amount_words_euro( ) (page 138) instead and/or adapt the 
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function format( ) (page 125)  to use the correct Euro symbols. The main use of this function is to 

facilitate the introduction of the Euro by swiftly adapting 'old' models; just add the function 
euro(). 

This function switches the behavior of the function amount_in_words( ) and the function format( 

) (only for output languages of the euro zone (ITP run time setting)) to print either local currency 

or Euros. 

euro ( use_euro Y/N ) 

The result of the function is of type BOOL; the previous state of the function  amount_in_words( 

). 

This function requires one parameter: 

1. use_euro, type BOOL.  

If this parameter is TRUE, the function amount_in_words( ) will use the Euro as currency. If 

this parameter is FALSE, the function amount_in_words( ) will use the local currency.  For 

the function format( ) the behavior is similar. Any specified currency symbols will be 

replaced with the euro symbol. The single currency code will be replaced with the  € and the 

multi-character code will be replaced with EUR.  

This function only works for ITP Output Language setting for languages of the Euro zone. 

Note 

This function does not convert the amount from local currencies to euros or vice versa, 

only the name of the currency changes. 

Example 

BOOL function_return 

ASSIGN function_return := euro(TRUE) 

# 

@(amount_in_words (15.36)) 

# 

 

Mathematics 

exponent 

This function calculates e (the base of natural logarithms) to the power of the number passed to the 

function. 

exponent ( exponent_of_e )  

The result of this function is of type NUMBER. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. exponent_of_e, type NUMBER. exponent_of_e will be taken as the exponent of e, the result 

will be returned. 

Example 

@( exponent( 1.00 ) ) 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 
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switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

arctan 

This function calculates the arctangent of a number.  

arctan ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER: the arctangent of the input_number. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number whose arctangent will be calculated. 

Example 

@( arctan( 1,00 ) )  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

cosine 

This function calculates the cosine of a number.  

cosine ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number whose cosine will be calculated. 

Example 

@( cosine( 1.00 ) )  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

logarithm 

This function calculates the natural logarithm of a number. 

logarithm ( input_number )  

The result of this function is of type NUMBER. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER: The number whose natural logarithm must be calculated. 

Example 

@( logarithm( 100 ) )  
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Result: 4.61 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

sine 

This mathematical function calculates the sine of a number.  

sine ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number whose sine will be calculated. 

Example 

@( sine( 1.00 ) ) 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

square 

This function calculates the square of a number. 

square ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER.  The number to be squared. 

Example 

NUMBER result (* Declaration of result variable *) 

NUMBER input_number := 3 (* Initializing the input number *) 

ASSIGN result := square( input_number )  

# 

The square of @(input_number) is @(result). 

# 

Result: The square of 3.00 is 9.00. 
 

square_root 

This function calculates the square root of a number.  

square_root ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER. 

The function has one parameter: 
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1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number whose square root will be calculated. 

Example 

NUMBER result (* Declaration of result variable *) 

NUMBER input_number := 9 (* Initializing the input number *) 

ASSIGN result := square_root( input_number )  

# 

The square root of @(input_number) is @(result). 

# 

Result: The square root of 9.00 is 3.00.  
 

tangens 

This function calculates the tangens of a number.  

tangens ( input_number ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER: the tangens of the input_number. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. input_number, type NUMBER. The number whose tangens will be calculated. 

Example 

@( tangens ( 1,00 ) )  

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
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Control 

The category Control functions contains all system-related functions:  

 status_message (page 144) 

 inc (page 144) 

 put_in_document (page 146) 

 put_in_text_file (page 147) 

 put_in_text_file2 (page 148) 

 add_to_output (page 149) 

 open_buffer (page 151) 

 put_buffer_in_document (page 151) 

 pragma (page 152) 

 system (page 158) 

 itp_setting (page 159) 

 document_property (page 159) 

 itpserver_parameter (page 161) 

 runmodel_setting (page 162) 

 itpserver_setting (page 164) 

 environment_setting (page 164) 

 create_csv (page 165) 

 split_csv (page 165) 

 add_user_xml (page 165) 

 stylesheet (page 166) 

 pagestyle (page 167) 

 language_code (page 168) 

 headers (page 169) 

 footers (page 170) 

 paper_types (page 171) 

 debug_log (page 172) 

 insert_image (page 173) 
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status_message 

Deprecated: the status window this message is displayed in is no longer visible for any length of 

time due to the increased speed of processors. 

This function enables you to send status messages during execution of a model. The message you 

want to send has to be entered in the parameter of the function. The maximum length of the 

message is 250 characters.  

Do not use this function if the model is to be used in an CCM Core environment. 

status_message ( the_message ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. the_message, type TEXT. The message that will be sent to the screen when the model is 

executed. 

Example 

@( status_message( "Processing invoice records..." ) ) 

Note that the construction @ ( ) around the function means that the result of the function is 

displayed in the text. This construction must be used in a text part of a model document. The 

switch from ITP mode to text mode in a model document is made with the # characters. An ITP 

model document starts in text model, the #BEGIN makes the switch to ITP mode. 
 

inc 

This function inc generates an ITP statement that post includes a document in the result 

document. The post-included text will appear as-is in the result document; it is included post the 

ITP process. 

Note  

This function must be called in the text mode of the model document, for this reason it 

must be used inside an @ ( ) construction. 

@( inc ( post_include_document; path_to_the_post_include_document ) ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT: the post-include statement itself. The construction @( )  

places this text in the result document so it can be processed. 

This function has two parameters. 

1. post_include_document, type TEXT. The name of the document to be post-included. The 

extension of the document must be added as well. It's also possible to set the document with its 
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complete path in this parameter in which case the second parameter can be left empty. 

2. path_to_the_post_include_document, type TEXT. The path to the document to be 

post-included. This is either an UNC path or a path relative to the path set with the 

ITP/Workstation or CCM Core Administrator. The path setting can be left empty if the path 

where the document can be found is exactly this configured path. 

Including a part of a document 

1. It's also possible to include a part of a document. To do so, the text that is to be included 

should be marked with a bookmark. The name of this bookmark has to be added to the 

document name (first parameter) when calling the function. 

2. This functionality can only be used in Microsoft Wordand OpenOffice.org documents. 

Lazy post-includes 

Handling post-includes requires that the result document is processed in two steps. During the 

first step the document is scanned for include documents and during the second step these 

documents are inserted and the final result document is produced. The lazy post-include process 

scans the result document for includes generated with the @(inc(...)) construction. If these are 

not found during the first step, the final result document will be produced immediately, and the 

second step will be skipped. This will improve performance for documents that do not include 

external documents. 

The lazy post-include process does not detect __INC(...) statements when it considers whether or 

not to perform the second step. Either replace these with the inc(...) function or disable the lazy 

post-include feature if your result documents do contain __INC(...) statements. If the result 

document contains includes inserted both by the @(inc(...)) construction and __INC(...) 

statements both these includes are processed. Lazy post-include is a runtime configuration setting 

of ITP/Workstation or CCM Core. For more information on configuring this kind of settings, refer 

to the Help of one of these products. 

Setting alternate documents or parts of documents 

It's also possible to set one or more alternate documents (or parts of documents) that ITP will try to 

include if it fails including a document (or part of a document). In order to do so, the different 

documents/parts of documents have to be divided with a "|". ITP will try to include the first 

document (or part of a document). If this fails, ITP will try to include the next document (or part of 

a document) This process stops a soon as ITP succeeds in including a document (or a part of a 

document). The include process fails if none of the documents (of part of document) can be 

included. 

This functionality can only be used in Microsoft Word documents and OpenOffice.org documents. 

Example 

@( inc( "document"; "folder" ) )  

@( inc( "document<bookmark>"; "folder" ) )  

@( inc("document1|document2"; "folder")) 

Result: 

__INC(folder\document) in the result document. This statement will be 

processed if post-including is enabled in the ITP configuration or when 

LAZYPOSTINC is set to Y, like it is in CCM Core. 

For WordPerfect this function usually generates native WordPerfect subdocument instructions. If 

however the postinclude mechanism is enabled in the configuration file, the inc( ) function will 

generate __INC statements in the WordPerfect result documents instead. 
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Post-include statements in result documents are also resolved by the put_in_document( ), 

put_in_text_file( ) and add_to_output( ) functions, when the fifth parameter of these 

functions is set to Y, regardless of the post-include configuration setting of ITP. 
 

put_in_document 

The function put_in_document places produced text in a document. The text placed in a document 

in this way will not appear in the result document. All result text produced up to the function call 

is placed in the document specified in the function call. You can call the function several times in a 

model. Each time the text produced up to the call is placed in a new document. 

put_in_document ( "document_to_be_produced";  

                   "path/folder_of_the_document"; 

                   "overwrite Y/N"; "pagination (ignored)"; 

                   "process_includes Y/N" )  

The function returns a TEXT. 

This function has five parameters: 

1. document_to_be_produced, type TEXT. The name of the document. 

2. path/folder_of_the_document, type TEXT. The path and name of the folder or folder in which 

the document will be written. 

3. overwrite, type TEXT, Y or N. When you set this parameter to Y an already existing document 

is overwritten, when you set this parameter to N the end user will be prompted to specify an 

alternative filename/folder. Note that this will cause problems in an CCM Core environment 

since CCM Core cannot interact with the end user. 

4. pagination, type TEXT, Y or N. The value of this parameter is ignored but must be present. 

5. process_includes, type TEXT, Y or N. When set to Y ITP resolves __INC post includes in the 

result document. When you have enabled the check box Process includes on the Run tab of the 

ITP administration program of ITP/Workstation, ITP will always resolve post includes. In 

CCM Core this setting is default enabled. 

The function put_in_document writes the ITP output to a document, and does not create a copy. 

Once written to a document the output is no longer available for the ITP Model and will not appear 

in the result document. The reason for this is that ITP stores text that is produced in an internal 

buffer. When you call the put_in_document function ITP writes the content of the buffer to the 

document, this clears the internal buffer.  

If you want to create multiple files from one output you can use the open buffer mechanism (page 

151).  

Documents that ITP produces through the put_in_document( ) function are directly available for 

opening after ITP successfully executed the put_in_document( ) function.  
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Example 

# 

This line will be stored in the document 'document.doc' on c:\temp, and will 

not appear in the result document. 

# 

TEXT doc := put_in_document("document.doc"; "c:\temp"; "Y"; "N"; "N") 

# 

The document produced is @(doc).  

These lines will appear in the result document because they are produced after 

the put_in_document call above. 

You could also write these lines to a second document by calling 

put_in_document again. 

# 

Note 

 If you call the function put_in_document in a Microsoft Word DOC model, you should be 

aware that the text part you produce by calling the function must end with a paragraph 

ending. Otherwise the Microsoft Word DOC document you try to produce might be corrupted 

and can cause errors. 

 It is not possible to place the text from repeated calls to put_in_document( ) in the same 

document, If you want to 'collect' the text from several calls in one document you must use the 

function add_to_output( ) (page 149). If you want to leave the result document intact you can 

use the open buffer mechanism (page 151).  
 

put_in_text_file 

The function put_in_text_file writes produced text to a file. The text saved in this way will not 

appear in the result document. It is possible to call this function several times in a model. Each time 

you do this the text produced up to the call is placed in the file. This function produces an ASCII 

document regardless of the word processor the model document has been made with. 

put_in_text_file ( "textfile_to_be_produced";  

                   "path/folder_of_the_text_file"; 

                   "overwrite Y/N";  

                   "pagination (ignored)"; 

                   "process_includes Y/N" )  

The function returns a TEXT; the name of the file produced. 

The put_in_text_file requires five parameters: 

1. textfile_to_be_produced, type TEXT. The name of the document. 

2. path/folder_of_the_text_file, type TEXT. The path and name of the folder or folder in which 

the text file will be written. 

3. overwrite, type TEXT, Y or N. When you set this parameter to Y an already existing file is 

overwritten, when you set this parameter to N the end user will be prompted to specify an 

alternative filename/folder. Note that this will cause problems in an CCM Core environment 

since CCM Core cannot interact with the end user. 

4. pagination, type TEXT, Y or N. The value of this parameter is ignored. 

5. process_includes, type TEXT, Y or N. When set to Y ITP resolves __INC post includes in the 

result document. When you have enabled the check box Process includes on the Run tab of the 

ITP administration program, ITP will always resolve post includes. 

The put_in_text_file function writes the ITP output to a text file, and does not create a copy. 

Once written to a file the output is no longer available for the ITP Model and it will not appear in 
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the result document. The reason for this is that ITP stores text that is produced in an internal 

buffer. When you call the put_in_text_file function ITP writes the content of the buffer to the 

file, this clears the internal buffer.  

If you want to create multiple files from one output you can use the open buffer mechanism (page 

151).  

Documents that ITP produces through the put_in_text_file( ) function are directly available for 

opening after ITP successfully executed the function put_in_text_file.  

Note  

The ASCII result document will also contain word processor instructions such as 

text-boxes, fields and footnotes. This might produce unexpected results because no 

attempt is made to maintain the layout of the output document. Therefore we advise 

you to avoid the use of word processor instructions that will appear in result documents 

when the put_in_text_file function is used. 

Example 

# 

This line will be stored in the file 'file.txt' on c:\temp, and will not appear 

in the result document. 

# 

TEXT doc := put_in_text_file("file.txt"; "c:\temp"; "Y"; "N"; "N") 

# 

The file produced is @(doc).  

These lines will appear in the result document because they are produced after 

the put_in_text_file call above. 

# 

 

put_in_text_file2 

The function put_in_text_file2 writes produced text to a file. The text saved in this way will not 

appear in the result document. You can use this function several times in a model. Each time you 

do this the text produced up to the call is placed in the file. 

This function produces a plain text document regardless of the word processor the model 

document has been made with. The plain text document will be encoded using the character set 

encoding specified in the parameter "encoding". If the document content cannot be represented 

using the specified character set encoding, an error is generated. Unlike the put_in_text_file 

function, the put_in_text_file2 function does not support include document processing. 

put_in_text_file2 ( "textfile_to_be_produced" ;  

                   "path/folder_of_the_text_file" ; 

                   "overwrite Y/N" ;  

                   "encoding" )  

The function put_in_text_file2 requires four parameters: 

1. "textfile_to_be_produced" is of the type TEXT. The name of the document. 

2. "path/folder_of_the_text_file" is of the type TEXT. The path and name of the folder or folder in 

which the text file will be written. 

3. "overwrite" is of the type TEXT, Y or N. When you set this parameter to Y an already existing 

file is overwritten, when you set this parameter to N the end user will be prompted to specify 

an alternative filename and folder.  
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Note 

This will cause problems in an CCM Core environment since CCM Core cannot interact with 

the end user. 

4. "encoding" is of the type TEXT. The value must be one of the following; UTF-8, UTF-8bom, 

UTF-16, ISO-8859-1, ISO-8859-15 and 1252. This parameter specifies the character set encoding 

of the plain text document that is to be written. 

The put_in_text_file2 function writes the ITP output to a text file, and not a copy. Once it is 

written to a file the output is no longer available for the ITP model and it will not appear in the 

result document. The reason for this is that ITP stores text that is produced in an internal buffer. 

When you call the put_in_text_file2 function ITP writes the content of the buffer to the file, this 

clears the internal buffer.  

If you want to create multiple files from one output you can use the open buffer mechanism (page 

151).  

Documents that ITP produces through the put_in_text_file2( ) function are directly available 

for opening after ITP successfully executed this function.  

Note  

The plain text result document will also contain word processor instructions such as 

text-boxes, fields and footnotes. This might produce unexpected results, because ITP 

makes no attempt to maintain the layout of the output document. Therefore we advise 

you to avoid the use of word processor instructions that will appear in result documents 

when the put_in_text_file2 function is used. 

Example 

# 

This line will be stored in the file 'file.txt' on c:\temp, and will not appear 

in the result document. 

# 

TEXT doc := put_in_text_file2("file.txt"; "c:\temp"; "Y"; "ISO-8859-1") 

# 

The file produced is @(doc).  

These lines will appear in the result document because they are produced after 

the put_in_text_file2 call above. 

# 

Availability 

The "UTF-8bom" (UTF-8 + byte-order marker) encoding is introduced in CCM Core version 4.2.3. 
 

add_to_output 

The function add_to_output puts output in a document; multiple calls to add_to_output( ) will be 

concatenated into 1 output document. 

add_to_output ( "outputdocument_to_be_produced";  

                "path_folder_of_the_output_document"; 

                "Overwrite Y/N"; "pagination (ignored)"; 

                "process_includes Y/N" )  

The result of this function is of type TEXT, it is the path and name of the document produced. A txt 

model will produce a txt file; a Microsoft Word model will produce a Microsoft Word document. 

This function has five input parameters of type TEXT: 
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1. outputdocument_to_be_produced, type TEXT. 

The name of the document that will be produced. 

2. path_folder_of_the_output_document, type TEXT.  

The path and name of the folder or folder in which the output document will be written. 

3. Overwrite Y/N, type TEXT.  

When you set this parameter to Y an already existing document is overridden, when you set 

this parameter to N the end user will be prompted to specify an alternative filename/folder. 

Note that interactivity is not possible in an CCM Core environment. 

4. pagination, type TEXT.  

The value of this parameter is ignored. 

5. process_includes Y/N, type TEXT.  

Resolve __INC post includes in the result document. When you have enabled the check box 

'Process includes' on the 'Run' tab of the ITP administration program, ITP will always resolve 

post includes. 

The function add_to_output( ) writes the ITP output to a document, and does not create a copy. 

Once written to a file the output is no longer available for the ITP Model. The reason for this is that 

ITP stores text that is produced in an internal buffer. When you call the function 

put_in_text_file ITP writes the content of the buffer into the file, this clears the internal buffers.  

If you want to create multiple documents from one output you can use the open buffer 

mechanism (page 151).  

Documents that ITP produces through the add_to_output( ) function are only available for 

opening after ITP successfully completed the model run.  

Example 

TEXT outputdocument_to_be_produced := "output.doc"                                       

 

TEXT path_folder_of_the_output_document := "c:\temp\"  

# 

This is the first part of the result document that will be put in the output 

document. 

# 

TEXT doc := add_to_output(outputdocument_to_be_produced;                          

path_folder_of_the_output_document; "Y"; "N"; "N") 

# 

This is the text that is produced after the first function call. It will also 

be placed in the output document by the next function call. 

# 

ASSIGN doc := add_to_output(outputdocument_to_be_produced;                           

path_folder_of_the_output_document; "Y"; "N"; "N") 

 

# 

The file produced is @(doc). 

# 

 

Note 

If you call the function add_to_output( ) in a Microsoft Word DOC model, you should 

be aware that the final output document must end with a paragraph ending. Otherwise 

the Microsoft Word DOC document you produce can cause errors in Microsoft Word. 
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open_buffer 

This function is always used in combination with the function put_buffer_in_document (page 151). 

These functions together save parts of a result document to a location on the file system while the 

saved part (as opposed to the put_in_document (page 146) function) is also written to the result 

document.  

The function open_buffer indicates the position in the model document from where the result text 

will be saved. The marker is placed in the result document where this function is called. 

open_buffer ( marker_name ) 

The function yields a result type BOOL: TRUE if the marker is successfully placed, FALSE if it 

failed to set the marker or if the function is not supported (ITP/Workstation). 

The function open_buffer has one parameter: 

1. marker_name, type TEXT. The function places a marker with this name at the position in the 

model document where it is called. Be aware that markers are case sensitive. 

This function can only be used in CCM Core.  

Warning 

If creation of the document is delayed, it can cause a FATAL ERROR at a later time.  

Note 

The function open_buffer fails if the name of the buffer is invalid (empty). 

Because an identifier text is used you can call this function repeatedly throughout a model 

document, and thus store several fragments of result text, as long as you use a unique 

marker_name each time.  

If the function open_buffer is called more than once with the same value for the parameter only 

the last position of the marker will be saved. 

Example: 

BOOL ok := open_buffer( "example" ) 

The marker example is placed in the text where this line is in the model document. The success of 

this action is stored in 'ok'. 
 

put_buffer_in_document 

The function put_buffer_in_document is always used in combination with the function 

open_buffer (page 151). These functions together save part of a result document to file while the 

saved part (as opposed to the put_in_document (page 146) function) is also written to the result 

document.  

This function will save all text from the location where the marker tag was registered upto the call 

to this function. Markers are registered using the function open_buffer. 

put_buffer_in_document ( document_name;folder_name;overwrite_Y/N; 

                         pagination_Y/N;process_includes_Y/N;marker_name 

) 
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The result of the function is type BOOL. The function yields TRUE if the result document could be 

written. The function yields FALSE if the file could not be written or if the function is not 

supported (ITP/Workstation) 

The function put_buffer_in_document call has six parameters, separated by semicolons (;): 

1. The parameter document_name, type TEXT. The name of the document that will contain the 

text fragment. 

2. The parameter folder_name, type TEXT. Path and name of the folder where the file will be 

written.  

Note  

This folder must exist. 

3. The parameter overwrite, type TEXT either Y or N. When you set this parameter to Y an 

already existing document is overwritten. 

4. The parameter pagination, type TEXT, either Y or N. The value of this parameter is ignored but 

it must be present in the call. 

5. The parameter process_includes, type TEXT, with accepted values Y or N. If this parameter is 

set to Y ITP will always include any post-include documents. If this parameter is set to N the 

global post-include configuration determines whether or not post-include documents are in 

 cluded. Note that CCM Core enables the lazy post-include feature by default. The model 

should use the @(inc(...)) construction to ensure that documents are included correctly. Refer to 

inc (page 144) for more details. 

6. The parameter marker_name, type TEXT. The name of the marker from where the result text 

has to be saved. This marker must have been placed with the function open_buffer (page 151). 

The function put_buffer_in_document fails if one of the following conditions is met: 

 The name of the buffer is invalid (empty). 

 The buffer has not been opened with the function open_buffer. 

 The document cannot be written. 

 The document already exists and the overwrite parameter is not set to Y. 

Calling the function put_buffer_in_document will remove the marker specified. 

This function can only be used in combination with CCM Core.  

Example 

BOOL ok2 := put_buffer_in_document( "document"; "folder"; "Y"; "Y"; "N" ; 

"example" ) 

In other words, part of the result text, starting with the marker "example", will be written to the file 

"document" that resides in the folder "folder". If the file already exists it will be overwritten. 

Pagination is not yet implemented; the parameter is ignored, and post-includes set with __INC will 

not be processed. After this, the marker 'example' is removed from the result document. 
 

pragma 

The use of this function will allow the ITP Model to override selected features in the execution 

process and the creation of result documents. This function is designed to be as general purpose as 

possible. Its use will be extended in future releases of ITP. 

pragma ( feature_name;feature_value ) 
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The result of this function is of type TEXT and contains the necessary word processor instructions 

that will produce the effect requested. These instructions should be put into the result document 

with the construction @(pragma (...)) unless noted otherwise. 

The pragma function requires two parameters of type TEXT: 

1. feature_name, type TEXT. The type of feature to be modified. 

2. feature_value, type TEXT. The new value of the feature. 

Currently supported features: 

Feature Value Effect 

Template  path\template 

name 

Replaces the template of the result document with 

the template given as feature_value. In Microsoft 

Word DOC models, the template must be specified 

as a file system path. In Microsoft Word DOCX 

models, the template must be specified as a valid 

URL. This URL will normally be of the form 

file:///<file system path>, e.g. 

"file:///x:\templates\sample.dotm". 

UnicodeEuro Y or N Activates (Y) or de-activates (N) within the model 

document the translation of single byte Euro 

characters to Unicode Euro characters. This 

functionality is only supported for Microsoft Word 

DOC models. Also refer to Euro functionality in 

Microsoft Word documents. 

CurrencyEuro Y or N Activates (Y) or de-activates (N) within the model 

document the translation of the International 

Currency Symbol to Unicode Euro characters.  

This functionality is only supported for Microsoft 

Word models (both DOC and DOCX). Also refer to 

Euro functionality in Microsoft Word documents  

FormField:bookmark:Default Any text Will set the default content for a Form Field. The 

formatting of the Default text should match the 

formatting mask (Refer to the next item for more 

information).  

This functionality is only supported for Microsoft 

Word DOC models. 

Refer to ITP statements in Microsoft Word Forms 

for more information on using Form fields. 

FormField:bookmark:Format A formatting 

mask 

Will set the formatting mask for a Form Field.  This 

functionality is only supported for Microsoft Word 

DOC models. 

Refer to ITP statements in Microsoft Word Forms 

for more information on using Form fields. 

FormField:bookmark:Help Any text Sets the text of a Form Field that is shown if the 

end user presses F1. This functionality is only 

supported for Microsoft Word DOC models. 

Refer to ITP statements in Microsoft Word Forms 

for more information on using Form fields. 

FormField:bookmark:Status Any text Sets the text of a Form field that is shown in the 

status bar. This functionality is only supported for 

Microsoft Word DOC models. 

Refer to ITP statements in Microsoft Word Forms 
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Feature Value Effect 

for more information on using Form fields. 

FormField:bookmark:Checked Y or N Y sets the check boxes of a Form Field in the 

Checked state. 

N unchecks the check box.  

This functionality is only supported for Microsoft 

Word DOC models. 

Refer to ITP statements in Microsoft Word Forms 

for more information on using Form fields. 

FormPassword 0 or "" (empty) 0 protects the result document with Form Fields 

with an empty password. An empty value protects 

the result document with an unknown password.  

This functionality is only supported for Microsoft 

Word DOC models. 

Refer to ITP statements in Microsoft Word Forms 

for more information on protecting documents with 

Form fields. 

RevisionMarking Y or N Enables or disables revision marking. This 

functionality is only supported for OpenOffice.org. 

Refer to Revision marking for more information on 

revision marking. 

RevisionMarkingActive Y or N Enables or disables the tracking of new changes in 

the document. This functionality is only supported 

for OpenOffice.org. 

RevisionMarkingPassword password Changes the revision marking password. If the 

password is enabled, the end user cannot change 

the revision marking options.  An empty password 

will disable the password protection.  

This functionality is only supported for 

OpenOffice.org. 

Password password Sets a password  that write protects the section in 

which the function is called. This functionality is 

only supported for OpenOffice.org. Refer to 

Content protection for more information on how to 

protect content in the result document. 

Reset "textboxchains" 

or "lists" 

or "list" 

Resets aspects of an Microsoft Word document 

(both DOC and DOCX). 

Value "textboxchains" resets the chains of the text 

boxes in the document. Should be called in the 

body of the document (in other words, not in the 

header, footer or text box itself). Refer to the 

documentation on Text boxes for more information. 

Value "lists" resets all numbered lists, so that they 

restart numbering the next time they are produced 

as output. 

Value "list" resets only the first numbered list that is 

produced as output after the pragma. 

LOCALE:LC_MONETARY:int_curr_symbol int_curr_symbol The representation of the multi-character currency 

code (U). 
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Feature Value Effect 

LOCALE:LC_MONETARY:currency_symb

ol 

currency_symbol The representation of the single-character currency 

code ($). 

LOCALE:LC_NUMERIC:decimal_point decimal_point The representation of the decimal point (.). 

LOCALE:LC_NUMERIC:thousands_sep thousands_sep The representation of the thousands separator (,). 

AutoInsertSeparator text Can be used with the keyword TEXTBLOCK (page 

81) or with the AUTOINSERT keyword in a FORM. 

It sets the text that is generated after each Text 

Block. 

AutoInsertTerminator text Can be used with the keyword TEXTBLOCK (page 

81) or with the AUTOINSERT keyword in a FORM. 

It sets the text that is generated after the last Text 

Block. 

AutoInsertPrefix prefix Can be used with auto insert Text Block questions 

in a FORM or FORM (dynamic) (page 80). It 

contains the prefix of the set of Text Block styles 

that needs to be applied to the Text Block(s) 

inserted by the FORM. By default ITP will search 

for the Text Block styles with a "ITP" prefix. Refer 

to Lay out of Text Blocks for more information on 

the lay out of Text Blocks. 

AutoInsertParagraph paragraph sign Can be used with auto insert Text Block questions 

in a FORM or FORM (dynamic) (page 80). It 

contains the paragraph sign that holds the style 

that is applied to the Text Block. 

It is mainly used when a Text Block needs to be 

inserted into a table cell. 

To insert this Text Block into a table cell the 

paragraph sign needs to be declared within a table 

cell itself as well. A corrupted result document 

could be produced if an incorrect paragraph sign is 

used. 

ChangePassword 0 or "" (empty) 0 protects the result document with an empty 

password. An empty value protects the result 

document with an unknown password. This 

function will activate the same password as the 

function FormPassword, but without enabling the 

Form Field protection feature. 

This functionality is only supported for Microsoft 

Word DOC models. 

EnhancedUnicodeSupport Y, N or ? Overrides the setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in 

the current environment for all subsequent 

text-based comparisons that are performed by the 

model. 

This pragma can be called more than once to 

switch behavior within the model. 

A call to this pragma sets a new value for the 

setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport, and returns the 

previous value. The output of the pragma function 

call does not have to be put into the result 

document. 

The value "?" can be used to inquire the current 
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Feature Value Effect 

value of the setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport 

without changing it. 

EnhancedUnicodeMaps Y, N or ? Overrides the setting EnhancedUnicodeMaps in 

the current environment. You can use this pragma 

only before you make the first MAP assignment. 

Any attempt to change this setting after the first 

assignment will result in a fatal error. 

A call to this pragma sets a new value for the 

setting EnhancedUnicodeMaps, and returns the 

previous value. The output of the pragma function 

call does not have to be put into the result 

document. 

You can use the value "?" to inquire the current 

value of the setting EnhancedUnicodeMaps 

without changing it. 

FacingPages Y, N, M or P Determines how the setting 'different odd or even' 

for the headers and footers is controlled. Note that 

this option affects the whole document, it cannot 

be changed in different sections. 

The following values are supported: 

Y: Enable the setting. 

N: Disable the setting. 

M: Use the setting from the model document. 

P: If the function pagestyle (page 167) is used, 

enable the setting if any of the template documents 

has the setting enabled, disable it otherwise. If the 

function pagestyle (page 167) is not used, use the 

setting from the model document. The option P is 

the default behavior. 

This functionality is only supported for Microsoft 

Word models (both DOC and DOCX). 

MergeIncludeStyles Y or N Determines how styles in documents that are 

included through the inc function are processed. 

The following values are supported: 

Y: Replace styles in the include document with the 

styles from the parent document. The layout of the 

include document might change to match the 

parent document. 

N: Rename styles and document defaults in the 

include document. The original layout of the 

include document is maintained as best as 

possible. 

The option Y is the default behavior. 

This functionality is only supported for Microsoft 

Word DOCX models. 
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Feature Value Effect 

OverrideSFP Y, N or "" 

(empty) 

Overrides the SUPPRESS_FINAL_PARAGRAPH 

option for the current textblock. 

The following values are supported: 

Y: Enable SUPPRESS_FINAL_PARAGRAPH. 

N: Disable SUPPRESS_FINAL_PARAGRAPH. 

"": Disable previous overrides and use the option 

as used with the TEXTBLOCK statement. 

This function should be called from within a 

FORMAT function that is called from within the 

textblock. It returns "Y" if the option was applied 

correctly, "N" if the value is unsupported. Other 

values indicate that the function was not 

recognized. 

TextblockTableStyle A style name or 

"" (empty) 

Overrides the table style used to format the current 

table in a textblock. 

The following values are supported: 

table: Uses the default table style (ITP_table). 

"": Uses the default table style (ITP_table). 

xxx: Uses a specific table style (ITP_xxx). 

The style name is subject to the STYLE_PREFIX 

and TABLE_STYLE_PREFIX options. 

This function should be called from within a 

FORMAT function that is called within the table. It 

returns "Y" if the option was applied correctly. Any 

other value indicates that the function was not 

recognized. 

This function has no effect in Rich Textblocks. The 

resulting table style must exist in the style sheet of 

the result document. 

Incorrect use of this function can result in documents that cannot be opened by the word processor. 

If a feature is not supported by the word processor support it will be silently ignored. 

LOCALE settings 

The settings LOCALE set the outcome of the function Format. The symbols set with LOCALE will 

override the language specific settings for the same when the function Format (page 125) is used. 

Example 

@(pragma("Template"; "c:\Word97\Templates\custom.dot")) 

@(pragma("UnicodeEuro"; "Y")) 

@(pragma("UnicodeEuro"; "N")) 

@(pragma("FormField:Amount:Default"; "12,00")) 

Example 

Obtain the first ten bytes of something regardless of the setting 

EnhancedUnicodeSupport. 

TEXT old_state := pragma ("EnhancedUnicodeSupport"; "N") 

ASSIGN first_10_bytes := text_fragment (something; 1; 10) 

TEXT ignored := pragma ("EnhancedUnicodeSupport"; old_state) 
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pragma_struct 

The use of this function will allow the ITP Template to override selected features in the execution 

process and the creation of result documents. This function is designed to be as general purpose as 

possible. Its use will be extended in future releases of ITP. 

FUNC TEXT pragma_struct (CONST TEXT feature_name; CONST TEXT feature_value; 

DATASTRUCTURE data_structure) 

The result of this function is of TEXT. 

The pragma function requires three parameters: 

1. feature_name, type TEXT. The type of feature to be applied. 

2. feature_value, type TEXT. Depends on the feature to be applied. 

3. data_structure, any DATASTRUCTURE variable or _data. 

Currently supported features: 

Feature Value Effect Result Required CCM Core 

Output Header text Writes feature_value, followed by the full content of data_structure, formatted as XML into the 

result document. 

This function is intended for testing purposes only. All wordprocessor content is stripped. This function 

is ignored when AIADOCXML output is requested and will return "N". 

"Y" if the output was 

produced successfully, 

"N" otherwise. 

4.4 

WriteDebugL

og 

Header text Writes feature_value, followed by the full content of data_structure, formatted as XML into the 

debug log file. 

"Y" if debug logging 

was enabled, "N" 

otherwise. 

4.2.3 

Notes 

Any unsupported feature values are silently ignored and will return an empty TEXT. 

If a pragma_struct feature is documented to have an effect on a result document the 

resulting value could contain wordprocessor instructions. These should be put in the 

result document using an @(...) expression. Manipulation of such a result using 

text_fragment, fragment_of_characters, replace or similar functions is NOT 

supported and will most likely result in invalid result documents.  

 

system 

This function starts a Microsoft Windows command line and passes a command to it. You can also 

specify to wait for the result of the command line. 

system ( command, wait Y/N ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER. Refer to below for the meaning of the return codes. 

This function has two parameters. 

1. command, type TEXT; the command line to be executed. This command line must be a valid 

Microsoft Windows command line. 

2. wait, type TEXT; Y or N. When you set this parameter to Y ITP will wait until the started 

command terminates. When you set this parameter to N ITP will continue as soon as the 

command has been started. 
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Return codes 

The result of the function is of type NUMBER and can be one of the following values: 

<0 : The command could not be started. The values is equal to the negative error code. 

Waitparameter is N: 

0: The command was started. 

Waitparameter is Y: 

>= 0: The command was started. The value is equal to the return code of the command.  

Example 

NUMBER return_code  

 

ASSIGN return_code := system("c:\winnt\system32\notepad.exe" ; "N") 

# 

@(return_code) 

# 

Note 

Note that it only works if notepad is indeed located in c:\winnt\system32.  

 

itp_setting 

This function allows the ITP Model to retrieve settings from the current ITP configuration file. 

itp_setting ( setting_to_be_retrieved ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT and contains the value of the setting from the ITP 

configuration file or an empty string if the setting was not present. 

This function requires one parameter: 

1. setting_to_be_retrieved, type TEXT. The setting to be retrieved. 

You are free to add private settings to the configuration file, as long as they do not start with ITP. 

Example 

TEXT temp_dir := itp_setting("ITPTMPDIR") 

# 

@(temp_dir)  

# 

 

document_property 

With the function document_property you can set a predefined Microsoft Word or OpenOffice.org 

document property. 

The function result is a word processor instruction that will set the specified document property. 

The model must produce this instruction in the result document to have effect. 

document_property ( property_name; set_to_text ) 

This function yields a value of type TEXT.  

The function document_property has two parameters, divided by semicolons (;): 
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1.  property_name, type TEXT. This is the name of the property that should be set. Refer to the 

tables below for the names. 

2. set_to_text,  type TEXT. The text the property must be set to. 

The document_property function is only supported for Microsoft Word, and OpenOffice.org 

models. In all other word processors, the function is ignored. 

Microsoft Word document property names 

The document_property function recognizes the following predefined Microsoft Word document 

properties. These properties are supported for both DOC and DOCX models. 

Property Value 

Title Any text 

Category Any text 

Subject Any text 

Author Any text 

Keywords Any text 

Comments Any text 

Manager Any text 

Company Any text 

Createtime Date 

Printtime Date 

Savetime Date 

Status (DOCX only) Any text 

The date for the Createtime, Printtime and Savetime properties must be specified as a text, in either 

YYYYMMDD or YYYYMMDDhhmmss format. An optional DATE: prefix is allowed. 

Example 

@(document_property("Title"; "This is the document title")) 

@(document_property("Createtime"; "20041231124353")) 

Custom properties 

All properties that are not recognized as a predefined property are added to the custom property 

list of the document. The type of the property can be set by adding a prefix to the value. 

Type Prefix 

Text property None 

Date property DATE: 

Number property NUMBER: 

When Dates must be added to the Custom property list they must be specified in either 

DATE:YYYYMMDD or DATE:YYYYMMDDhhmmss format. The prefix Date: is not optional. 
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Example 

@(document_property("Archival ID"; "KR35A")) 

@(document_property("Date Received"; "DATE:20010702")) 

@(document_property("Document Number"; "NUMBER:53245")) 

OpenOffice.org document property names 

The function document_property recognizes the following OpenOffice.org document properties: 

Property Value Note 

Comment Any text  

Creator Any text OpenOffice.org 1.0.2  will ignore this value if 

the PrintBy property is set. 

CreateTime Date  

InitialCreator Any text  

Keywords Any text Must be a single line of text. 

PrintBy Any text  

PrintTime Date This property is ignored unless PrintBy is also 

set. 

SaveTime Date  

Subject Any text  

Template URL  

Title Any text  

any custom Any text All properties that are not recognized as a 

predefined property are added to the custom 

property list.  If the property is an existing User 

Defined property, the value of this property will 

be changed otherwise the property is saved 

(except for OpenOffice.org 1.0.2). You can 

define a maximum of 4 custom properties. 

The date for the CreateTime, PrintTime and SaveTime properties must be specified as a text, in 

either YYYYMMDD or YYYYMMDDhhmmss format.  

Example 

@(document_property("Title"; "This is the document title")) 

@(document_property("Createtime"; "20010101124353")) 

Note 

The names of the properties are case-insensitive. 

It may depend on external conditions (like the underlying file system) how accurate the date will 

be saved by Microsoft Windows and shown by your word processor. 
 

itpserver_parameter 

Note 

This function is deprecated. Use the Field Set _Document (page 30) instead. 
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With the function itpserver_parameter you can pass information back to CCM Core or CCM 

ComposerUI Server when the model is run by CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

itpserver_parameter ( parameter_name; return_value ) 

The function result is type BOOL. The function will always return TRUE. The function has two 

parameters divided by semicolons (;): 

1. parameter_name, type TEXT. This is the name of the parameter as it is known or will be used 

in CCM Core. 

2. return_value, type TEXT. This is the value to be returned for the parameter.  

This function is intended to be used with the itp_parameter function in CCM Core scripts. The 

data marked and passed with itpserver_parameter function in a model can be read in an CCM 

Core script with the itp_parameter function. In order to retrieve the value the itp_parameter 

function takes the identifier 'parameter_name' set in itpserver_parameter as parameter. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

Example 

In the model: 

BOOL dummy := itpserver_parameter ("print"; "yes, please")  

Note that the variable dummy is used to contain the return value of the function. 

In the CCM Core script: 

do_we_print_it = itp_parameter ("print");  

Note 

The function itpserver_parameter supersedes the function itpds_parameter, which is 

obsolete now. 

 

runmodel_setting 

The function runmodel_setting can be used to retrieve information on the ITP context in which 

the model is run. The function has one parameter type TEXT which contains the setting that the 

function retrieves. The function result is type TEXT and holds the retrieved value.  

Supported settings are: 

 ResultDocument; this setting retrieves the path and name of the ResultDocument. 

 Environment; this setting retrieves the name of the CCM Core environment in which the ITP 

Model is run. 

 Session; this setting retrieves the session folder of CCM ComposerUI Server. 

 Product; this setting retrieves the ITP product that is used to run the model. Possible return 

values are: 

 ITP/Workstation 

 ITP/Server 
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 ITP/OnLine Server 

 ITP Enterprise 

 ITP Batch 

 User; this setting retrieves the user account with which CCM Core is run. 

 Project; this setting returns the default CCM Repository project in which CCM Core will locate 

Views and Text Blocks. The RepositoryProject configuration setting in the active CCM Core 

environment is used as the default project. If this setting is not specified the project from the 

ITP Model is used as the default project. 

 Model; this setting retrieves the path and name of the ITP Model on the local filesystem. 

 ModelRepositoryName; this setting retrieves the name of the ITP Model as it was known in 

the CCM Repository. 

 ModelRevision; this setting retrieves the revision of the ITP Model. The retrieved revision 

includes the CCM Repository identification. 

 RepositoryCreator; this setting retrieves the CCM Repository user who compiled the ITP 

Model. 

 RepositoryCompileDate; this setting retrieves the date the ITP Model was compiled. 

 RepositoryProjectType; this setting retrieves the type of project the model was created in. 

Possible return values are 'Fragment' for Data Backbone Libraries, 'DataBackbone' for Projects 

created with CCM Repository version 4.1.3 or later, or 'Classic' for Projects created with CCM 

Repository before version 4.1.3. 

 ITPVersion; the version of CCM Core in VRM format. 

 ITPFullVersion; the version of CCM Core in extended format. 

 OutputMode; the type of output currently being produced by the model. The Output Mode is 

specified when the model is started but can be changed in ITP Batch and CCM Enterprise for 

every alternative. Possible return values are: 

 native 

 utf8 

 utf16 

 xml 

Example 

TEXT result := runmodel_setting("ResultDocument") 

TEXT user := runmodel_setting("User") 

Note 

The settings ModelRepositoryName, ModelRevision, RepositoryCreator, and 

RepositoryCompileDate are stored in the ITP Model at the moment it is compiled in the 

CCM Repository. If the ITP Model is renamed later, moved, imported, or exported this 

information is kept unmodified. ITP Models must be compiled with the CCM Repository 

version 3.5.11 or higher to include this information. 

Note 

The following settings will not work when running a model using ITP/Workstation; 

 Environment 

 Session 

 Project 

You can create a model using these settings with ITP/Workstation. 
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itpserver_setting 

The function itpserver_setting can be used to retrieve information on the CCM Core context in 

which the model is run. The function has one parameter type TEXT which contains the setting that 

the function retrieves. The function result is type TEXT and holds the retrieved value.  

Supported settings are: 

 _JobID; retrieves the CCM Core Job Identifier of the current request. 

 _User; retrieves the user who submitted the request: 

 For CCM Core requests, this returns the user profile of the user who submitted the request. 

 For CCM ComposerUI requests, this returns the user credentials used to authenticate with 

CCM ComposerUI. 

 _ApplicationID; retrieves the application id of the CCM ComposerUI IIS application or the 

application name of the CCM ComposerUI J2EE application. 

 _Server; retrieves the Microsoft Windows Service name of the CCM Document Processor 

running the script that is accessing this constant. 

 _Service; retrieves the text "Load Balancer Interface:" followed by the name of the CCM Core 

service accessing this constant. 

 _ServerName; retrieves the name of the CCM Core installation. 

 TempDir; retrieves the temp location created of the CCM Document Processor. 

 ITPWorkDir; retrieves the folder ITPWORK of an CCM Core setup. 

 CCM Core Constants; can be used to retrieve the value of CCM Core constants. CCM Core 

constants are defined on the Constants tab of the Services. Their value can be retrieved by 

calling the itpserver_setting function passing the name of the constant as parameter. 

Example 

TEXT server := itpserver_setting("_Server") 

TEXT temp := itpserver_setting("TempDir") 

Note that this function will work when running an ITP Model with ITP/Workstation but the result 

will always be an empty string. 

 
 

environment_setting 

The function environment_setting can be used to retrieve information on the Microsoft 

Windows context in which the model is run. The function has one parameter type TEXT which 

contains the setting that the function retrieves. The function result is type TEXT and holds the 

retrieved value.  

All Microsoft Windows environment settings can be retrieves by passing their name as parameter 

to the environment_setting function. 

Example 

TEXT domain := environment_setting("USERDOMAIN") 

 

session_parameter 

You can use the function session_parameter to retrieve session parameters from the current 

session in which the ITP Model is run. The function has one parameter of type TEXT, which 

contains the name of the session parameter that the function retrieves. The function results in type 
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TEXT and holds the retrieved value.  

Example 

TEXT value1 := session_parameter("parameter1") 

 

create_csv 

This function is used to create a text string with comma separated values from an ARRAY TEXT. 

create_csv ( list; number of elements ) 

The function has two parameters: 

 list, type ARRAY TEXT; contains the elements that should be contained in the text string with 

comma separated values. 

 number_of elements, type NUMBER; contains the number of elements from "list" that should 

be included in the result. 

The result of the function is type TEXT. 

Note  

Use straight quote (") for text strings. Curly quotes are regarded as characters. This 

complies with the way an application like Microsoft Excel handles quotes. 

Note 

This function can be used to create a comma-separated list of Text Block names that can 

be used with the statement TEXTBLOCK. 

 

split_csv 

This function is used to split a text string containing comma separated values into separate values. 

You can use this function to split up lines taken from a CSV file. 

split_csv ( csv; list ) 

The function has two parameters: 

 csv, type TEXT;  contains the comma separated values text string that needs to be split. 

 list, type ARRAY TEXT; contains the ARRAY where the separate values are stored to. 

The result of the function is type NUMBER; the number of elements that were extracted from the 

text string comma separated values. If an empty text string is passed as the parameter csv, the 

result will be 1, and the parameter list will contain one element, which will be empty. 
 

add_user_xml 

Note 

This function is deprecated. Use the Field Set _Document (page 30) instead. 

 

You can use this function to have the model add user-defined data to the XML meta data file that 

also contains model run information.  

A call to this function 

TEXT ignore := add_user_xml ( k; v ) 
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adds the key k and value v to the XML meta data file, if that file is generated. It inserts an element 

looking like: 

<itp:element> 

  <itp:key>k</itp:key> 

  <itp:value>v</itp:value> 

</itp:element> 

The return value of the function should be ignored. The parameters are both of type CONST TEXT. 
 

stylesheet 

The function stylesheet specifies a style sheet that will be applied to the result document after the 

function has been called. This style sheet overrides the styles in the result document when the 

document is produced. 

TEXT ignore := stylesheet ( brand; stylesheet ) 

The result of the function stylesheet is of type TEXT. This function has two parameters: 

1. brand, type TEXT; the brand the stylesheet belongs to. You can use brands to group associated 

styles to implement multi-labeling. 

2. stylesheet, type TEXT; the name of the stylesheet. If this parameter is empty the previous 

override is canceled. 

The result of the function stylesheet is of type TEXT. It is currently undefined and should be 

ignored. 

Remarks 

The function stylesheet has the following effects on ITP result documents: 

 The result document will use the style sheet that was specified when the model was finished. 

 Documents produced with put_in_document (page 146) and put_buffer_in_document (page 

151) will use the style sheet that was last specified, before the function was called. 

 Documents produced with add_to_output (page 149) will use the style sheet that was last 

specified before the first time add_to_output was called to create for the result document. 

Restrictions 

The functionality of the function stylesheet is only available for ITP Microsoft Word output (both 

DOC and DOCX) and will be ignored for other document formats. 

Example 

# BEGIN 

 

TEXT ignore := stylesheet ("Insurance For Life"; "Invoice") 

TEXT path := put_in_document ("invoice.doc"; path; "Y"; "N"; "N") 

ASSIGN ignore := stylesheet ("Insurance For Life"; "Policy") 

 

END # 

Brands 

Refer to the CCM Repository manual on how to use different stylesheets for different brands. 

Configuration 

Refer to the CCM Repository manual for a description how these stylesheet documents are 
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retrieved from the CCM Repository. 
 

pagestyle 

The function pagestyle inserts a section break and applies the page settings from the specified 

page style document.  

@(pagestyle (brand; template)) 

The result of the function pagestyle is of type TEXT. This function has two parameters: 

1. brand, type TEXT; the Brand the template belongs to. You can use Brands to group associated 

styles to implement multi-labeling. 

2. template, type TEXT; the name of the template document. The page settings of the first page of 

this document are applied. 

The result of the function pagestyle must be put into the result document to have an effect. 

Remarks 

The first time the function pagestyle is applied to a result document it will not insert a section 

break. This allows the model developer to use this function to set the page style for the initial 

section of the document. Any subsequent applications will automatically insert a new section 

break. If the function pagestyle is applied for the first time after producing some initial pages, the 

model developer is responsible for inserting a section break manually, directly before the function 

pagestyle. 

In CCM Enterprise and ITP Batch models the function pagestyle will not insert a section break the 

first time it is used for any document or document alternative produced by the ITP Model. Any 

subsequent applications within each document or document alternative will automatically insert a 

new section break. 

The attributes of the section break are derived from the first section of the template document. 

Headers and footers are not copied from the template document but inherited from the previous 

section (if any) of the result document. The functions headers and footers can be used to make 

changes to the section. 

Use of the function pagestyle will also set the 'different odd and even' setting in the result 

document. If any of the template documents has this option enabled it will also be enabled in the 

result document. If none of the template documents has this option enabled it will be disabled in 

the result document. This feature can be disabled with the function pragma (page 152). 

Restrictions 

The functionality of the function pagestyle is only available for the for ITP Microsoft Word output 

(both DOC and DOCX), it will be ignored for other document formats. 

You cannot use the function pagestyle to introduce a section break within a table in the result 

document. This will result in a runtime error. If the new section must begin with a table,  the 

function pagestyle must be called before the table is created. 
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Example 

# BEGIN 

 

# 

@(pagestyle ("Insurance For Life"; "Invoice")) 

# 

 

# 

@(pagestyle ("Insurance For Life"; "Policy")) 

# 

 

END # 

Brands 

Refer to the CCM Repository manual on how to use different pagestyles for different brands. 

Configuration 

Refer to the CCM Repository for a description on how these pagestyle documents are retrieved 

from the CCM Repository. 
 

language_code 

This function enables you to change the ITP output language. The ITP output language is used to 

execute certain functions that convert values depending on the language such as: date (page 116), 

date_in_words (page 117), number (page 22), number_in_words (page 123), amount_in_words 

(page 137) and format_date (page 119). It also influences the format (page 125) function. The 

default output language can be set with the ITP administration program. Whenever you start a 

model ITP sets the output language to the value of this setting. 

language_code ( language ) 

The result of this function is of type TEXT, the ITP output language that is selected. 

This function has 1 parameter: 

1. language, required, type TEXT. One of the ITP or RFC 1766 language codes from the list 

below. 

Supported ITP output languages 

The language_code function accepts both the ITP and RFC 1766 language codes listed below. The 

language_code function always returns the ITP language code for the selected language.  

The RFC 1766 language codes are case-insensitive.  

ITP RFC 1766 Language Country 

DAN da-DK Danish Denmark 

DES de-CH German Switzerland 

DEU de-DE German Germany 

ENG en-GB English Great Britain 

ENU en-US English United States 
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ITP RFC 1766 Language Country 

ESP es-ES Spanish Spain 

FRA fr-FR French France 

FRB fr-BE French Belgium 

FRS fr-CH French Switzerland 

HUN hu-HU Hungarian Hungary 

ITS it-CH Italian Italy 

NLB nl-BE Dutch Belgium 

NLD nl-NL Dutch The Netherlands 

POL pl-PL Polish Poland 

PTG pt-PT Portuguese Portugal 

SVE sv-SE Swedish Sweden 

If support for the requested language could not be found the current language is not changed and 

the old language setting is returned. 

Examples 

ASSIGN language := language_code( "ENG" ) 

ASSIGN language := language_code( "en-GB" ) 

Both calls to the language_code function will select the English (Great Britain) language 

support. Both calls will return the ITP language code "ENG". 

ASSIGN language := language_code ( "X-Query" ) 

Retrieves the currently active language code by attempting to switch to a non-existing 

language. 

The Polish and Hungarian languages use characters that are not present in the latin-1 character set. 

Therefore, the functions uppercases, uppercase2 and lowercase2 may not always result in the 

desired output. If the language_code is set to HUN or POL we advise to use the function 

compare_characters (page 106) to compare two TEXTs, the function fragment_of_characters (page 

104) to separate a fragment from a TEXT and the function number_of_characters (page 105) to 

calculate the length of a string. 

Restrictions 

 The function date_in_words (page 117) is not supported for the Polish language. 

 The function area_in_words (page 136) is not supported for the Hungarian language. 

Availability 

Support for the RFC 1766 language codes has been introduced in CCM Core 4.4. 
 

headers 

The function headers allows the model developer to specify the headers for the current section of 

the document. 
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@(headers (first; odd; even)) 

The result of the function headers is of type TEXT. This function has three parameters: 

1. first, type TEXT; the content for the header on the first page. The content depends on the 

specific word processor you use to develop the model.  

2. odd, type TEXT; the content for the headers on odd numbered pages. The content depends on 

the specific word processor you use to develop the model. 

3. even, type TEXT; the content for the headers on even numbered pages. The content depends on 

the specific word processor you use to develop the model. 

The result of the function headers is of type TEXT. The output of this function will have effect at 

the location where it is put into the result document. 

Remarks 

If the result of multiple calls to the function headers is put in the same section, only the last result 

will affect the section. 

Restrictions 

The functionality of the function headers is only available for ITP Microsoft Word output (both 

DOC and DOCX), and will be ignored for other document formats. 

Example 

# BEGIN  

  

# 

@(headers ("First page header"; ""; "Even page header containing two lines 

of text.") 

# 

 

END # 

Microsoft Word specific remarks 

The option Different first page in the Microsoft Word GUI controls for each section, whether or not 

the first page header is shown on the first page. If this option is disabled in a section the first page 

header is not shown, even though it is present in the result document. 

The option Different odd and even in the Microsoft Word GUI applies to the complete document 

and is controlled by the setting from the model document. It can be changed by use of the 

pagestyle (page 167) or pragma (page 152) functions. 

All headers must end with a paragraph break. As Microsoft Word will accept headers, which do 

not end with a paragraph break, the behavior will be undefined. 

It is possible to completely disable a header by specifying an empty string for that header. Note 

that this will also absorb the white space around the headers compared to a header that is empty. 

This feature is not available in the Microsoft Word GUI. 
 

footers 

The function footers allows the model developer to specify the footers for the current section of 

the document. 

@(footers (first; odd; even)) 
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The result of the function footers is of type TEXT. This function has three parameters: 

1. first, type TEXT; the content for the footer on the first page. The content depends on the 

specific word processor you use to develop the model. 

2. odd, type TEXT; the content for the footers on odd numbered pages. The content depends on 

the specific word processor you use to develop the model. 

3. even, type TEXT; the content for the footers on even numbered pages. The content depends on 

the specific word processor you use to develop the model. 

The result of the function footers is of type TEXT. The output of this function will have effect at 

the location where it is put into the result document. 

Remarks 

If the result of multiple calls to the function footers is put in the same section, only the last result 

will affect the section. 

Restrictions 

The functionality of the function footers is only available for ITP Microsoft Word output (both 

DOC and DOCX), and will be ignored for other document formats. 

Example 

# BEGIN  

# 

@(footers ("First page footer"; ""; "Even page footer containing two lines 

of text.") 

# 

END # 

Microsoft Word specific remarks 

The option Different first page in the Microsoft Word GUI controls for each section, whether or not 

the first page footer is shown on the first page. If this option is disabled in a section the first page 

footer is not shown, even though it is present in the result document. 

The option Different odd and even in the Microsoft Word GUI applies to the complete document 

and is controlled by the setting from the model document. It can be changed by use of the 

pagestyle (page 167) or pragma (page 152) functions. 

All footers must end with a paragraph break. As Microsoft Word will accept footers, which do not 

end with a paragraph break, the behavior will be undefined. 

It is possible to completely disable a footer by specifying an empty string for that footer. Note that 

this will also absorb the white space around the footers compared to a footer that is empty. This 

feature is not available in the Microsoft Word GUI. 
 

paper_types 

The function paper_types allows the model developer to specify paper settings for the current 

section of the document. 

@(paper_types (first; other)) 

The result of the function paper_types is of type TEXT. This function has two parameters. 

1. first, type TEXT; the paper type for the first page of the section. The content depends on the 
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specific word processor you use to develop the model. 

2. other, type TEXT; the paper type for the subsequent pages of the section. The content depends 

on the specific word processor you use to develop the model. 

The result of the function paper_types is of type TEXT. The output of this function will have effect 

at the location where it is put into the result document. 

Remarks 

If the result of multiple calls to the function paper_types is put in the same section, only the last 

result will affect the section. 

Restrictions 

The functionality of the function paper_types is only available for ITP Microsoft Word output 

(both DOC and DOCX) and will be ignored for other document formats. 

Example 

# BEGIN  

# 

@(paper_types("2"; "3")) 

#  

END # 

Microsoft Word specific remarks 

The function paper_types will set the paper tray selections for the current section. Both the first 

and other parameter must be decimal numbers. The exact values for these parameters depend on 

the target printer driver used to print the result document.  

Note 

Refer to the documentation on ChangeBins for an extensive explanation on the details of 

paper tray management in the Microsoft Word document format. The ChangeBins 

package also includes a tool to query printer drivers for tray assignments. 

 

debug_log 

The function debug_log allows the model developer to write informational messages to a separate 

log file. After the model completes this log can be evaluated. 

BOOL t := debug_log (message) 

The result of the function debug_log is of type BOOL. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. message, type TEXT; the text that is put in the log file. 

The result of the function debug_log is TRUE if the log has been written. The result is FALSE if 

logging is disabled. 

Remarks 

 The log file is only created if the setting WriteModelDebugLog is enabled for the current 

environment. This setting is located on the General tab in the CCM Core Administrator. 

 This function requires CCM Content Publication Database and CCM Core version 4.2.3 or later. 
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insert_image 

The function insert_image inserts an image into the result document during model execution. 

The image is read from the file system or passed as base-64 encoded data. Sizing and placement 

can be controlled through parameters. 

@(insert_image (filename; x; y; width; height; ...)) 

The result of the function insert_image is of type TEXT. This function has a variable number of 

parameters. 

1. filename, type TEXT; the name of the file containing the image. 

2. x, type TEXT; optional; X-coordinate where the image should be placed on the page. 

3. y, type TEXT; optional; Y-coordinate where the image should be placed on the page. 

4. width, type TEXT; optional; width of the image. 

5. height, type TEXT; optional; height of the image. 

The result of the function insert_image must be inserted in the result document to have an effect. 

In addition to the above parameters the function insert_image has a number of optional 

parameters which can only be used if they are specified by name: 

 base64data, type TEXT; loads image data from a variable or field instead of from a file. 

 resource, type TEXT; loads image data from the Resource folder in the CCM Repository. 

 keepaspect, type TEXT; maintain aspect ratio when resizing the image. 

Allowed values are "Y" (default) or "N". 

 align, type TEXT; aligns the image relatively to the x and y coordinates. 

 overtext, type TEXT; controls placement of the image relatively to the text. 

Allowed values are "Y" or "N" (default). 

 wrap, type TEXT; determines if text should be wrapped around the image. 

Allowed values are "none" (default), "square" or "topbottom". 

 dpi, type TEXT; overrides the DPI ratio of the image when calculating its size. 

 resample, type TEXT; resamples the image before storing it in the Microsoft Word document. 

These options are described in full detail below. 

Named parameters 

All parameters on the insert_image function can be specified by name using the notation 

'parameter_name := value'. Named parameters must follow any positional parameters. 

Example 

The following four expressions, mixing positional and named parameters, are 

equivalent: 

@(insert_image (image; "1cm"; "2cm"; w; h)) 

@(insert_image (filename:=image; x:="1cm"; y:="2cm"; width:=w; height:=h)) 

@(insert_image (image; "1cm"; "2cm"; width:=w; height:=h)) 

@(insert_image (height:=h; width:=w; y:="2cm"; x:="1cm"; filename:=image)) 

The following expressions are incorrect and will cause compilation errors: 

@(insert_image (filename:=image; "1cm"; "2cm"; w; h)) 

positional parameters following a named parameter. 

@(insert_image (image; "1cm"; "2cm"; w; h; filename:=image)) 
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parameter filename specified twice (once positional, once named). 

Supported image formats 

The following image formats are supported by the insert_image function: 

 BMP 

 GIF 

 JPEG 

 PNG 

 TIFF 

Measurements and units 

The function insert_image supports measurements in a number of units: 

 centimeters ('cm') 

 inches ('in' or '"') 

 points ('pt') 

 English Metrical Unit ('emu') -- base unit internally used by Microsoft Word 

The unit must always be explicitly specified. No spaces are allowed between number and unit. 

Fractions are always indicated with a decimal point. The following measurements are equivalent: 

2.54cm = 1.0in = 1" = 72pt = 914400emu 

Note 

An empty string or a value of zero (0cm, 0in, ...) is considered unspecified. 

Sizing 

CCM Core will calculate the dimensions of the image automatically based on the properties of the 

image. This calculation can be modified by providing the width and/or height parameters to 

override the corresponding dimensions: 

 No dimensions are specified: the size is calculated based on the number of pixels and the DPI 

property of the image. 

 One dimension is specified: the other dimension is calculated relative to the original 

dimensions of the image. 

 Both dimensions are specified: the image is resized to fit within a box with the specified 

dimensions. Both dimensions are resized by the same scale to maintain the aspect ratio of the 

image. 

The parameter dpi can be used to override the DPI property of the image if neither width nor 

height is specified.  

The parameter keepaspect can be used to control the resizing of the image if both dimensions are 

specified. If this parameter is set to "N" the image is resized to fill the box exactly and can cause the 

image to stretch in one direction. If this parameter is set to "Y" or omitted, the aspect ratio of the 

image is maintained and the image is resized to fill the bounding box as optimally as possible. 

Examples 

@(insert_image (logo)) 

uses the native dimensions embedded in the image. 

@(insert_image (logo; width:="4cm"; height:="2cm")) 
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resizes the image to fit within a 4cm x 2cm box. An image of 100x200 pixels would be 

resized to 1cm x 2cm. 

@(insert_image (logo; width:="4cm"; height:="2cm"; keepaspect:="N")) 

resizes and stretches the image to fill a 4cm x 2cm box. An image of 100x200 pixels 

would be stretched to 4cm x 2cm. 

Positioning 

If the x and y parameters are omitted (or empty values) the image is positioned inline with the text. 

If both x and y are specified, the image is positioned at the indicated position. If only x or y is 

specified the image cannot be placed and an error is reported. 

Positioning is by default relative to the upper left corner of the page. This can be controlled by 

adding an override to the parameter: 

 "distance" or "distance;page" for positioning relative to the left/top of the page. 

 "distance;margin" for positioning relative to the left/top margin of the text. 

Examples 

[@(insert_image (image))] 

places the image inline in the paragraph between the brackets. 

@(insert_image (logo; x:="4cm"; y:="1cm;margin")) 

places the image 4 cm from the left side of the page, 1 cm down from the top margin. 

Image alignment 

If an image has to be scaled to fit the provided dimensions, and the aspect ratio of the image does 

not match the dimensions, the image could end up being misaligned to the specified bounding box. 

The align parameter can be used to dynamically calculate the placement of the image based on its 

effective dimensions and the specified coordinates. The following alignment options are available: 

 "NW" (default) aligns the top-left corner of the image.  

 "Center" aligns the center of the image. 

 one of "N", "NE", "W", "E", "SW", "S" or "SE" aligns to the corresponding (cardinal) corner of 

the image. 

Examples 

@(insert_image (logo; x:="2cm"; y:="2cm")) 

places the image 2 cm from the top and left edges of the paper. 

@(insert_image (logo; x:="2cm"; y:="2cm"; align:="center")) 

places the center of the image 2cm from the left and top margin of the paper. 

@(insert_image (logo; x:="19cm"; y:="2cm"; align:="ne")) 

places the image 2 cm from the top and right edges of the (i.e. 21 cm wide, A4 sized) 

paper. 

Overlapping and text wrapping 

Inline images are placed in line with the text and Microsoft Word will resize the line of text 

accordingly. Images that are explicitly positioned can overlap with other content on the page. 
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Images placed with the insert_image function will be stacked in the order in which they are 

inserted -- every image will (potentially) overlap any image previously inserted through the 

insert_image function. Ordering relatively to images inserted through other means (manually 

inserted through the Microsoft Word GUI, fields, etc.) is undefined. 

By default images will be placed below the text of the document. The overtext parameter can be 

set to "Y" to put the images on top of the text. 

Example 

@(insert_image (watermark; 

                width:="8.5in"; height:="11in"; 

                x:="4.25in"; y:="5.5in"; align:="center" 

                overtext:="Y")) 

adds an image (centered) as a watermark overlay on top of a (i.e. US Letter sized) page. 

By default text will run through the images. The wrap parameter can be set to determine how text 

should flow around the image: 

 "none" (default) no wrapping -- text runs through the image. 

 "topbottom" -- no text to the left and right of the image. 

 "square" -- text wraps around the image. Space to the left and right of the image is filled with 

text. 

Example 

@(insert_image (watermark; 

                width:="2in"; height:="2in"; 

                x:="4.25in"; y:="5.5in"; align:="center" 

                wrap:="square")) 

places an image centered on the page and wraps the text around it. 

Images from the database or the CCM Repository 

The insert_image function can also be used to insert images from the CCM Repository or base-64 

encoded image data from variables which are obtained from the Data Backbone XML. 

To insert an image from the Resource section in the CCM Repository use the resource parameter. 

To insert base-64 encoded image data use the base64data parameter. 

Using both parameters at the same time is not supported and will result in an error. 

An empty value for either parameter is ignored. If either the resource or the base64data 

parameter is used, and not empty, the required filename parameter is ignored. 

Example 

@(insert_image (filename:="signature"; resource:="CorporateLogo")) 

inserts the Resource "CorporateLogo" from the CCM Repository. 

@(insert_image (filename:="signature"; 

base64data:=_data.Corporate.Signature)) 

inserts a signature from image data in a field in the Data Backbone. 

Image storage 

CCM Core will keep track of repeatedly inserted images and store each image only once in a result 
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document. This is done regardless of the dimensions and placement parameters of the image. 

If images are obtained from external sources or stored with excessively high resolutions it is 

possible to store a downsampled copy of the image with a resolution that better matches the 

purpose of the document. If the document will be processed further (e.g. printed or converted to 

PDF), it is recommended to include the original image. 

The resample parameter controls how the image is stored: 

 "" / omitted : the image is stored without modifications. 

 "number" or "number;png" : the image is downsampled to the indicated resolution and stored 

in the PNG format. 

 "number;jpeg" : the image is downsampled to the indicated resolution and stored in the JPEG 

format. 

The PNG image format uses lossless compression but is less efficient than the lossy JPEG 

compression. It is not recommended to recompress JPEG images, as this can result in 

recompression artifacts and significant quality loss. 

Images are never upsampled. If the image is rendered at a resolution below the resample value, 

this option is ignored and the original image will be stored. 

Example 

@(insert_image (watermark; resample:="600;jpeg")) 

includes the image and downsamples it to a 600 DPI JPEG file. 

Restrictions 

The functionality of the function insert_image is only available for Microsoft Word DOCX 

output. In other document formats the use of this function will be ignored. 

Availability 

The function insert_image is introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and requires 

CCM Core 4.4 or later. 
 

insert_signature 

The function insert_signature inserts a signature line object in the result document during 

model execution. The properties of this object (signer, title, etc.) can be set through parameters. 

@(insert_signature ("John Doe"; title := "Director"; email := 

"J.Doe@example.com"; ...)) 

The result of the function insert_signature is of type TEXT. This function has a variable number 

of parameters. 

1. signer, type TEXT; the name of the person who is expected to sign. 

The result of the function insert_signature must be inserted in the result document to have an 

effect. 

In addition to the above parameter the function insert_signature has a number of optional 

parameters which can only be used if they are specified by name: 

1. title, type TEXT; sets the title of the signer. 
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2. email, type TEXT; sets the E-mail address of the signer. 

3. instructions, type TEXT; sets instructions for the signer. 

4. allow_comments, type TEXT; allows the signer to add comments when signing. 

5. show_date, type TEXT; shows the sign date in the signature line. 

6. width, type TEXT; width of the signature line. 

7. height, type TEXT; height of the signature line. 

Note 

The email parameter supports plain text values only. (Mailto) hyperlinks are not 

supported. 

These options are described in full detail below. 

Measurements and units 

The function insert_signature supports measurements in a number of units: 

 centimeters ('cm') 

 inches ('in' or '"') 

 points ('pt') 

 English Metrical Unit ('emu') -- base unit internally used by Microsoft Word 

The unit must always be explicitly specified. No spaces are allowed between number and unit. 

Fractions are always indicated with a decimal point. The following measurements are equivalent: 

2.54cm = 1.0in = 1" = 72pt = 914400emu 

Note 

An empty string or a value of zero (0cm, 0in, ...) is considered unspecified. 

Sizing 

CCM Core will adjust the dimensions of the signature line automatically based on the Microsoft 

Word default properties: 

 No dimensions are specified: the size is set to 2.67in x 1.33in. 

 One dimension is specified: the other dimension is calculated relative to the default 

dimensions. 

 Both dimensions are specified: the image is resized to fit within a box with the specified 

dimensions. 

Examples 

@(insert_signature (signer)) 

uses the native dimensions embedded in the image. 

@(insert_signature (signer; width:="4cm"; height:="2cm")) 

resizes the signature line to fit within a 4cm x 2cm box. 

@(insert_signature (signer; width:="2in")) 

resizes the signature line to fit within a 2in x 1in box. 

Restrictions 

The functionality of the function insert_signature is only available for Microsoft Word DOCX 

output. In other document formats the use of this function will be ignored. 
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Availability 

The function insert_signature is introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and 

requires CCM Core 4.4 or later. 
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Arrays 

The functions in the category Arrays are all about sorting arrays and calculating the number of 

elements in these arrays: 

 length_text_array (page 180) 

 length_number_array (page 180) 

 length_bool_array (page 181) 

 sort_text_array (page 182) 

 sort_text_array_characters (page 183) 

 sort_text_array_index (page 184) 

 sort_text_array_index_characters (page 186) 

 sort_number_array (page 187) 

 sort_number_array_index (page 188) 
 

length_text_array 

This function calculates the length of an array of type TEXT. The length of an array is either the 

array length in the initial declaration of the array or, if the array has more elements than specified 

in the initial declaration, the actual number of elements in the array. 

length_text_array ( input_array ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER; the number of elements in the input_array. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. input_array, type TEXT; the array whose length will be determined. 

Example 

ARRAY TEXT test_array [1]  

ASSIGN test_array [1] := "This is the first value" 

ASSIGN test_array [2] := "This is the second value" 

ASSIGN test_array [3] := "This is the third value" 

ASSIGN test_array [4] := "This is the fourth value" 

ASSIGN test_array [5] := "This is the fifth value" 

NUMBER function_result  

 

ASSIGN length_function_result := length_text_array (test_array)  

 

# 

@(function_result) 

# 

 

Referencing an array element of an array that has been filled beyond its initial length will result in 

the creation of that element. The element will be created with a default value: 0 for NUMBER, "" for 

TEXT and FALSE for BOOL For instance the test IF testing[1] THEN FI will result in the creation of 

element 1 in array testing. 
 

length_number_array 

This function calculates the length of an array of type NUMBER. The length of an array is either the 

array length in the initial declaration of the array or, if the array has more elements than specified 

in the initial declaration, the actual number of elements in the array. 
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length_number_array ( input_array ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER; the number of elements in the input_array. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. input_array, type NUMBER; the array whose length will be determined. 

Example 

ARRAY NUMBER test_array [1]   

 

ASSIGN test_array [1] := 12 

ASSIGN test_array [2] := 38 

ASSIGN test_array [3] := 60 

ASSIGN test_array [4] := 77 

ASSIGN test_array [5] := 91 

NUMBER function_result   

 

ASSIGN function_result := length_number_array (test_array)  

 

# 

@(function_result) 

# 

 

Referencing an array element of an array that has been filled beyond its initial length will result in 

the creation of that element. The element will be created with a default value: 0 for NUMBER, "" for 

TEXT and FALSE for BOOL For instance the test IF testing[1] THEN FI will result in the creation of 

element 1 in array testing. 
 

length_bool_array 

This function calculates the length of an array of type BOOL. The length of an array is either the 

array length in the initial declaration of the array or, if the array has more elements than specified 

in the initial declaration, the actual number of elements in the array. 

length_bool_array ( input_array ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER; the number of elements in the input_array. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. input_array, type BOOL; the array whose length will be determined. 

Example 

ARRAY BOOL test_array [1]  
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ASSIGN test_array [1] := TRUE 

ASSIGN test_array [2] := FALSE 

ASSIGN test_array [3] := TRUE 

ASSIGN test_array [4] := TRUE 

ASSIGN test_array [5] := FALSE 

 

NUMBER function_result  

 

ASSIGN function_result := length_bool_array (test_array)  

 

# 

@(function_result) 

# 

Referencing an array element of an array that has been filled beyond its initial length will result in 

the creation of that element. The element will be created with a default value: 0 for NUMBER, "" for 

TEXT and FALSE for BOOL  For instance the test IF testing[1] THEN FI will result in the creation 

of element 1 in array testing. 
 

sort_text_array 

The function sort_text_array sorts the elements of a text array and stores the sorted elements in 

a second array.  

sort_text_array ( input;output;number of elements to sort ) 

The function sort_text_array is of type BOOL, and has three parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type TEXT. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type TEXT. This array will receive the sorted elements. 

3. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_text_array will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, and FALSE 

in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function sort_text_array fails the output array is unmodified. The input array is not 

modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values from the input array. 

If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements outside the 

sorted range are left unmodified.  

 The function sort_text_array will perform an alphabetical sort on the text elements using the 

ANSI code page.  

Note 

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and might 

cause unexplainable orderings. 
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Example 

ARRAY TEXT input [4] 

ARRAY TEXT output[4] 

NUMBER i 

ASSIGN input[1] := "c"    

ASSIGN input[2] := "d" 

ASSIGN input[3] := "a" 

ASSIGN input[4] := "b" 

IF sort_text_array (input; output; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

DO 

# 

@(i) @(output[i]) 

# 

OD 

 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

 

Here the fact that the sort_text_array is a function of type BOOL is used to implement error 

handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF statement 

becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is FALSE the ELSE part of the IF 

statement is executed. 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function sort_text_array automatically to the function 

sort_text_array_characters. Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support (page 233) for 

more information. 

 

 

sort_text_array_characters 

The function sort_text_array_characters sorts the elements of a text array and stores the 

sorted elements in a second array.  

sort_text_array_characters ( input;output;number of elements to sort ) 

The function sort_text_array_characters is of type BOOL, and has three parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type TEXT. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type TEXT. This array will receive the sorted elements. 

3. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_text_array_characters will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, 

and FALSE in one of the following cases: 

 If 'number of elements to sort' is negative or 0. 
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 If the function sort_text_array_characters fails the output array is unmodified.  

The input array is not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values 

from the input array.  

 If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements outside the 

sorted range are left unmodified.  

The function sort_text_array_characters will perform a culture-neutral alphabetical sort 

on the text elements using Unicode codepoints.  

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and sort before 

regular characters. 

Example 

ARRAY TEXT input [4] 

ARRAY TEXT output[4] 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input[1] := "c"    

ASSIGN input[2] := "d" 

ASSIGN input[3] := "a" 

ASSIGN input[4] := "b" 

 

IF sort_text_array_characters (input; output; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

DO 

# 

@(i) @(output[i]) 

# 

OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

 

Here the fact that the sort_text_array_characters is a function of type BOOL is used to implement 

error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF statement 

becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return is FALSE the ELSE part of the IF 

statement is executed.  
 

sort_text_array_index 

The function sort_text_array_index sorts the indices of a text array based on the elements in the 

array.  

sort_text_array_index ( input;output;number of elements to sort ) 

The function sort_text_array_index is of type BOOL, and has three parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type TEXT. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array will receive the sorted index. 

3. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 
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Return values 

The function sort_text_array_index will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, and 

FALSE if 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

If the function sort_text_array_index fails the output array is unmodified.  

The input array is not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted index 

from the input array.  

If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements outside the sorted 

range are left unmodified.  

The function sort_text_array_index will perform an alphabetical sort on the text elements using 

the ANSI code page.  

Note 

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and might 

cause unexplainable orderings. 

Example 

ARRAY TEXT input[4] 

ARRAY NUMBER index[4] 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input[1] := "c"   

ASSIGN input[2] := "d" 

ASSIGN input[3] := "a" 

ASSIGN input[4] := "b" 

 

IF sort_text_array_index (input; index; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 DO 

# 

@(i) @(input [ index[i] ]) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

 

A sorted list is produced by using the sorted index stored in the output array to  read the values 

from the input array.  Also note that here the fact that the sort_text_array_index is a function of 

type  BOOL is used to implement error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value  of the 

function will be TRUE, the IF statement becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the 

return is FALSE the ELSE part of the IF statement is executed.  

This example produces the same result as the example included with the function sort_text_array 

(page 182). 
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Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport the CCM Core Administrator can be used to map 

the function sort_text_array_index automatically to the function 

sort_text_array_index_characters. Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support (page 233) 

for more information. 

 

sort_text_array_index_characters 

The function sort_text_array_index_characters sorts the indices of a text array based on the 

elements in the array.  

sort_text_array_index_characters ( input;output;number of elements to sort 

) 

The function sort_text_array_index_characters is of type BOOL, and has three parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type TEXT. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array will receive the sorted index. 

3. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_text_array_index_characters will return TRUE if the array was sorted 

successfully, and FALSE if 'number of elements to sort' is negative or 0. 

If the sort_text_array_index_characters function fails the output array is unmodified.  

The input array is not modified by the function.  

The output array will receive the sorted index from the input array.  

If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements outside the sorted 

range are left unmodified.  

The sort_text_array_index_characters function will perform a culture-neutral alphabetical 

sort on the text elements using Unicode codepoints.  

Note 

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and sort 

before regular characters. 

Example 

ARRAY TEXT input[4] 

ARRAY NUMBER index[4] 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input[1] := "c"   

ASSIGN input[2] := "d" 

ASSIGN input[3] := "a" 

ASSIGN input[4] := "b" 
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IF sort_text_array_index_characters (input; indices; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 DO 

# 

@(i) @(input [ index[i] ]) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

 

A sorted list is produced by using the sorted index stored in the output array to read the values 

from the input array. Also note that here the fact that the sort_text_array_index_characters is a 

function of type BOOL. BOOL is used to implement error handling. If the sort succeeds the return 

value  of the function will be TRUE, the IF statement becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is 

executed. If the return  is FALSE the ELSE part of the IF statement is executed.  

This example produces the same result as the example included with the 

sort_text_array_characters (page 183) function. 
 

sort_number_array 

The function sort_number_array sorts a number array. The sorted elements are stored in a second 

array. 

sort_number_array ( input;output;number of elements to be sorted ) 

sort_number_array is of type BOOL. 

The function has three parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array will receive the sorted elements. 

3. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_number_array will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, and 

FALSE if 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or zero. 

If the sort_number_array function fails the output array is unmodified. The input array is not 

modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values from the input array. If 

the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements outside the sorted 

range are left unmodified. 

Example 

ARRAY NUMBER input [4] 

ARRAY NUMBER output[4] 

NUMBER i 
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ASSIGN input[1] := 4    

ASSIGN input[2] := 2    

ASSIGN input[3] := 1    

ASSIGN input[4] := 3    

IF sort_number_array (input; output; 4) THEN  

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4  

 

DO 

# 

@(i) @(output[i]) 

# 

OD 

 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

Here the fact that the sort_number_array is a function of type BOOL is used to implement error 

handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF statement 

becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is FALSE the ELSE part of the IF 

statement is executed.   
 

sort_number_array_index 

The function sort_number_array_index sorts the index of a number array based on the elements 

in the array.  

sort_number_array_index ( input;output;number of elements to sort ) 

sort_number_array_index returns TRUE (success) or FALSE (failure). The function is of type 

BOOL. 

The function has three parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array will receive the sorted index. 

3. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_number_array_index will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, 

and FALSE if 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or zero.  

If the function sort_number_array_index fails the output array is unmodified. The input array is 

not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted index from the input array. If 

the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements outside the sorted 

range are left unmodified. 
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Example 

ARRAY NUMBER input[4] 

ARRAY NUMBER indices[4] 

NUMBER i 

ASSIGN input[1] := 4   

ASSIGN input[2] := 2    

ASSIGN input[3] := 1    

ASSIGN input[4] := 3    

IF sort_number_array_index (input; indices; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 DO 

# 

@(i) @(input [ indices[i] ]) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

 

A sorted list is produced by using the sorted index stored in the output array to read the values 

from the input array.  Also note that here the fact that the sort_number_array is a function of type  

BOOL is used to implement error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function 

will be TRUE, the IF statement becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is 

FALSE the ELSE part of the IF statement is  executed.  

This example produces the same result as the example included with the function 

sort_number_array (page 187). 
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Maps 

The functions in the category Maps are of three types: getting the lenght of a map, getting the keys 

of a map, and retrieving the keys used in a map. These functions are: 

 length_text_map (page 190) 

 length_number_map (page 190) 

 length_bool_map (page 191) 

 get_keys_text_map (page 192) 

 get_keys_number_map (page 192) 

 get_keys_bool_map (page 193) 

 key_used_in_text_map (page 194) 

 key_used_in_number_map (page 194) 

 key_used_in_bool_map (page 195) 
 

length_text_map 

This function yields the number of elements contained in a TEXT MAP.  

length_text_map ( MAP_to_be_counted ) 

This function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the Map. 

This function has one parameter: 

1. MAP_to_be_counted, MAP of type TEXT.  A MAP of which the number of elements will be 

counted. 

Example 

MAP TEXT test_map  

 

ASSIGN test_map ["first"] := "This is the first value" 

ASSIGN test_map ["second"] := "This is the second value" 

ASSIGN test_map ["third"] := "This is the third value" 

ASSIGN test_map ["fourth"] := "This is the fourth value" 

ASSIGN test_map ["fifth"] := "This is the fifth value" 

NUMBER length_function_result  

 

ASSIGN length_function_result := length_text_map (test_map)  

 

# 

@(length_function_result) 

# 

 

Referencing a MAP element will result in the creation of that element. The element will be created 

with a default value; 0 for NUMBER, "" for TEXT and FALSE for BOOL. For instance the test IF 

testing["1"] THEN FI will result in the creation of element 1 in MAP testing. 
 

length_number_map 

This function yields the number of elements contained in a NUMBER MAP. 

length_number_map ( MAP_to_be_counted ) 

The function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the Map.  
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This function has one parameter: 

1. MAP_to_be_counted, MAP of type NUMBER. A MAP of which the number of elements will be 

counted. 

Example 

MAP NUMBER test_map  

 

ASSIGN test_map ["first"] := 12345 

ASSIGN test_map ["second"] := 67890 

ASSIGN test_map ["third"] := 9876 

ASSIGN test_map ["fourth"] := 54321 

ASSIGN test_map ["fifth"] := 65748 

NUMBER length_function_result  

 

ASSIGN length_function_result := length_number_map (test_map)  

 

# 

@(length_function_result) 

# 

Referencing a MAP element will result in the creation of that element. The element will be created 

with a default value; 0 for NUMBER, "" for TEXT and FALSE for BOOL. For instance the test IF 

testing["1"] THEN FI will result in the creation of element 1 in MAP testing. 
 

length_bool_map 

This function yields the number of elements contained in a BOOL MAP.  

length_bool_map ( MAP_to_be_counted ) 

The function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the Map.  

This function has one parameter: 

1. MAP_to_be_counted, MAP of type BOOL. A MAP of which the number of elements will be 

counted. 

Example 

MAP BOOL test_map  

 

ASSIGN test_map ["first"] := TRUE 

ASSIGN test_map ["second"] := FALSE 

ASSIGN test_map ["third"] := TRUE 

ASSIGN test_map ["fourth"] := TRUE 

ASSIGN test_map ["fifth"] := FALSE 

NUMBER length_function_result  

 

ASSIGN length_function_result := length_bool_map (test_map)  

 

# 

@(length_function_result) 

# 

Referencing a MAP element will result in the creation of that element. The element will be created 

with a default value; 0 for NUMBER, "" for TEXT and FALSE for BOOL. For instance the test IF 

testing["1"] THEN FI will result in the creation of element 1 in MAP testing. 
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get_keys_text_map 

This function get_keys_text_map retrieves the index values of all elements in a MAP and stores 

them in an array. The index values are stored in the array in random order. 

get_keys_text_map ( input_map;result_array ) 

This function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the array. 

This function has two parameters: 

1. The parameter input_map is a MAP of type TEXT. The MAP of which you want the index 

values. 

2. The parameter result_array is an array of type TEXT. The array in which the index values are 

stored. 

Example 

MAP TEXT input_map  

 

ASSIGN input_map ["first"] := "This is the first value" 

ASSIGN input_map ["second"] := "This is the second value" 

ASSIGN input_map ["third"] := "This is the third value" 

ASSIGN input_map ["fourth"] := "This is the fourth value" 

ASSIGN input_map ["fifth"] := "This is the fifth value" 

 

ARRAY TEXT result_array[1]   

NUMBER number_of_elements   

 

ASSIGN number_of_elements := get_keys_text_map (input_map;result_array)  

 

NUMBER counter   

FOR counter 

 FROM 1   

 UPTO number_of_elements   

DO 

# 

The key @(result_array[counter]) contains 

@(input_map[result_array[counter]]) in the map.  

# 

OD 

 

 

get_keys_number_map 

This function get_keys_number_map retrieves the index values of all elements in a MAP and stores 

them in an array. The index values are stored in the array in random order. 

get_keys_number_map ( input_map;result_array ) 

This function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the array. 

This function has two parameters: 

1. The parameter input_map is a MAP of type NUMBER. The MAP of which you want the index 

values. 

2. The parameter result_array is an array of type TEXT. The array in which the index values are 

stored. 
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Example 

MAP NUMBER input_map  

 

ASSIGN input_map ["first"] := 12345 

ASSIGN input_map ["second"] := 67890 

ASSIGN input_map ["third"] := 9876 

ASSIGN input_map ["fourth"] := 54321 

ASSIGN input_map ["fifth"] := 65748 

ARRAY TEXT result_array[1] 

 

NUMBER number_of_elements  

 

ASSIGN number_of_elements := get_keys_number_map (input_map;result_array)  

 

NUMBER counter  

FOR counter 

 FROM 1  

 UPTO number_of_elements 

DO 

# 

The key @(result_array[counter]) contains 

@(input_map[result_array[counter]]) in the map.  

# 

OD 

 

 

get_keys_bool_map 

The function get_keys_bool_map retrieves the index values of all elements in a MAP and stores 

them in an array. The index values are stored in the array in random order. 

get_keys_bool_map ( input_map;result_array ) 

This function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the array. 

This function has two parameters: 

1. The parameter input_map is a MAP of type BOOL. The MAP of which you want the index 

values. 

2. The parameter result_array is an array of type TEXT. The array in which the index values are 

stored. 

Example 

MAP BOOL input_map  

ASSIGN input_map ["first"] := TRUE 

ASSIGN input_map ["second"] := FALSE 

ASSIGN input_map ["third"] := TRUE 

ASSIGN input_map ["fourth"] := TRUE 

ASSIGN input_map ["fifth"] := FALSE 

ARRAY TEXT result_array[1]  

 

NUMBER number_of_elements  

 

ASSIGN number_of_elements := get_keys_bool_map (input_map;result_array)  

 

NUMBER counter  
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FOR counter 

 FROM 1  

 UPTO number_of_elements 

DO 

# 

The key @(result_array[counter]) contains 

@(input_map[result_array[counter]]) in the map.  

# 

OD 

 

key_used_in_text_map 

The function key_used_in_text_map tests if a certain key is present in a map of type TEXT, 

without (auto) creating the corresponding element. 

key_used_in_text_map ( key_to_find; map_name ) 

The result of the function is type BOOL. The function yields TRUE if the map contains an element 

map[key]. 

The function key_used_in_text_map has two parameters: 

1. The parameter key_to_find is of type TEXT. The key to be detected in the map. 

2. The parameter map_name is of type MAP TEXT. The map to be tested for the presence of the 

key_to_find. 

Example 

BOOL key_found := key_used_in_text_map ( "a_key" ;  mymap ) 

 

The map mymap's index will be searched for the key a_key. If it is found the variable key_found 

will be set to TRUE. 
 

key_used_in_number_map 

This function tests if a certain key is present in a map of type NUMBER, without (auto) creating the 

corresponding element. 

key_used_in_number_map ( key_to_find; map_name ) 

The result of the function is type BOOL. The function yields TRUE if the map contains an element 

map[key]. 

The function key_used_in_number_map has two parameters: 

1. The parameter key_to_find is of type TEXT. The key to be detected in the map. 

2. The parameter map_name is of type MAP NUMBER. The map to be tested for the presence of 

the key_to_find. 

Example 

BOOL key_found := key_used_in_number_map ( "a_key" ;  mymap ) 

The map mymap's index will be searched for the key a_key. If it is found the variable key_found 

will be set to TRUE.  
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key_used_in_bool_map 

This function tests if a certain key is present in a map of type BOOL, without (auto) creating the 

corresponding element. 

key_used_in_bool_map ( key_to_find; map_name ) 

The result of the function is type BOOL. The function yields TRUE if the map contains an element 

map[key]. 

The function key_used_in_bool_map has two parameters: 

1. The parameter key_to_find is of type TEXT. The key to be detected in the map. 

2. The parameter map_name is of type MAP BOOL. The map to be tested for the presence of the 

key_to_find. 

Example 

BOOL key_found := key_used_in_bool_map ( "a_key" ;  mymap ) 

The map mymap's index will be searched for the key a_key. If it is found the variable key_found 

will be set to TRUE.  
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Text Blocks 

This category contains all actions related to Text Blocks: 

 insert_text_block (page 196) 

 insert_text_block_extended (page 196) 

 get_fields_from_text_block (page 197) 

 text_block_exists (page 198) 

 import_text_block (page 199) 

 get_text_blocks_in_view (page 199) 

 read_text_block_from_file (page 200) 

 import_text_block_base64 (page 200) 
 

insert_text_block 

The keyword insert_text_block was used in earlier versions of ITP to declare a field set. This 

keyword is deprecated since CCM Repository 3.2.0 and ITP version 3.2.5. Use the statement 

TEXTBLOCK (on page 81) instead. 

This function is used to insert predefined Text Blocks into a result document. Refer to the CCM 

Repository Manual, chapter Objects and actions reference for more information on using Text 

Blocks in ITP Model documents. The function insert_text_block has one parameter type TEXT. 

This parameter contains the label of the Text Block that needs to be inserted. The result of the 

function is type TEXT; the text of the predefined Text Block. 

If the Text Block set the Text Block belongs to has an associated field set, the model developer is 

responsible for assigning values to all fields from this field set using a variable type FIELDSET 

(page 26). This needs also to be done if the Text Block that is inserted into the result document does 

not use any of these fields. 

The lay out of the Text Block is determined by Microsoft Word/OpenOffice.org styles. The model 

developer is responsible for defining the correct styles. Refer to the topic TEXTBLOCK (page 84) 

for more information on defining styles for the Text Blocks. 

Example 

@(insert_text_block("Clauses")) 

The Text Block with label "Clauses" is inserted into the result document. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

 

insert_text_block_extended 

The keyword insert_text_block was used in earlier versions of ITP to declare a field set. This 

keyword is deprecated since CCM Repository 3.2.0 and ITP version 3.2.5. Use the statement 

TEXTBLOCK (page 81) instead. 

The function insert_text_block_extended is an extension to the insert_text_block (page 196) 

function. The function is used if; 

 Text Blocks need to be inserted in the same result document using different styles, 
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 a Text Block needs to be inserted in a table cell. 

The function has three parameters all type TEXT.  The result of the function is type TEXT, the text 

of the predefined Text Block. 

1. The first parameter contains the label of the Text Block that needs to be inserted. 

2. The second parameter contains the prefix of the styles set that needs to be used to layout the 

Text Block. If this parameter is left empty, ITP will search for a styles set with the ITP prefix. 

Refer to the topic TEXTBLOCK (on page 81) for more information on laying out the Text 

Blocks. 

3. The third parameter contains the paragraph sign that is assigned to the Text Block. The model 

developer needs to pass a paragraph sign that is declared within a table cell to insert a Text 

Block in a table cell. Using the wrong paragraph sign to insert a Text Block in a table cell can 

result in a corrupted Microsoft Word document. This paragraph can be left empty if the Text 

Block is not inserted in a table cell. Refer to the Text Block Help for more information on 

inserting Text Block in a table cell. 

If the Text Block set the Text Block belongs to has an associated field set, the model developer is 

responsible for assigning values to all fields from this field set using a variable type FIELDSET ( 

page 26). This needs also to be done if the Text Block that is inserted into the result document does 

not use any of these fields. 

Example 

@(insert_text_block_extended("Clauses"; "TST"; "")) 

The Text Block with label "Clauses" is inserted in the result document. The styles set that is used 

has the prefix "TST". 

Example 

TEXT par := " 

" 

@(insert_text_block_extended("Clauses"; ""; par)) 

The Text Block with label "Clauses" is inserted in the result document. The function needs to be 

called within a table cell because the paragraph sign that is passed in the third parameter is 

declared within a table cell. 

Note 

ITP Models using this feature can be created with ITP/Workstation, but to run a model 

containing this feature, you will need CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. 

 

get_fields_from_text_block 

The function get_fields_from_text_block retrieves a list of fields that are used in a Text Block. 

get_fields_from_text_block (Text block; list) 

The function  get_fields_from_text_block is of type NUMBER. 

The function has two parameters: 

1. The parameter Text Block is of type TEXT. This is the name of the Text Block, which fields are 

retrieved. 

2. The parameter list: ARRAY is of type TEXT. This array will receive the list of fields. 
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Return values 

The function get_fields_from_text_block will return the number of unique fields found in the 

Text Block. This can be 0 if the Text Block contains no fields. The output array will receive the 

names of the fields in the format FieldSet.Field. Each field is present only once. The order of these 

fields is not specified. If the output array is larger than the number of fields those elements outside 

the range are left unmodified. 

Example 

ARRAY TEXT list[0] 

NUMBER i 

NUMBER n := get_fields_from_text_block ("My Text Block"; list) 

# 

Found @(numerals(n)) fields: 

# 

FOR i FROM 1 UPTO n DO 

# 

@(i) @(list[i]) 

# 

OD 

 

text_block_exists 

The function text_block_exists tests if a Text Block exists in the CCM Repository and has a 

revision that can be used in the model. 

text_block_exists (text_block; reserved) 

The function text_block_exists is of type BOOL. 

The function has two parameters: 

1. The parameter text_block is of type TEXT. This is the name of the Text Block which is searched 

for in the CCM Repository. 

2. The parameter reserved is of type NUMBER. This parameter is reserved for future use and 

must always be set to 0. 

Return values 

The function text_block_exists returns TRUE if the Text Block exists in the CCM Repository and 

has a suitable revision that can be used in the model. The function returns FALSE if the Text Block 

does not exist, or if there is no such revision. 

Note 

The function text_block_exists only checks if a Text Block can be found in the CCM 

Repository. It does not validate if Field Sets are available in the model. 

The function get_fields_from_text_block (page 197) can be used to query the Fields used 

in the Text Block to perform such validation in the model. 
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Example 

TEXT block := "BuildingBlocks\" + Customer.Language + "\Salutation" 

IF text_block_exists (block; 0) THEN 

  TEXTBLOCK 

      NAME block 

ELSE 

  TEXTBLOCK 

      NAME "BuildingBlocks\ENG\Salutation" 

FI 

This example inserts a Text Block 'Salutation' based on the language contained in the 

Customer.Language field. If no Text Block is available for this language, it defaults to the language 

'ENG'. 
 

import_text_block 

The function import_text_block imports a stored XML text block structure so that it can be used 

in the ITP Model run. 

import_text_block ( "<?xml ... >" ) 

The result of this function is a value of type TEXT, which contains a reference to a Text Block. This 

Text Block reference can be used in the parameter VAR of the statement TEXTBLOCK (page 84), or 

as the default value of an EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK question in a FORM. The Text Block reference 

is in an unspecified format, and it is valid only during the current model run. 

The parameter to the function import_text_block should be an XML representation of a Text 

Block that was retrieved from an CCM Core XML Metadata file. When CCM Core completes a 

model run, all answers to FORM questions are stored in an XML Metadata file, including the 

answers to EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK questions. For more information on CCM Core XML 

Metadata, refer to the CCM Core Manual chapter Integrating. 
 

get_text_blocks_in_view 

The function get_text_blocks_in_view retrieves a list of Text Blocks in a View. 

get_text_blocks_in_view (view; list) 

The function get_text_blocks_in_view is of type NUMBER. 

The function has two parameters: 

1. The parameter view is of type TEXT. This is the name of the View whose Text Blocks are 

retrieved. 

2. The parameter list: ARRAY is of type TEXT. This array will receive the list of Text Blocks. 

Return values 

The function get_text_blocks_in_view will return the number of Text Blocks found in the View. 

This can be 0 if the View is empty. The output array will receive the names of the Text Blocks in the 

format Project.TextBlock. The order of the names matches the order in the View. If the output 

array is larger than the number of Text Blocks, the elements outside the range are left unmodified. 
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Example 

ARRAY TEXT list[0] 

NUMBER i 

NUMBER n := get_text_blocks_in_view ("My View"; list) 

# 

Found @(numerals(n)) Text Blocks: 

# 

FOR i FROM 1 UPTO n DO 

# 

@(i) @(list[i]) 

# 

OD 

 
 

read_text_block_from_file 

This function imports a Text Block from an XML file on the file system. 

FUNC TEXT read_text_block_from_file (CONST TEXT file) 

The function read_text_block_from_file is of type TEXT. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. The parameter file is of type TEXT. This is the name of the file that contains the XML. 

Return values 

The function read_text_block_from_file returns a Text Block name which can be used by the 

model to present it for editing and to produce the content in the output document. This name is 

only valid for the current model run, and should not be stored anywhere. 

See Text Block XML format for documentation on the structure of the XML file. 
 

import_text_block_base64 

Imports a base64 encoded text block XML from a variable. This function allows text blocks to be 

imported from external sources such as a database or XML resource. 

FUNC TEXT import_text_block_base64 (CONST TEXT base64) 

The function import_text_block_base64 is of type TEXT. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. The parameter file is of type TEXT. This is the base-64 encoded representation of a text block. 

Return values 

The function import_text_block_base64 returns a Text Block name which can be used by the 

model to present it for editing and to produce the content in the output document. This name is 

only valid for the current model run, and should not be stored anywhere. 

See Text Block XML format for documentation on the structure of the XML data. 
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Field Sets 

There's only one function in the category Field Sets: clear_fieldset (page 201). 

 

 

 

clear_fieldset 

You can use this function to remove all assigned fields from a FIELDSET. 

clear_fieldset ( fieldset ) 

The function has one parameter: 

 field set, type FIELDSET;  the field set to be cleared. 

The result of the function is type BOOL; if the field set was cleared successfully the function 

returns TRUE, otherwise it will return FALSE. 
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Data Structures 

The following functions only work in the context of Data Structures and their members: 

 Arrays (page 203) 

 Maps (page 217) 

 Data Structures (page 222) 
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Arrays 

The functions in the category Arrays are all about sorting arrays and calculating the number of 

elements in these arrays: 

 length_fieldset_array (page 203) 

 sort_fieldset_array (page 204) 

 sort_fieldset_array_characters (page 205) 

 sort_fieldset_array_index (page 207) 

 sort_fieldset_array_index_characters (page 208) 
 

length_fieldset_array 

This function calculates the length of an array of type FIELDSET. The length of an array is the 

actual number of elements in the array. 

length_fieldset_array ( input_array ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER; the number of elements in the input_array. 

The function has one parameter: 

1. input_array, type FIELDSET; the array whose length will be determined. 

Example 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY FIELDSET Test_array [0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE struct DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [1].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [2].Field := "FALSE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [3].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [4].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [5].Field := "FALSE" 

 

NUMBER function_result  

 

ASSIGN function_result := length_fieldset_array (struct.Test_array)  

 

# 

@(function_result) 

# 

Referencing an array element of an array that has been filled beyond its initial length will result in 

the creation of that element. The element will be created empty. 
 

length_struct_array 

This function calculates the length of an array of type DATASTRUCTURE. The length of an array is 

the actual number of elements in the array. 

length_struct_array ( input_array ) 

The result of this function is of type NUMBER; the number of elements in the input_array. 
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The function has one parameter: 

1. input_array, type DATASTRUCTURE; the array whose length will be determined. 

Example 

DATASTRUCTURE EL 

  BEGIN 

    TEXT Field 

  END 

 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY EL Test_array [0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE struct DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [1].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [2].Field := "FALSE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [3].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [4].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_array [5].Field := "FALSE" 

 

NUMBER function_result  

 

ASSIGN function_result := length_struct_array (struct.Test_array)  

 

# 

@(function_result) 

# 

Referencing an array element of an array that has been filled beyond its initial length will result in 

the creation of that element. The element will be created empty. 
 

sort_fieldset_array 

The function sort_fieldset_array sorts the elements of a FIELDSET array and stores the sorted 

elements in a second array.  

sort_fieldset_array ( input;output;field;number of elements to sort ) 

The function sort_fieldset_array is of type BOOL, and has four parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type FIELDSET. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type FIELDSET. This array will receive the sorted elements. 

3. field; TEXT. This is the Field in the FIELDSET that is used as the key to sort the array on. If this 

Field is not present in the FIELDSET is it considered to be empty. 

4. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_fieldset_array will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, and 

FALSE in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function sort_fieldset_array fails the output array is unmodified. The input array is 

not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values from the input 
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array. If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements outside 

the sorted range are left unmodified.  

 The function sort_fieldset_array will perform an alphabetical sort on the text elements 

using the ANSI code page.  

Note 

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and might 

cause illogical orderings. 

Example 

DDATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY FIELDSET Array[0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE input DEFINED_AS DS 

DECLARE output DEFINED_AS DS 

 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input.Array[1].Key := "c" 

ASSIGN input.Array[2].Key := "d" 

ASSIGN input.Array[3].Key := "a" 

ASSIGN input.Array[4].Key := "b" 

 

IF sort_fieldset_array (input.Array; output.Array; "Key"; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

  DO 

# 

@(i) @(output.Array[i].Key) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

Here the fact that the sort_fieldset_array is a function of type BOOL is used to implement error 

handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF statement 

becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return is FALSE the ELSE part of the IF 

statement is executed. 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function sort_fieldset_array automatically to the function 

sort_fieldset_array_characters (page 205). Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support 

(page 233) for more details. 

 

sort_fieldset_array_characters 

The function sort_fieldset_array_characters sorts the elements of a FIELDSET array and 

stores the sorted elements in a second array.  
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sort_fieldset_array_characters ( input;output;field;number of elements to 

sort ) 

The function sort_fieldset_array_characters is of type BOOL, and has four parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type FIELDSET. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type FIELDSET. This array will receive the sorted elements. 

3. field; TEXT. This is the Field in the FIELDSET that is used as the key to sort the array on. If this 

Field is not present in the FIELDSET is it considered to be empty. 

4. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_fieldset_array_characters will return TRUE if the array was sorted 

successfully, and FALSE in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function sort_fieldset_array_characters fails, the output array is unmodified. The 

input array is not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values 

from the input array. If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those 

elements outside the sorted range are left unmodified.  

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and sort before 

regular characters. 

Example 

DDATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY FIELDSET Array[0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE input DEFINED_AS DS 

DECLARE output DEFINED_AS DS 

 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input.Array[1].Key := "c" 

ASSIGN input.Array[2].Key := "d" 

ASSIGN input.Array[3].Key := "a" 

ASSIGN input.Array[4].Key := "b" 

 

IF sort_fieldset_array_characters (input.Array; output.Array; "Key"; 4) 

THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

  DO 

# 

@(i) @(output.Array[i].Key) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 
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Here the fact that the sort_fieldset_array_characters is a function of type BOOL is used to 

implement error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF 

statement becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is FALSE the ELSE part of 

the IF statement is executed. 
 

sort_fieldset_array_index 

The function sort_fieldset_array_index sorts the indices of a FIELDSET array based on the 

elements in the array. 

sort_fieldset_array_index ( input;output;field;number of elements to sort 

) 

The function sort_fieldset_array_index is of type BOOL, and has four parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type FIELDSET. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array will receive the sorted indices. 

3. field; TEXT. This is the Field in the FIELDSET that is used as the key to sort the array on. If this 

Field is not present in the FIELDSET is it considered to be empty. 

4. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_fieldset_array_index will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, 

and FALSE in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function sort_fieldset_array_index fails the output array is unmodified. The input 

array is not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted indices from the 

input array. If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements 

outside the sorted range are left unmodified.  

 The function sort_fieldset_array_index will perform an alphabetical sort on the text 

elements using the ANSI code page.  

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and might cause 

illogical orderings. 
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Example 

DDATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY FIELDSET Array[0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE input DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ARRAY NUMBER output[0] 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input.Array[1].Key := "c" 

ASSIGN input.Array[2].Key := "d" 

ASSIGN input.Array[3].Key := "a" 

ASSIGN input.Array[4].Key := "b" 

 

IF sort_fieldset_array_index (input.Array; output; "Key"; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

  DO 

# 

@(i) @(input.Array[ output[i] ].Key) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

Here the fact that the sort_fieldset_array_index is a function of type BOOL is used to 

implement error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF 

statement becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is FALSE the ELSE part of 

the IF statement is executed. 

This example produces the same result as the example included with the function 

sort_fieldset_array (page 204). 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function sort_fieldset_array_index automatically to the function 

sort_fieldset_array_index_characters (page 208). Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode 

support (page 233) for more details. 

 

sort_fieldset_array_index_characters 

The function sort_fieldset_array_index_characters sorts the indices of a FIELDSET array 

based on the elements in the array. 

sort_fieldset_array_index_characters ( input;output;field;number of 

elements to sort ) 

The function sort_fieldset_array_index is of type BOOL, and has four parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type FIELDSET. This array contains the elements that must be sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array will receive the sorted indices. 

3. field; TEXT. This is the Field in the FIELDSET that is used as the key to sort the array on. If this 
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Field is not present in the FIELDSET it is considered to be empty. 

4. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_fieldset_array_index_characters will return TRUE if the array was sorted 

successfully, and FALSE in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function sort_fieldset_array_index fails the output array is unmodified. The input 

array is not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted indices from the 

input array. If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements 

outside the sorted range are left unmodified.  

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and sort before 

regular characters. 

Example 

DDATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY FIELDSET Array[0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE input DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ARRAY NUMBER output[0] 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input.Array[1].Key := "c" 

ASSIGN input.Array[2].Key := "d" 

ASSIGN input.Array[3].Key := "a" 

ASSIGN input.Array[4].Key := "b" 

 

IF sort_fieldset_array_index_characters (input.Array; output; "Key"; 4) 

THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

  DO 

# 

@(i) @(input.Array[ output[i] ].Key) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

Here the fact that the sort_fieldset_array_index_characters is a function of type BOOL is 

used to implement error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be 

TRUE, the IF statement becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is FALSE the 

ELSE part of the IF statement is executed. 

This example produces the same result as the example included with the function 

sort_fieldset_array_characters (page 205). 
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sort_struct_array 

The function sort_struct_array sorts the elements of a DATASTRUCTURE array and stores the 

sorted elements in a second array.  

sort_struct_array ( input;output;member;number of elements to sort ) 

The function sort_struct_array is of type BOOL, and has four parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type DATASTRUCTURE. This array contains the elements that must be 

sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type DATASTRUCTURE. This array will receive the sorted elements. Both 

input and output must have the same DATASTRUCTURE type. If the types do not match an 

error is reported during execution of the ITP Model. 

3. member; TEXT. This is the member in the DATASTRUCTURE that is used as the key to sort 

the array on. Both TEXT and NUMBER members can be used to sort. If a NUMBER member is 

used the array will be sorted on numerical order. If a TEXT member is used the array will be 

sorted lexicographically. If the member is not present in the DATASTRUCTURE or has a type 

other than TEXT or NUMBER an error is reported during execution of the model. 

4. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_struct_array will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, and 

FALSE in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function  sort_struct_array fails the output array is unmodified. The input array is 

not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values from the input 

array. If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements outside 

the sorted range are left unmodified.  

 The function sort_struct_array will perform an alphabetical sort on the text members using 

the ANSI code page.  

Note 

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and might 

cause unexplainable orderings. 
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Example 

DATASTRUCTURE EL 

  BEGIN 

    TEXT Key 

  END 

 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY EL Array[0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE input DEFINED_AS DS 

DECLARE output DEFINED_AS DS 

 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input.Array[1].Key := "c" 

ASSIGN input.Array[2].Key := "d" 

ASSIGN input.Array[3].Key := "a" 

ASSIGN input.Array[4].Key := "b" 

 

IF sort_struct_array (input.Array; output.Array; "Key"; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

  DO 

# 

@(i) @(output.Array[i].Key) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

Here the fact that the sort_struct_array is a function of type BOOL is used to implement error 

handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF statement 

becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is FALSE the ELSE part of the IF 

statement is executed. 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function sort_struct_array automatically to the function 

sort_struct_array_characters (page 211). Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support (page 

233) for more information. 

 

sort_struct_array_characters 

The function sort_struct_array_characters sorts the elements of a DATASTRUCTURE array 

and stores the sorted elements in a second array.  

sort_struct_array_characters ( input;output;member;number of elements to 

sort ) 

The function sort_struct_array is of type BOOL, and has four parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type DATASTRUCTURE. This array contains the elements that must be 

sorted. 
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2. output; ARRAY of type DATASTRUCTURE. This array will receive the sorted elements. Both 

input and output must have the same DATASTRUCTURE type. If the types do not match an 

error is reported during execution of the ITP Model. 

3. member; TEXT. This is the member in the DATASTRUCTURE that is used as the key to sort 

the array on. Both TEXT and NUMBER members can be used to sort. If a NUMBER member is 

used the array will be sorted on numerical order. If a TEXT member is used the array will be 

sorted lexicographically. If the member is not present in the DATASTRUCTURE or has a type 

other than TEXT or NUMBER an error is reported during execution of the model. 

4. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_struct_array_characters will return TRUE if the array was sorted 

successfully, and FALSE in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function sort_struct_array_characters fails the output array is unmodified. The 

input array is not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values 

from the input array. If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those 

elements outside the sorted range are left unmodified.  

Any word processor instructions in text members are included in the sort, and sort before regular 

characters. 
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Example 

DATASTRUCTURE EL 

  BEGIN 

    TEXT Key 

  END 

 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY EL Array[0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE input DEFINED_AS DS 

DECLARE output DEFINED_AS DS 

 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input.Array[1].Key := "c" 

ASSIGN input.Array[2].Key := "d" 

ASSIGN input.Array[3].Key := "a" 

ASSIGN input.Array[4].Key := "b" 

 

IF sort_struct_array_characters (input.Array; output.Array; "Key"; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

  DO 

# 

@(i) @(output.Array[i].Key) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

Here the fact that the sort_struct_array_characters is a function of type BOOL is used to 

implement error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF 

statement becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is FALSE the ELSE part of 

the IF statement is executed. 
 

sort_struct_array_index 

The function sort_struct_array_index sorts the indices of a DATASTRUCTURE array based on 

the elements in the array.  

sort_struct_array_index ( input;output;member;number of elements to sort ) 

The function sort_struct_array_index is of type BOOL, and has four parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type DATASTRUCTURE. This array contains the elements that must be 

sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array will receive the sorted indices. 

3. member; TEXT. This is the member in the DATASTRUCTURE that is used as the key to sort 

the array on. Both TEXT and NUMBER members can be used to sort. If a NUMBER member is 

used the array will be sorted on numerical order. If a TEXT member is used the array will be 

sorted lexicographically. If the member is not present in the DATASTRUCTURE or has a type 

other than TEXT or NUMBER an error is reported during execution of the model. 
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4. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_struct_array_index will return TRUE if the array was sorted successfully, 

and FALSE in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function sort_struct_array_index fails the output array is unmodified. The input 

array is not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values from the 

input array. If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those elements 

outside the sorted range are left unmodified.  

 The function sort_struct_array_index will perform an alphabetical sort on the text 

members using the ANSI code page.  

Note 

Any word processor instructions in the text elements are included in the sort, and might 

cause unexplainable orderings. 

Example 

DATASTRUCTURE EL 

  BEGIN 

    TEXT Key 

  END 

 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY EL Array[0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE input DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ARRAY NUMBER output[4] 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input.Array[1].Key := "c" 

ASSIGN input.Array[2].Key := "d" 

ASSIGN input.Array[3].Key := "a" 

ASSIGN input.Array[4].Key := "b" 

 

IF sort_struct_array_index (input.Array; output; "Key"; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

  DO 

# 

@(i) @(output.Array[ output[i] ].Key) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

Here the fact that the sort_struct_array_index is a function of type BOOL is used to implement 

error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the IF statement 
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becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return  is FALSE the ELSE part of the IF 

statement is executed. 

This example produces the same result as the example included with the function sort_struct_array 

(page 210). 

Note 

The setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator can be used to 

map the function sort_struct_array_index automatically to the function 

sort_struct_array_index_characters (page 215). Refer to topic Enhanced Unicode support 

(page 233) for more information. 

 

sort_struct_array_index_characters 

The function sort_struct_array_index_characters sorts the indices of a DATASTRUCTURE 

array based on the elements in the array.  

sort_struct_array_index_characters ( input;output;member;number of 

elements to sort ) 

The function sort_struct_array_index_characters is of type BOOL, and has four parameters: 

1. input; ARRAY of type DATASTRUCTURE. This array contains the elements that must be 

sorted. 

2. output; ARRAY of type NUMBER. This array will receive the sorted indices. 

3. member; TEXT. This is the member in the DATASTRUCTURE that is used as the key to sort 

the array on. Both TEXT and NUMBER members can be used to sort. If a NUMBER member is 

used the array will be sorted on numerical order. If a TEXT member is used the array will be 

sorted lexicographically. If the member is not present in the DATASTRUCTURE or has a type 

other than TEXT or NUMBER an error is reported during execution of the model. 

4. number of elements to sort; NUMBER. This is the number of elements in the array, which must 

be sorted starting from the first element. This can either be a number or a NUMBER variable or 

expression. 

Return values 

The function sort_struct_array_index_characters will return TRUE if the array was sorted 

successfully, and FALSE in one of the following conditions: 

 If 'number of elements to be sorted' is negative or 0. 

 If the function sort_struct_array_index_characters fails the output array is unmodified. 

The input array is not modified by the function. The output array will receive the sorted values 

from the input array. If the output array is larger than the number of sorted elements, those 

elements outside the sorted range are left unmodified.  

Any word processor instructions in text members are included in the sort, and sort before regular 

characters. 
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Example 

DATASTRUCTURE EL 

  BEGIN 

    TEXT Key 

  END 

 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    ARRAY EL Array[0] 

  END 

 

DECLARE input DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ARRAY NUMBER output[4] 

NUMBER i 

 

ASSIGN input.Array[1].Key := "c" 

ASSIGN input.Array[2].Key := "d" 

ASSIGN input.Array[3].Key := "a" 

ASSIGN input.Array[4].Key := "b" 

 

IF sort_struct_array_index_characters (input.Array; output; "Key"; 4) THEN 

  FOR i FROM 1 UPTO 4 

  DO 

# 

@(i) @(output.Array[ output[i] ].Key) 

# 

  OD 

ELSE 

# 

Failed to sort the input. 

# 

  STOP 

FI 

Here the fact that the sort_struct_array_index_characters is a function of type BOOL is used 

to implement error handling. If the sort succeeds the return value of the function will be TRUE, the 

IF statement becomes TRUE, and the THEN part is executed. If the return is FALSE the ELSE part 

of the IF statement is executed. 

This example produces the same result as the example included with the function 

sort_struct_array_characters (page 211). 
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Maps 

The functions in the category Maps are of three types: getting the lenght of a map, getting the keys 

of a map, and retrieving the keys used in a map. These functions are: 

 length_fieldset_map (page 217) 

 length_struct_map (page 217) 

 get_keys_fieldset_map (page 218) 

 get_keys_struct_map (page 219) 

 key_used_in_fieldset_map (page 220) 

 key_used_in_struct_map (page 221) 
 

length_fieldset_map 

This function yields the number of elements contained in a FIELDSET MAP.  

length_fieldset_map ( MAP_to_be_counted ) 

The function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the Map.  

This function has one parameter: 

1. MAP_to_be_counted, MAP of type FIELDSET. A MAP of which the number of elements will 

be counted. 

Example 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    MAP FIELDSET Test_map 

  END 

 

DECLARE struct DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["first"].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["second"].Field := "FALSE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["third"].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["fourth"].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["fifth"].Field := "FALSE" 

NUMBER length_function_result  

 

ASSIGN length_function_result := length_fieldset_map (struct.Test_map)  

 

# 

@(length_function_result) 

# 

Referencing a MAP element will result in the creation of that element. The element will be created 

empty. 
 

length_struct_map 

This function yields the number of elements contained in a DATASTRUCTURE MAP.  

length_struct_map ( MAP_to_be_counted ) 

The function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the Map.  

This function has one parameter: 
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1. MAP_to_be_counted, MAP of type DATASTRUCTURE. A MAP of which the number of 

elements will be counted. 

Example 

DATASTRUCTURE EL 

  BEGIN 

    TEXT Field 

  END 

 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    MAP EL Test_map 

  END 

 

DECLARE struct DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["first"].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["second"].Field := "FALSE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["third"].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["fourth"].Field := "TRUE" 

ASSIGN struct.Test_map ["fifth"].Field := "FALSE" 

NUMBER length_function_result  

 

ASSIGN length_function_result := length_struct_map (struct.Test_map)  

 

# 

@(length_function_result) 

# 

Referencing a MAP element will result in the creation of that element. The element will be created 

empty. 
 

get_keys_fieldset_map 

The function get_keys_fieldset_map retrieves the index values of all elements in a MAP and 

stores them in an array. The index values are stored in the array in random order. 

get_keys_fieldset_map ( input_map;result_array ) 

This function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the array. 

This function has two parameters: 

1. The parameter input_map is a MAP of type FIELDSET. The MAP of which you want the index 

values. 

2. The parameter result_array is an array of type TEXT. The array in which the index values are 

stored. 
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Example 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    MAP FIELDSET Input_map 

  END 

 

DECLARE struct DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["first"].Field := "This is the first value" 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["second"].Field := "This is the second value" 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["third"].Field := "This is the third value" 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["fourth"].Field := "This is the fourth value" 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["fifth"].Field := "This is the fifth value" 

 

ARRAY TEXT result_array[1]   

NUMBER number_of_elements   

 

ASSIGN number_of_elements := get_keys_fieldset_map 

(struct.Input_map;result_array)  

 

NUMBER counter   

FOR counter 

 FROM 1   

 UPTO number_of_elements   

DO 

# 

The key @(result_array[counter]) contains 

@(struct.Input_map[result_array[counter]].Field) in the map.  

# 

OD 

 

 
 

get_keys_struct_map 

The function get_keys_struct_map retrieves the index values of all elements in a MAP and stores 

them in an array. The index values are stored in the array in random order. 

get_keys_struct_map ( input_map;result_array ) 

This function returns a NUMBER, which is the number of elements stored in the array. 

This function has two parameters: 

1. The parameter input_map is a MAP of type DATASTRUCTURE. The MAP of which you want 

the index values. 

2. The parameter result_array is an array of type TEXT. The array in which the index values are 

stored. 
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Example 

DATASTRUCTURE EL 

  BEGIN 

    TEXT Field 

  END 

 

DATASTRUCTURE DS 

  BEGIN 

    MAP EL Input_map 

  END 

 

DECLARE struct DEFINED_AS DS 

 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["first"].Field := "This is the first value" 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["second"].Field := "This is the second value" 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["third"].Field := "This is the third value" 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["fourth"].Field := "This is the fourth value" 

ASSIGN struct.Input_map ["fifth"].Field := "This is the fifth value" 

 

ARRAY TEXT result_array[1]   

NUMBER number_of_elements 

 

ASSIGN number_of_elements := get_keys_struct_map 

(struct.Input_map;result_array)  

 

NUMBER counter   

FOR counter 

 FROM 1   

 UPTO number_of_elements   

DO 

# 

The key @(result_array[counter]) contains 

@(struct.Input_map[result_array[counter]].Field) in the map.  

# 

OD 

 

 
 

key_used_in_fieldset_map 

The function key_used_in_fieldset_map tests if a certain key is present in a map of type 

FIELDSET, without (auto) creating the corresponding element. 

key_used_in_fieldset_map ( key_to_find; map_name ) 

The result of the function is type BOOL. The function yields TRUE if the map contains an element 

map[key]. 

The function key_used_in_fieldset_map has two parameters: 

1. The parameter key_to_find is of type TEXT. The key to be detected in the map. 

2. The parameter map_name is of type MAP FIELDSET. The map to be tested for the presence of 

the key_to_find. 

Example 

BOOL key_found := key_used_in_fieldset_map ( "a_key" ;  mymap ) 
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The map mymap's index will be searched for the key a_key. If it is found the variable key_found 

will be set to TRUE. 
 

key_used_in_struct_map 

The function key_used_in_struct_map tests if a certain key is present in a map of type 

DATASTRUCTURE, without (auto) creating the corresponding element. 

key_used_in_struct_map ( key_to_find; map_name ) 

The result of the function is type BOOL. The function yields TRUE if the map contains an element 

map[key]. 

The function key_used_in_text_map has two parameters: 

1. The parameter key_to_find is of type TEXT. The key to be detected in the map. 

2. The parameter map_name is of type MAP DATASTRUCTURE. The map to be tested for the 

presence of the key_to_find. 

Example 

BOOL key_found := key_used_in_struct_map ( "a_key" ;  mymap ) 

The map mymap's index will be searched for the key a_key. If it is found the variable key_found 

will be set to TRUE. 
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Data Structures 

This category contains all functions related to Data Structures 

 struct_has_content (page 222) 

 fieldsets_in_scope (page 222) 
 

struct_has_content 

You can use this function to test whether or not a DATASTRUCTURE variable has ever been used 

by either accessing or assigning content to one of its members. 

struct_has_content ( datastructure ) 

The function has one parameter: 

 datastructure, type DATASTRUCTURE;  the Data Structure to be tested. 

The result of the function is type BOOL; if the Data Structure was never used the function returns 

TRUE, otherwise it will return FALSE. 
 

fieldsets_in_scope 

You can use this function to retrieve the Field Sets that are available within a FOREACH WIZARD 

(page 75) loop for use in the model. This function uses the same logic to select Field Sets from a 

Data Definition as used by the TEXTBLOCK (page 81) statement with the DATA_DEFINITION 

and PATH keywords. 

fieldsets_in_scope ( datainput; path; fieldsets ) 

The function has three parameters: 

 datainput, type DATASTRUCTURE;  the Data Structure that would be used as 

DATA_DEFINITION parameter to the TEXTBLOCK statement. 

 path, type TEXT; the Path used as PATH parameter to the TEXTBLOCK statement. 

The content of the path parameter is subject to the same restrictions as documented for the 

PATH parameter on the TEXTBLOCK statement. 

 fieldsets, type MAP FIELDSET; this MAP receives a copy of the Field Sets, using the name of 

the Field Set as key in the MAP. 

The result of the function is type BOOL; if the function succeeds it returns TRUE, otherwise FALSE. 

Example 

DATASTRUCTURE FIS 

  BEGIN 

    MAP FIELDSET FieldSets 

  END 

 

DECLARE sets DEFINED_AS FIS 

 

BOOL res := fieldsets_in_scope (data_definition; path; sets.FieldSets) 

TEXT customer := sets.FieldSets["Customer"].FirstName + " " + 

sets.FieldSets["Customer"].LastName 

This example retrieves the active Field Sets, and then uses the Customer.FirstName and 

Customer.LastName fields from this set. 
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Dynamic Building Blocks 

metadata_contains 

The function metadata_contains tests if a metadata attribute is set on a dynamic object. 

metadata_contains (attribute; value) 

The result of the function metadata_contains is of type BOOL. This function has two parameters: 

1. attribute: The metadata attribute to be tested. 

2. value: The value that is tested for. 

The function metadata_contains returns TRUE if the attribute is set on the dynamic object, or 

FALSE otherwise. If value is not a valid attribute the model will stop with a runtime error. 

The metadata_contains function can only be used within the execution scope of a Filter function. 

Calling the metadata_contains function directly will stop the model with a runtime error. 

Examples 

FILTER 

FUNC BOOL texas (FIELDSET Set) 

DO 

  ASSIGN texas := metadata_contains ("State"; "TX") 

OD 

filters all objects where the metadata attribute "State" has the value "TX" set. 

FILTER 

FUNC BOOL state (FIELDSET Set) 

DO 

  ASSIGN state := metadata_contains ("State"; _data.Customer.State) 

OD 

filters all objects where the metadata attribute "State" contains the value from the 

Customer.State field in the Data Backbone. 

Availabilty 

The metadata_contains function is introduced in CCM Create Model Package version 4.4 and 

requires CCM Core version 4.4 or later. 
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Translation tables and Unicode support 

ITP is available in three languages; Duch, English, and German. The tables in this topic contain the 

functions and keywords for all three of them and will help you, if necessary, to translate them. The 

two tables contain functions (page 224) and keywords (page 228). 

As of CCM Create Model Package 4.4 is is possible to mix functions and keywords from the three 

languages in the same project. 
 

Translation table functions 

Functions 
 

English Dutch German 

add_to_output voeg_toe_aan_uitvoer ausgabe_erweitern 

add_user_xml add_user_xml add_user_xml 

amount bedrag betrag 

amount_in_words bedrag_voluit betrag_in_worten 

amount_in_words_euro bedrag_voluit_euro betrag_in_worten_euro 

arctan arctangens atan 

area oppervlakte fläche 

area_in_words oppervlakte_voluit fläche_in_worten 

clear_fieldset maak_veldenset_leeg lösche_fieldset 

compare_characters vergelijk_tekens vergleich_zeichen 

cosine cosinus cos 

create_csv maak_csv erstelle_csv 

date datum datum 

date_in_words datum_voluit datum_in_worten 

debug_log debug_log debug_log 

document_property document_eigenschap dokument_eigenschaft 

environment_setting environment_setting environment_setting 

euro euro euro 

exponent exponent exp 

fieldsets_in_scope fieldsets_in_scope fieldsets_in_scope 

footers voetteksten footers 

format opmaak formatiert 

format_date maak_datum_op format_date 

fragment_of_characters deel_van_tekens teil_der_zeichen 
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English Dutch German 

get_fields_from_text_block haal_velden_uit_tekstblok hole_fields_aus_textbaustein 

get_keys_bool_map haal_sleutels_bool_map hole_schlüssel_der_bool_maptabelle 

get_keys_fieldset_map haal_sleutels_fieldset_map hole_schlüssel_der_fieldset_maptabelle 

get_keys_number_map haal_sleutels_getal_map hole_schlüssel_der_zahlen_maptabelle 

get_keys_struct_map haal_sleutels_struct_map hole_schlüssel_der_struct_maptabelle 

get_keys_text_map haal_sleutels_tekst_map hole_schlüssel_der_text_maptabelle 

get_text_blocks_in_view haal_tekstblokken_uit_view hole_textbausteine_aus_view 

headers kopteksten headers 

import_text_block importeer_tekstblok importier_textbaustein 

import_text_block_base64 importeer_tekstblok_base64 importier_textbaustein_base64 

inc inc füge_ein 

insert_image insert_image insert_image 

insert_text_block tekstblok_invoegen textbaustein_einfügen 

insert_text_block_extended tekstblok_invoegen_uitgebreid textbaustein_einfügen_erweitert 

insert_text_blocks insert_text_blocks insert_text_blocks 

insert_text_blocks_extended insert_text_blocks_extended insert_text_blocks_extended 

itp_setting itp_setting itp_einstellung 

itpserver_parameter itpserver_parameter itpserver_parameter 

itpserver_setting itpserver_setting itpserver_setting 

key_used_in_bool_map sleutel_gebruikt_in_bool_map schlüssel_verwendet_in_bool_maptabelle 

key_used_in_fieldset_map sleutel_gebruikt_in_fieldset_map schlüssel_verwended_in_fieldset_maptabelle 

key_used_in_number_map sleutel_gebruikt_in_getal_map schlüssel_verwendet_in_zahlen_maptabelle 

key_used_in_struct_map sleutel_gebruikt_in_struct_map schlüssel_verwended_in_struct_maptabelle 

key_used_in_text_map sleutel_gebruikt_in_tekst_map schlüssel_verwendet_in_text_maptabelle 

language_code taalcode sprache 

length lengte länge_der_var 

length_bool_array lengte_bool_rij länge_der_bool_tabelle 

length_bool_map lengte_bool_map länge_der_bool_maptabelle 

length_fieldset_array lengte_fieldset_rij länge_der_fieldset_tabelle 

length_fieldset_map lengte_fieldset_map länge_der_fieldset_maptabelle 

length_number_array lengte_getal_rij länge_der_zahlen_tabelle 

length_number_map lengte_getal_map länge_der_zahlen_maptabelle 

length_struct_array lengte_struct_rij länge_der_struct_tabelle 
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English Dutch German 

length_struct_map lengte_struct_map länge_der_struct_maptabelle 

length_text_array lengte_tekst_rij länge_der_text_tabelle 

length_text_map lengte_tekst_map länge_der_text_maptabelle 

logarithm logarithme log 

lowercase kleine_letter kleinbs_von 

lowercase_of_characters kleineletters_van_tekens kleinbs_der_zeichen 

lowercase_roman_number romeinse_cijfers_klein röm_ziffer_klein 

lowercase2 kleineletters2 kleinbs_an_stelle 

ltrim ltrim ltrim 

now nu jetzt 

number getal als_zahl 

number_in_words getal_voluit zahl_in_worten 

number_of_characters aantal_tekens zahl_der_zeichen 

number_to_date getal_naar_datum in_datum_umgesetzt 

numerals cijfers in_ziffern 

open_buffer open_buffer öffne_puffer 

ordinal rangtelwoord ordinalzahl 

pagestyle paginastijl pagestyle 

paper_types papier_soorten paper_types 

picture picture nach_schablone 

pragma pragma pragma 

pragma_struct pragma_struct pragma_struct 

put_buffer_in_document zet_buffer_in_dokument speichere_puffer_in_dokument 

put_in_document zet_in_dokument speichere_in_dokument 

put_in_text_file zet_in_tekst_bestand als_textdatei_ausgeben 

put_in_text_file2 put_in_text_file2 als_textdatei_ausgeben2 

read_text_block_from_file lees_tekstblok_uit_bestand read_text_block_from_file 

replace vervang replace 

round rond_af gerundet 

round_upwards rond_af_naar_boven aufgerundet 

rtrim rtrim rtrim 

runmodel_setting runmodel_setting runmodel_setting 

search zoek search 
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English Dutch German 

search_first zoek_eerste search_first 

search_last zoek_laatste search_last   

session_parameter sessie_parameter session_parameter 

sine sinus sin 

sort_fieldset_array sorteer_fieldset_rij sortier_fieldset_tabelle 

sort_fieldset_array_index sorteer_fieldset_rij_index sortier_fieldset_tabelle_index 

sort_fieldset_array_characters sorteer_fieldset_rij_tekens sortier_fieldset_tabelle_zeichen 

sort_fieldset_array_index_character

s 

sorteer_fieldset_rij_index_tekens sortier_fieldset_tabelle_zeichen_index 

sort_number_array sorteer_getal_rij sortier_zahl_tabelle 

sort_number_array_index sorteer_getal_rij_index sortier_zahl_tabelle_index 

sort_struct_array sorteer_struct_rij sortier_struct_tabelle 

sort_struct_array_index sorteer_struct_rij_index sortier_struct_tabelle_index 

sort_struct_array_characters sorteer_struct_rij_tekens sortier_struct_tabelle_zeichen 

sort_struct_array_cindex_characters sorteer_struct_rij_tekens_index sortier_struct_tabelle_zeichen_index 

sort_text_array sorteer_tekst_rij sortier_text_tabelle 

sort_text_array_characters sort_text_array_characters sort_text_array_characters 

sort_text_array_index sorteer_tekst_rij_index sortier_text_tabelle_index 

sort_text_array_index_characters sort_text_array_index_characters sort_text_array_index_characters 

split_csv splits_csv teile_csv 

square kwadraat quadrat 

square_root wortel wurzel 

status_message statusbericht status_meldung 

struct_has_content struct_heeft_inhoud struct_hat_inhalt 

stylesheet stylesheet stylesheet 

system systeem system 

tangens tangens tangens 

text_block_exists tekstblok_bestaat textblock_exists 

text_fragment deel_tekst teilstring 

text_to_number tekst_naar_getal zahl_aus_text 

today vandaag heute 

trim trim trim 

truncate kap_af abgeschnitten 
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English Dutch German 

uppercase hoofd_letter großbs_von 

uppercase_of_characters hoofdletters_van_tekens großbs_der_zeichen 

uppercase_roman_number romeinse_cijfers_groot röm_ziffer_groß 

uppercase2 hoofdletters2 großbs_an_stelle 

uppercases hoofdletters alles_großbs 

 
 

Translation table keywords 

 

English/German Dutch 

AIADOCXML AIADOCXML 

ALFA ALFA 

AND EN 

ANSWER ANTWOORD 

APROC APROC 

ARRAY RIJ 

AS AS 

ASCII ASCII 

ASSIGN MAAK 

ASSIGN_TO WIJS_TOE 

AUTOINSERT AUTOINSERT 

BEGIN BEGIN 

BEGIN_ALTERNATIVE BEGIN_ALTERNATIVE 

BEGIN_DOCUMENT BEGIN_DOCUMENT 

BEGIN_SET BEGIN_SET 

BEGINGROUP BEGINGROEP 

BEGINROW BEGINRIJ 

BEGINTABLE BEGINTABEL 

BINAIR BINAIR 

BOOL BOOL 

BUTTON BUTTON 

BY_DATE BY_DATE 

CHOICE CHOICE 
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English/German Dutch 

COMMA COMMA 

CONST CONST 

CONTAINS BEVAT 

DATA DATA 

DATE DATUM 

DATA_DEFINITION DATA_DEFINITIE 

DATABACKBONE DATABACKBONE 

DATASTRUCTURE DATASTRUCTURE 

DBB_POST_EDIT DBB_POST_EDIT 

DBB_POST_LOAD DBB_POST_LOAD 

DBB_PRE_LOAD DBB_PRE_LOAD 

DECLARE DECLAREER 

DEFAULT DEFAULT 

DEFINE DEFINE 

DEFINED_AS GEDEFINIEERD_ALS 

DEFAULTSET DEFAULTSET 

DESCRIPTION BESCHRIJVING 

DFT DFT 

DISCARD_OUTPUT VERWERP_UITVOER 

DO DOE 

DOCD DOCD 

EBCDIC EBCDIC 

EDITABLE_TEXTBLOCK BEWERKBAAR_TEKSTBLOK 

EDITBOX COMBOBOX 

ELIF ALSANDERS 

ELSE ANDERS 

END EINDE 

END_ALTERNATIVE END_ALTERNATIVE 

END_DOCUMENT END_DOCUMENT 

END_SET END_SET 

ENDGROUP EINDEGROEP 

ENDROW EINDERIJ 

ENDTABLE EINDETABEL 
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English/German Dutch 

ENTER ENTER 

ENTRY INGANG 

ERROR ERROR 

ERRORCONDITION FOUTCONDITIE 

EXIT EXIT 

EXPANDABLE UITKLAPBAAR 

EXPANDED UITKLAPCONDITIE 

EXPORT EXPORTEER 

EXTRA EXTRA 

FALSE ONWAAR 

FI SLA 

FIELD VELD 

FIELDSET VELDENSET 

FILE BESTAND 

FILTER FILTER 

FIXED FIXED 

FLDSET VLDSET 

FOLDER FOLDER 

FOR VOOR 

FORALL VOORALLE 

FOREACH VOORIEDERE 

FORM FORMULIER 

FORMAT FORMAAT 

FROM VANAF 

FUNC FUNC 

GROUP_STATE GROEP_STATUS 

HELPTEXT HELPTEKST 

HIDECONDITION VERBERGCONDITIE 

ID ID 

IF ALS 

IN IN 

INTERACT INTERACT 

KEY SLEUTEL 
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English/German Dutch 

KEYS SLEUTELS 

LAYOUT OPMAAK 

LEN LEN 

MAP MAP 

MAXSET MAXSET 

MESSAGE MELDING 

MULTISELECT MULTISELECT 

NAME NAAM 

NATIVE NATIVE 

NEW NIEUW 

NON-INTERACTIVE NIET_INTERACTIEF 

NONE GEEN 

NOT NIET 

NUMBER GETAL 

OD EOD 

ON ON 

OPTIONAL OPTIONEEL 

OR OF 

ORDER VOLGORDE 

PACKED PACKED 

PAR PAR 

PARAGRAPH_SYMBOL PARAGRAAF_TEKEN 

PARAMETER PARAMETER 

PATH PAD 

PROC PROC 

PROMPT PROMPT 

QFORM QFORM 

QUESTION VRAAG 

RADIOBUTTONS RADIOBUTTONS 

READONLY READONLY 

RECORDSET RECORDSET 

REPEAT HERHAAL 

SELECTION_INPUT SELECTIE_INVOER 
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English/German Dutch 

SELECTION_OUTPUT SELECTIE_UITVOER 

SET ZET 

SHOW TOON 

SHOW_ALL SHOW_ALL 

SHOWNOT TOONNIET 

SORT SORTEER 

SORTED GESORTEERDE 

STOP STOP 

STYLE_PREFIX STIJL_PREFIX 

SUPPRESS_EDITABLE_TEXTBLOC

KS 

ONDERDRUK_BEWERKBARE_TEKSTBLOK

KEN 

SUPPRESS_FINAL_PARAGRAPH ONDERDRUK_LAATSTE_PARAGRAAF 

SUPPRESS_QFORMS ONDERDRUK_QFORMS 

TABLE_STYLE_PREFIX TABEL_STIJL_PREFIX 

TEXT TEKST 

TEXT_BLOCK TEKST_BLOK 

TEXTBLOCK TEKSTBLOK 

THEN DAN 

TIME TIJD 

TO TO 

TRUE WAAR 

UNTIL TOTDAT 

UPTO TOTAAN 

UTF8 UTF8 

UTF16 UTF16 

VALUES VALUES 

VAR VAR 

VIEW VIEW 

VIEWS_USE_ORDERING VIEWS_ZIJN_GEORDEND 

WARNING WARNING 

WHERE WAARBIJ 

WHILE ZOLANG 

WITH MET 
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English/German Dutch 

WIZARD WIZARD 

WRITE WRITE 

XML XML 

ZONED ZONED 

As of CCM Create Model Package 4.4 the model development language setting is only used to 

parse numbers. English/German and Dutch keywords can be mixed within the same document 

and/or includes. 
 

Enhanced Unicode Support 

CCM Core version 3.5.7 introduces new features that add support of Unicode characters to MAPs 

and existing models, without rewriting them. The table below shows which comparisons and 

functions are affected and how CCM Core treats them internally.  

Note 

Enabling these options can cause models to behave differently. This can arise if 

comparisons are performed between C_CHAR (byte) and W_CHAR (Unicode) data, or if 

there are wordprocessor instructions mixed in with the text. 

EnhancedUnicodeSupport 

With the setting EnhancedUnicodeSupport in the CCM Core Administrator you can control how 

text comparisons and other text related functions are handled. If this setting is enabled all 

comparisons and functions that perform a byte-wise comparison are automatically mapped to their 

character-based, Unicode aware equivalent when a model is executed. 

The following mapping is applied: 

Used in the model Maps to ... when EnhancedUnicodeSupport is enabled 

< compare_characters (page 106) 

<= compare_characters 

= compare_characters 

<> compare_characters 

>= compare_characters 

> compare_characters 

text_fragment (page 102) fragment_of_characters (page 104) 

length (page 103) number_of_characters (page 105) 

uppercases (page 110) uppercase_of_characters (page 110) 

uppercase2 (page 109) uppercase_of_characters (page 110) 

lowercase2 (page 108) lowercase_of_characters (page 108) 

sort_text_array (page sort_text_array_characters (page 183) 
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Used in the model Maps to ... when EnhancedUnicodeSupport is enabled 

182) 

sort_text_array_index 

(page 184) 

sort_text_array_index_characters (page 186) 

The model developer can use the pragma ("EnhancedUnicodeSupport"; ...) to override the setting 

EnhancedUnicodeSupport locally in the model. 

EnhancedUnicodeMaps 

With the setting EnhancedUnicodeMaps in the CCM Core Administrator you can control how 

MAP indices are handled. If this setting is enabled all MAP indices are stored as Unicode and 

compared using the function compare_characters. Without this setting the characters used in MAP 

indices are limited to the character set Latin-1. 

The model developer can use the pragma ("EnhancedUnicodeMap"; ...) to override the setting 

EnhancedUnicodeMaps in the ITP Model. 

Note 

This setting can only be changed before the first MAP element has been assigned. Any 

further changes after the first assignment will result in a fatal error. 
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Restricted statements and functions 

The following functions and keywords are not permitted when the CCM Core Sandboxed 

configuration is enabled: 

 add_to_output 

 environment_setting 

 inc 

 itpserver_setting 

 open_buffer 

 put_buffer_in_document 

 put_in_document 

 put_in_text_file 

 put_in_text_file2 

 read_text_block_from_file 

 runmodel_setting 

 session_parameter 

 system 

 

 WRITE 

 

The following functions are conditionally permitted when the CCM Core Sandboxed configuration 

is enabled: 

 insert_image 

Permitted when the image data is passed through the base64data or resource parameters. 

Prohibited otherwise. 

 itp_setting 

Permitted when the queried setting is "ITPLANG". Prohibited otherwise. 

 pragma 

Permission depends on the functionality. pragma ("template"; ...) and similar utility 

functionality is permitted. 

 pragma_fieldset 

Permission depends on the functionality. 

 pragma_struct 

Permission depends on the functionality. 

 

The following functions and keywords are not permitted when producing AiaDocXML result files: 

 add_to_output 

 footers 

 headers 

 inc 

 pagestyle 

 paper_types 

 put_buffer_in_document 
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 put_in_document 

 put_in_text_file 

 put_in_text_file2 

 stylesheet 

 

 # ... # 

All output production is prohibited. 

 

 TEXTBLOCK 

Permitted with the ASSIGN_TO option, prohibited otherwise. 

 FORM 

Prohibited if questions use the Auto Insert option, permitted otherwise. 

 QUESTION ... AUTOINSERT 

INTERACT/FORM statements that use QUESTIONs with the AUTOINSERT option are prohibited. 
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Dynamic building blocks 

Dynamic building blocks can be used starting from CCM Repository 3.2.4 and CCM Core 3.2.5. 

Dynamic building blocks are components of an ITP Model that are retrieved from the CCM 

Repository when the model is run (runtime). 

Changing a dynamic building block does not require recreating the model because dynamic 

building blocks are only retrieved at the moment the model is run.  

ITP knows the following dynamic building blocks: 

 Forms 

Dynamic forms offer the same functionality as the already existing keyword FORM; the model 

developer can create QUESTION and ANSWER screens (forms) that are shown when the ITP 

Model is run with CCM ComposerUI Server. The answers provided by the user can be used in 

the model document.  

Dynamic forms are created and maintained with the Form Editor. This is a WYSIWYG editor 

with which the forms developers can easily create forms without knowing all the ITP 

keywords. 

To insert these dynamic forms in the model document the model developer should use the 

FORM keyword. 

 Text Blocks 

Text Blocks are created and maintained with the Text Block editor. This editor allows text 

editors to create and maintain Text Blocks. These Text Block can use variable fields. 

To insert a Text Block in a model document the model developer should use the instruction 

TEXTBLOCK (page 81). 

 Content Wizards 

Content Wizards serve two purposes: on the one hand they offer an easy interface to the 

content developer to create pieces of content consisting of Text Blocks, document rules and 

Forms. On the other hand, if needed, Content Wizard can provoke a form in which end user 

can select optional document sections and Text Blocks. 

To use a Content Wizard in a model document the model developer should use the WIZARD 

keyword. 

 Data Backbones 

Documents created with ITP usually use data from a data source. Data Backbones are used to 

describe the data in such a way that they can conveniently be used in documents. Data 

Backbones define the Field Sets and Fields that can be used in content. 

Content Wizards in a project that use a Data Backbone will show the Data Backbone in the 

right pane of the Content Wizard. Content Wizards can thus be created using the structure of 

the data (including repeating data). 

 Field Sets 

Field Sets are the interface from dynamic form to content. Field Sets contain fields. 

In case of a form fields from a Field Set are used to store the user's answer in. These fields can 

can then be used in the model document, for example to print the answer the user has given in 

the result document. 

In case of a Text Blocks fields from a Field Set can be used as variable fields. The fields can be 

used by the text editor to insert variable data in the text. The model developer is responsible 

for assigning a value to the fields in the Field Set that is used in a Text Block. 
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The Field Set needs to be declared to use the fields from the Field Set. This is done with the 

instruction FIELDSET (page 26). 

 Views 

Views are used in a form to present the user a question that run the model with a listing of Text 

Blocks. The user can select one of these Text Blocks to answer the question. Combining the 

VIEW keyword with the MULTISELECT keyword allows the user to select more than one Text 

Block. These Text Blocks question can be added to the existing keyword FORM with the 

keyword VIEW. A View question can also be added with the Form Editor (Text Block 

question). 
 

Retrieving dynamic building blocks 

Dynamic Forms, Data Backbones, Content Wizards, Style documents, Text Blocks, Field Sets, 

Views and models are retrieved from the CCM Repository database at the moment the model is 

run. The following applies when retrieving the dynamic building blocks: 

 If a dynamic building block is inserted using a fully qualified path (project passed as well) the 

building block is retrieved from this particular project. 

 If no project is passed; if a project has been configured at the CCM Core environment setting 

RepositoryProject in the CCM Core Administrator the dynamic building blocks will be 

retrieved from this project. 

 If no project is passed and CCM Core environment setting is not set; CCM Core will retrieve 

the dynamic building blocks from the project where the model was created in. 

 If the model is run from within the CCM Repository (e.g., for testing purposes); ITP will 

retrieve the [in development] revision of a dynamic building block if the same user who runs 

the model has locked it, otherwise it will retrieve the [current] revision.  

 If the model is run from outside the CCM Repository (e.g., for production runs); ITP will 

retrieve the [published] revision of a building block. If no such revision is present, retrieving 

will fail. 

 If a model inserts Text Blocks, uses Views or dynamic Forms, the CCM Repository will look for 

them in a number of folders that you can configure for the project in the Runtime tab. Refer to 

the CCM Repository Help for more information on the configuration of search paths. 

Note 

If the CCM Repository installation is upgraded from a version older than 3.5.10, by 

default the compatibility option "Handle Accepted revisions as Published" will be 

turned on. In this case, the status [accepted] takes over the role of the [published] status. 

For more information refer to the CCM Repository Manual chapter General use, section 

Revisions used for production runs. 

 

 

Text Blocks 

Inserting a Text Block 

The model developer can insert a Text Block that has been created with the Text Block Editor in the 

model document. To do so the model developer should know the name of the Text Block that 

needs to be inserted and optionally the location (path) and project where the Text Block resides in. 

Besides this, the model developer needs to know the names of the Field Sets that could be used by 

the Text Block. For each Field Set a FIELDSET (page 26) needs to be declared. The fields from the 
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Field Set can then be assigned a value. 

The model developer should also make sure that the Microsoft Word styles that are used in the 

Text Blocks are defined.  

To insert the Text Block in the model document the keyword TEXTBLOCK (page 81) needs to be 

used. This keyword needs at least the name of the Text Block. It is also possible to use the 

instruction TEXTBLOCK to insert more than one Text Block. This can be used if a user selected 

more than one Text Block in a MULTISELECT Text Block question. All Text Blocks selected by the 

user can be inserted in the model document using the instruction TEXTBLOCK. The field or array 

that holds the Text Block names can be passed to the instruction TEXTBLOCK using the instruction 

VAR (page 84). 

The instruction TEXTBLOCK has extended options to lay out Text Blocks in many different styles 

or to insert a Text Block in a table.  

Note 

The field in which the answers are stored of a MULTISELECT Text Block question is a 

CSV file. The model developer can use the function split_csv (page 165) to split the field 

in separate Text Block names that can be used in the model document. 

 

Using Text Blocks in a Form 

Text Blocks can be organized in Views. Views are collections of Text Blocks and are, just like Text 

Blocks, created and maintained with the CCM Repository. Views can be used in Forms. Users can 

select one of more Text Blocks from a view when the model is run, The selected Text Blocks can be 

inserted in the result document. 

From CCM Repository 3.2.0, Forms can be created in two ways: 

 Forms can be created with the keyword FORM. 

 Forms can be created with the Form Editor. 

Forms created with the FORM instruction save the answers to the questions in the Form to 

variables or arrays. The Text Block that are selected by the user when a model is run are saved in a 

variable or array as well. The Text Blocks can be inserted in the result document using the 

instruction TEXTBLOCK (on page 81). 

Text Blocks questions in the Form Editor 

With the Text Block editor Text Block questions can be created. A View can be selected from which 

the user can select on or more Text Blocks. A selected Text Block can be inserted in the result 

document in two ways: 

 Text Blocks can be inserted directly in the result document using the option Auto insert Text 

Blocks. The text selected Text Block(s) will be inserted in the result document at the location the 

Form is used in the model document. 

 The Text Block(s) can be saved to a field. In that case the model developer should use the 

instruction TEXTBLOCK to insert the Text Block in the result document.  
 

Lay out of Text Blocks 

Text Block that are inserted in the result document are laid out according to a set of especially 

declared styles The following styles are used for the lay out of a Text Block: 
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 ITP_normal. 

Basic style. This style is used when no lay out has been applied to the Text Block. 

 ITP_normal_x. 

Basic style for indentation. This style is used for Text Block that use indentation. x should be 

replaced by the level of indentation. 

 ITP_header. 

Basis style for the header. 

 ITP_header_x. 

Style for the header. x should be replaced by the level of indentation. 

 ITP_numbered_list. 

Basic style for a numbered list.  

 ITP_numbered_list_x. 

Style for a numbered list. x is the level of nesting. 

 ITP_bullet_list. 

Basic style for a bulleted list. 

 ITP_bullet_list_x. 

Style for a bulleted list. x is the level of nesting. 

The model developer is responsible for defining the correct styles. An error will be generated if an 

ITP Model is run in which a style is used in a Text Block that has not been defined in the model 

document.  

An example document 'Text Block styles' with example styles is by default created in the 

Styledocuments folder of a new CCM Repository project. This document is by default configured 

as Style Document on the project. Refer to the CCM Repository Manual for an explanation on Style 

Documents. 

Defining alternate styles 

It might be needed to lay out Text Blocks in several different styles with one document. Therefore it 

is possible to define different sets of styles. These sets must be defined with the same name as 

described above. The prefix ITP should be replaced by an alternate prefix to distinquish between 

different style sets. 

Use the STYLE_PREFIX (page 84) option op the statement TEXTBLOCK to insert the Text Block 

with an alternate style in the result document. This statement allows for passing the prefix of the 

style set that should be used to lay out the Text Block. 

Inserting Text Blocks in tables 

Text in a table cell is handled differently by Microsoft Word than text outsite table cells. Therefore, 

inserting a Text Block in a table cell with the insert_text_block function could cause errors. To 

insert Text Block text in a table cell the option STYLE_PREFIX (page 84) should be used. This 

option allows to pass the paragraph sign that needs to be used while inserting the Text Block. If a 

paragraph sign created within a table cell is passed, the Text Block can be inserted in the table cell 

without causing errors. 
 

Example 

In the following example the Text Block with label App1 is inserted in the result document. With 

this Text Block the field set Appealfields is associated. This field set contains the fields Date and 

Type. 
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# 

BEGIN 

FIELDSET Appealfields 

ASSIGN Appealfields.Date := date(today) 

ASSIGN Appealfields.Type := "car insurance" 

TEXTBLOCK  

NAME "App1" 

END 

# 

The model developer needs to declare a FIELDSET (page 26) variable with the name Appealfields 

because Text Block set Appeal is associated with field set Appealfields. The fields from this fieldset 

should be assigned a value. The Text Block is inserted in the result document using the instruction 

TEXTBLOCK (page 81). 

The following example shows how to use the FORM construction to show a question to the user in 

which a Text Block can be selected. The Text Block View from which the user can select a Text 

Block is called Clauses.  The Text Block is stored in the variable with the name selected_text_block. 

# 

BEGIN 

TEXT selected_text_block 

FORM "Select a text block" 

  QUESTION "Select a clause" 

  VIEW "Clauses" 

  ANSWER selected_text_block 

TEXTBLOCK 

VAR selected_text_block 

 

END 

# 

The Text Block is not associated with a field set therefore no FIELDSET variable needs to be 

declared. 
 

Data Backbone 

A Data Backbone describes the data as it is used by the document and it retrieves and prepares this 

data from the business application. Several documents use the same set of data and therefore the 

same Data Backbone.   

A Data Backbone is part of an CCM Repository project. That means that all content in a project use 

the same Data Backbone. As soon as a Data Backbone has been defined and created, the ITP 

Models and the Content Wizards in this project use the Data Backbone. 

Data Backbones are collected from the CCM Repository when the model is run.  

A Data Backbone consists of several parts: 

 The Data Definition 

 The Data Definition View 

 The Data Retrieval 

The Data Definition 

The Data Definition is the description of the data how it is used by a set of documents.  
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The Data Definition View 

The Data Definition View is a graphical representation of the Data Definition. It shows the 

structure and the content (Field Sets) of the Data Definition. 

The Data Retrieval 

In the Data Retrieval part of a Data Backbone, the Fields Sets from the Data Definition are filled 

with data from a business application. 

Which data backbones need to be created, is part of the analysis that is done when creating ITP 

projects. The Document Data Analysis identifies the data requirements where the goal of the 

Business Process Analysis is to determine the application structure/application integration points 

and the templates that belong to each point. This analysis results in the design of one or several 

Data Definitions. 
 

Creating a Data Backbone 

Creating a Data Backbone means creating the Data Definition and the related Data Retrieval part.  
 

Creating the Data Definition 

A Data Definition is in fact a special form of a Data Structure.  

A Data Definition is defined using the DATABACKBONE Name BEGIN ... END keywords. The 

name of the Data Backbone is optional. In between the BEGIN and END the Data Structure is 

defined that defines the Data Definition.  

Data Definitions are are limited in regards to a 'normal' Data Structure: 

 A Data Definition is only allowed to have the following members: Data Structure, ARRAY of 

Data Structure, Fieldset and ARRAY of Fieldset. 

 Data Structures used in a Data Definition are also limited to Data Structures, ARRAY of Data 

Structure, Fieldset and ARRAY of Fieldset. 

Example: 

The following examples defines a Data Definition. 

DATABACKBONE 

BEGIN 

 

 FIELDSET Customer 

 FIELDSET Person 

 ARRAY FIELDSET Children DEFINED_AS Person    

 DATASTRUCTURE Orders 

 BEGIN 

  FIELDSET Order 

 END 

 

END 
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DATABACKBONE Customer 

BEGIN 

 

 FIELDSET Customer 

 FIELDSET Person 

 ARRAY FIELDSET Children DEFINED_AS Person    

 DATASTRUCTURE Orders 

 BEGIN 

  FIELDSET Order 

 END 

 

END 

Arrays in a Data Backbone cannot contain more than 9999 elements. 
 

Creating the Data Retrieval 

In the Data Retrieval part of a Data Backbone, the Fields Sets from the Data Definition are filled 

with data. 

Using a Data Backbone automatically introduces a _data variable in the ITP Models. The variable  

_data always has the type of this Data Backbone. In the Data Retrieval part the model developer 

must fill the variable _data with appropriate content. This is done using the ITP Language. 

Every WIZARD and TEXTBLOCK statement in the ITP Model will implicitly use the _data variable 

to present repeating elements and fill FieldSet content. 
 

_data 

The variable _data represents the Data Backbone in the ITP model language. The Data Retrieval 

part of the Data Backbone should fill the _data variable with the relevant data it retrieves. The ITP 

model and the dynamic components can then use structured data in the Data Backbone to produce 

the document. 

The _data variable represents a Data Structure and can be manipulated as any regular Data 

Structure: 

ASSIGN _data.Customer.SSN := "567-68-0515" 

ASSIGN _data.Invoices[4].Line[5].Item := "Ol' Janx Spirit" 

The _data variable itself can be manipulated using the SET instruction. The following example 

copies the Data Backbone and restores it afterwards: 

DECLARE copy 

SET copy -> NEW _data                 (* Perform a copy *) 

... (* do some work *) ... 

SET _data -> copy                     (* Link back to the copy *) 

Dynamic objects such as Content Wizards and Text Blocks will use contents of the _data variable 

implicitly. 

Note 

_data is a reserved name. It is not possible to (re)declare any objects with this name. 
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Word processor support 

Microsoft Word binary file format (.doc) support 

This section of the model developers Help contains the Support-topics for Microsoft Word: 

 General recommendations (page 244) 

 Paragraph and Line endings (page 245) 

 ITP instructions (page 246) 

 Generating Microsoft Word documents with subdocuments (page 246) 

 ITP instructions within Microsoft Word fields (page 246) 

 Bookmarks (page 247) 

 Hyperlinks (page 248) 

 ITP instructions in Microsoft Word Forms (page 248) 

 Auto-numbered lists (page 251) 

 Euro functionality (page 253) 

 Text boxes (page 253) 

The Microsoft Word binary file format (.doc) is no longer supported from Microsoft Word 2013 or 

later. CCM Repository Projects should be created with, or converted to, the Office Open XML 

(.docx) format if Microsoft Word 2013 or later is used. 
 

General recommendations 

Use paragraph styles 

Use paragraph styles as much as possible, because this is a very convenient mechanism to control 

paragraph layout and it furthermore enhances ITP performance when producing large result 

documents. 

End a result document with a paragraph-ending  ¶  

You should be aware that the result document you produce has to be a valid Microsoft Word 

document. This means among others that the document that you produce always has to end with a 

paragraph ending. Realize this in particular if you call the function put_in_document or 

add_to_output. 

Microsoft Word XP 

Turn off Store random number to improve merge accuracy.The option Store random number to 

improve merge accuracy on the Security tab of the options dialog of the Microsoft Word XP Tools 

menu should be unchecked. This option can cause the model creation process to fail. ITP will issue 

a warning if a Microsoft Word XP model is translated with the option checked. This warning will 

be shown in an error document. Note that this warning in itself is not enough for an error 

document to be displayed. Also note that when this warning is issued it is likely to be issued 

several times for the same document, once every time ITP encounters it. 
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Do not use Revision Marking 

Do not use revision marking on model documents. Revision marking a model document may 

result in models that produce unexpected lay out in result documents. The problem is that a 

revision marked model document will compile into a model without a problem. It is only when 

such a model is run and the result document is examined that errors can be found. Since there is no 

elegant way of filtering for revision marking we strongly advice you to not revision mark model 

documents. 
 

Paragraph and Line endings 

The ITP support for Microsoft Word stores paragraph layout information on the paragraph end 

(symbol-¶) (as does Microsoft Word itself). For example, the paragraph style is stored at the end of 

the paragraph (on the ¶-symbol). 

It is possible to insert line breaks in a paragraph by using shift-enter. These will be displayed by an 

arrow-like-symbol. It is recommended to use line breaks instead of paragraph breaks as much as 

possible (when you are not actually changing to a new paragraph with a new paragraph style). 

You can display all these layout-symbols by activating the ¶ toolbar icon. 
 

ITP instructions within Microsoft Word headers and footers 

ITP can identify instructions within section headers and footers. The instructions within these 

headers and footers are executed at the location where the section begins. 

Refer to the sample document in the Examples folder of the support section of the Aia Software 

website for a documented example how to use ITP instructions in headers and footers of a model 

document. 
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Generating Microsoft Word documents with subdocuments 

The @(inc(file;path)) construction allows the model to specify sub-documents that are to be 

included into the result document (post-include). ITP does not insert Microsoft Word 

sub-document links, but it generates an easy identifiable string in the format __INC(path\subdoc) 

which can be processed with ITP's built-in post-include support. 

Note 

(sub) documents cannot be included in tables. 

 

ITP instructions within Microsoft Word fields 

The use of ITP instructions within fields allows you to replace any part of a field including the 

formatting options. 

Field basics 

A field in Microsoft Word exists of two visible parts: 

1. A field's formatting specification, containing formatting options. 

2. The printable content of the field. 

These parts are stored sequentially in the Microsoft Word document separated by invisible 

markers: 

 Header. 

 Formatting specification. 

 Separator. 

 Content. 

 End. 

By selecting a field and typing <shift>+F9 the user can switch between the content and the 

definition of the field. 

Fields can be updated manually by using the F9 key or automatically when a document is printed. 

Example 

An automatically updated date and time field would look on paper like: 

23-3-99 14:54:00 

whereas the field specification would look like 

{ TIME \@ "d-M-yy H:mm:ss" } 

The part between the quotes is the formatting part. This could be modified manually to 

contain ITP instructions. 

For example: 

{ TIME \@ "@(time_and_date_mask)" } 

Updating this field in the model document by pressing the F9 key will result in the 

following field: 

@(ti56e_an23_23ate) 

This is the content of the field conforming to the current specification.  
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Warning 

If during model execution ITP replaces the ITP expression in the field with a correct field 

expression, Microsoft Word will have to update the field before the content is 

displayed correctly. 

Refer to the sample document in the Examples folder of the support section of the Aia Software 

website for a documented example how to use fields to set the document properties of a result 

document. 

Activating ITP instructions in fields 

By default ITP instructions within fields are ignored and copied directly into the result 

document.  

Add the setting 

 ITPCOMPATIBLEFIELD=N  

to the ITP configuration file to enable ITP instructions within fields. 

By default only instructions within the formatting specification are recognized. 

Add the setting 

 ITPEXPANDVISFIELD=Y  

to expand ITP instructions in the printable part of the field. Note that this part might be lost if the 

content of the field is recalculated. 

Fields and variables; escaping the quotes 

Note that Microsoft Word fields often contain quotes. If you are producing the field between # 

marks this is not a problem. If you are placing the field into a variable, you will have to manually 

escape all the quotes within the field, in both the content and the definition.  
 

Bookmarks 

ITP versions before 2.1 handled bookmarks as a single point of reference in the document. ITP 

version 2.1 and higher can handle bookmarks as a range in the document. However, to enable this 

bookmark range support, the setting ITPCOMPATIBLEBOOKMARKS=N must be added to the 

ITP.CFG file. 

Creating unique bookmarks 

Bookmarks must be unique in a document. This means that it normally not possible to place 

bookmarks in a repeating piece of text. 

ITP offers a fix for this problem. 

If the name of the bookmark starts with ItP (note the lower-case 't'!) ITP will replace the name of 

the bookmark by an expression, which will be evaluated during run-time. 

The model builder has to provide a variable of type TEXT or a parameter-less function that will 

return a TEXT value with the same name as the bookmark without the ItP. 

Note that the variable or function might be called twice for every bookmark, once at the start of the 

bookmark range, and once at the end of the bookmark range. 

http://www.kofax.com/
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Example 

If ITP encounters a bookmark with the name ItPbookmark, this name will be replaced by 

the expression @(bookmark) when the model is created. The variable or function 

'bookmark' must be present in the model document. 

During the execution of the model this expression, @(bookmark), will be evaluated every 

time the bookmark is encountered. The result of the expression is used as the name of 

the bookmark in the result document. 

The model builder is responsible for creating unique bookmarks. Be warned that the 

behavior of Microsoft Word is unknown if multiple identical bookmarks exist. 

Combining bookmarks and fields 

The PageRef field is a very useful combination of the fields and bookmarks. The PageRef field 

inserts the page-number of the page containing the specified bookmark. 

This allows you to use references to pages (Go to page 3) or multi-section page-totals (Page 4 of 9) 

by referring to a bookmark. Combined with the \p option of the PageRef field it is also possible to 

create text that says 'See table 14-3 below' if the table (bookmark) is on the same page, or refer to 

table 14-3 on page 23 if the table (bookmark) is on another page. 

Refer to the sample document in the Examples folder of the support section of the Aia Software 

website for a documented example how to use repeating bookmarks in a result document. 
 

Hyperlinks 

Hyperlinks in Microsoft Word are a special type of field. ITP is able to handle these fields 

conforming to the requirements of Microsoft Word. 

Refer to the sample document in the Examples folder of the support section of the Aia Software 

website for a documented example how to use hyperlinks in a result document. 
 

ITP instructions in Microsoft Word Forms 

The Microsoft Word Form Protection prevents a user from editing a result document except for 

Form Fields and unprotected sections.  

The Form Fields in such a protected document have a number of properties which control the 

content and formatting of these fields. Because the content of these properties are restricted to 

whatever is allowed in these fields, it is not possible to use ITP instructions in these fields.  

Example 

As the ITP expression @(…) is not a valid number, it cannot be used in combination with 

a numerical field. 

To work around this restriction the model developer can use the pragma (page 152) function to 

override selected attributes in a form field. 

Note 

This functionality is not currently available in Microsoft Word DOCX models. 
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Basics 

 

ITP allows you to override properties in Text Form Fields and Check Box Form fields. 

The following properties can be changed: 

Default value 4.242,42 

Format #,##0,00(#,#0,00) 

Help text Not shown here, accessible 

through the Add Help 

Text…button 

Status bar text Not shown here, accessible 

through the Add Help 

Text…button 

Checkbox status Not shown here 

All other properties are copied into the result document without any modifications. 

Form Fields are identified by their unique bookmark ("Amount" in the example above). If a Form 

Field has no bookmark, its properties cannot be modified from an ITP model. 

Setting a value 

Settings are overridden using the pragma (page 152) function. 

The function pragma("FormField:bookmark:propertyname"; "value") will produce a word 

processor instruction that override the property propertyname in the Form Fields with the 

bookmark bookmark. This word processor instruction must be put in the result document before 

the Form Field to have effect. 

Example 

@(pragma("FormField:Amount:Default"; "12,00") will set the Default Number value in 

the above example to 12,00. 
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The following properties are allowed with the pragma function: 

Property Value Effect 

Default Any text Will set the default contents for the Form Field. The 

formatting of the Default text should match the formatting 

mask. 

Format A formatting mask Will set the formatting mask for the Form Field. 

Help Any text Sets the text that is shown if the user presses F1. 

Status Any text Sets the text that is shown in the status bar. 

Checked Y or N Y sets the check boxes in the Checked state. 

N unchecks the check box. 

The Default and Format properties are ignored for check boxes. 

Unique bookmarks 

Bookmark names must be unique in a Microsoft Word document. If the result document must 

contain Form fields which are produced within a FORALL, the model developer must generate 

unique bookmark names for each Form Field and use this unique bookmark name with the pragma 

function. 

The bookmark names in the form Fields use the same convention as regular bookmarks; if the 

bookmark name starts with ItP (note the lower case 't'), ITP will treat the remainder of the 

bookmark name as an expression which is evaluated during the execution of the model. 

Refer to Bookmarks (page 247) for more details. 

Updates 

Microsoft Word will automatically update the contents of a Form Field in the following situations: 

 When fields contents are updated. 

 When the user leaves a field. 

During this update the Default property will be (re) formatted using the Format property. 

The model developer must match the Default property and the Format property to ensure that the 

field contents do not need to change during the reformatting. 

Forms and put_in_document 

The pragma function generates a special word processor instruction which will override a property 

for a Form Field following this word processor instruction. This modification is done after the ITP 

result document has been split by the put_in_document or similar functions. Therefore the model 

developer must make sure that the output of the pragma function is placed in the same result 

document as the Form Field it is expected to modify. 
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Protecting the Form 

The result document must be protected to restrict the user from modifying its contents. There are 

two ways in which the Form protection can be activated: 

 Protect the main model document. The password from the main model document will be used 

to protect the result document. 

Use the pragma function to activate Form protection in the result document: 

 @(pragma("FormPassword"; "0") protects the result document with an empty password. 

 @(pragma ("FormPassword"; "") protects the result document with an unknown password. 

Activating Form Field support 

The Form Field support is by default disabled to support existing ITP model documents. In order 

to activate the enhanced support, the following settings must be added to the ITP configuration file 

that is used to translate models: 

 ITPCOMPATIBLEFIELD=N  

 ITPCOMPATIBLEFORM=N  

 ITPEXPANDVISFIELD=Y  

If these settings are not used when the model is translated, the pragma(FormField:…; …) function 

is ignored during model execution. 

Example 

Refer to the sample document in the Examples folder of the support section of the Aia 

Software website for a documented example. 

 

Auto-numbered lists 

Auto-numbered lists are supported by ITP, there are however some limitations. 

Please note that Microsoft Word implements bulleted and auto-numbered lists in the same way, so 

there is no technical distinction between both features and both list styles can be configured 

through the Format | Bullets and Numbering… menu option. 

Lists settings 

The following settings have been added to ITP's Microsoft Word support to control how ITP 

handles numbered lists: 

 ITPCOMPRESSLISTS 

 ITPLISTSUPPORT 

Note 

Both options are by default disabled. 

To switch the auto-numbered lists support on add the following to the Miscellaneous tab of the ITP 

Configuration Editor: 

Setting Value 

ITPCOMPRESSLIST

S 

Y 

ITPLISTSUPPORT Y 
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Effects of these settings 
 During model creation 

 ITPCOMPRESSLISTS=Y  

This setting will remove the overhead that is left if multiple (include) documents contain 

the same named bulleted/numbered styles. 

 ITPLISTSUPPORT=Y  

This setting will include the bullet/numbering gallery from the model document into the 

model for later use in the result document. The bullet/numbering gallery must be included 

to guarantee that editing a result document does not accidentally change the 

bullet/numbering style. 

 During model execution 

 ITPCOMPRESSLISTS=Y  

This setting will remove the overhead that is left if bulleted/numbered paragraphs from 

the model document are not produced in the result document. 

Use of this setting during model execution will perform a more aggressive optimization 

than is possible during model translation, so result documents will be smaller if the model 

(include) document contained many different bulleted/numbered paragraphs. 

Use of this setting during model execution also has the same effect as the 

ITPLISTSUPPORT setting. 

 ITPLISTSUPPORT=Y  

This setting will produce the result document in such a way that Microsoft Word will 

renumber all bullets/numbered lists when the document is opened. 

If the model document has been created with this option enabled, a bullet/numbering 

gallery will also be included in the result document. The presence of this gallery data is 

necessary to prevent Microsoft Word from changing the bullet/numbering style in some 

situations when a user edits the document. 

Use 

The recommended configuration is to set ITPLISTSUPPORT to Y at all times. This will ensure that 

new models are created with this setting and that old models can still be run without problems. 

Note that models created with this setting on cannot be executed with previous ITP releases. 

There is no need to recreate models since model documents made before this setting existed are 

made with the previous limitation of ITP's support for numbered lists in mind. 

ITPCOMPRESSLIST could be used when there are numbered lists in include documents that are 

not used in result documents. These lists are removed by this setting making the result documents 

smaller. 

Known issues with these settings 

Each bulleted/numbered paragraph in a Microsoft Word document is uniquely associated with a 

specific list. Numbering can only be set on the very first paragraph of that list in the result 

document. Which means: 

 Lists produced from within a repeating ITP model will not reset their counting but count 

sequentially through the complete result document. 

 Lists from different include documents cannot be combined into a single counting list unless 

the bullets/numbering is part of the paragraph style. 
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Euro functionality 

The Euro currency (symbol) is supported in model documents.  

Besides the earlier introduced euro (page 138) function and the ITPEURO setting the following 

functionality has been added:  

 Translation of single byte Euro characters to Unicode Euro characters. 

This functionality can be used to avoid problems when printing euro characters. Refer to the 

format (page 125) function for more information. 

 Translation of the International Currency Symbol to Unicode Euro characters. 

Some 5250 emulators - like Client Access - display the Euro symbol although the AS/400 

applications actually use the International Currency Symbol (ICS). In order to display the Euro 

symbol in result documents based on AS/400 data containing the ICS, a translation has to be 

performed. This functionality enables you to turn this translation on and off. 

Euro functionality settings 

The functionality can be activated on different levels: 

 On a global level, for all model documents that use a certain configuration file. 

Add the setting 

 ITPUNICODEEURO=Y  

to the configuration file to activate the translation of single byte Euro characters to Unicode 

Euro characters. 

Add the setting 

ITPCURRENCYEURO=Y  

to the configuration file to activate the translation of the International Currency Symbol to 

Unicode Euro characters. 

 On the level of a model document the functionality can be activated and de-activated with the 

pragma (page 152) function. 
 

Text boxes 

The use of textboxes is supported by ITP.  

Chained text boxes 

ITP supports the use of chained text boxes. The model developer however should make sure that a 

text box is only chained once to such a chain. If text boxes are used in a repeating part of the model 

document, the model developer can call the function pragma (page 152)  to reset the chains of the 

text boxes. 
 

Embedded fonts 

ITP does not support embedded fonts in Microsoft Word documents. 

 Embedded fonts in Microsoft Word binary documents are silently stripped. 

 Embedded fonts in Microsoft Word Office Open XML documents cause an error which informs 

the user that fonts are embedded. 

This error can be suppressed by disabling the font embedding options in Microsoft Word or by 

adding the setting ITPREMOVEEMBEDDEDFONTS=Y to the ITP configuration file. 
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Microsoft Word Office Open XML (.docx) support 

This section of the model developers Help contains the Support-topics for Microsoft Word Office 

Open XML format: 

 Limitations (page 254) 
 

Embedded fonts 

ITP does not support embedded fonts in Microsoft Word documents. 

 Embedded fonts in Microsoft Word binary documents are silently stripped. 

 Embedded fonts in Microsoft Word Office Open XML documents cause an error which informs 

the user that fonts are embedded. 

This error can be suppressed by disabling the font embedding options in Microsoft Word or by 

adding the setting ITPREMOVEEMBEDDEDFONTS=Y to the ITP configuration file. 
 

Limitations 

The following features are supported by ITP for documents stored in the Microsoft Word Binary 

format but not supported for documents in the Microsoft Word Office Open XML format. 

Microsoft Word document content 

 Smart Art 

 Master/Sub-document relationships 

CCM Core model functionality 

 Dynamic manipulation of Forms using @(pragma("FormField:..."; "...")) calls. 

Features introduced after Microsoft Office 2007 Open XML for graphical objects and text boxes are 

not supported. Unsupported features are downgraded to the feature set available in Microsoft 

Office 2007 Open XML. 
 

OpenOffice support 

This book of the Model Developers Help contains the Support-topics for OpenOffice: 

 General recommendations (page 254) 

 Limitations (page 255) 

 Headers and footers (page 255) 

 Automatic numbered lists (page 257) 

 Fields (page 258) 

 Bookmarks (page 258) 

 Images (page 259) 

 Content protection (page 259) 

 Revision marking (page 259) 
 

General recommendations 

Use paragraph styles as much as possible, because this is a very convenient mechanism to control 

paragraph layout and it furthermore enhances ITP performance when producing large result 

documents. 
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Limitations 

The ITP OpenOffice.org support will only process post include statements that have been 

generated with the @(inc(… ;…)) function.  

Page-linked objects are not supported. If ITP encounters such an object, a warning is issued and the 

object is removed. 

OpenOffice.org Forms are not supported (yet). 

Although it is possible with the ITP/Language to put for example a table in a field, this nesting is 

not supported. ITP will generate an error when running the model. In general, you can follow the 

following guideline; if you can put a structure within another structure with the OpenOffice.org 

User Interface, it is also allowed to nest these structures with ITP. 

When you are running your model and you get a nesting error, you could add the following line to 

the miscellaneous tab of the ITP/Administrator: ITPRECOVERIDOC=Y  

This setting recovers the error result document. In this file you can easily find the location where 

the nesting error occurred. 

Warning 

Do not use ITPRECOVERIDOC in a production environment.  

 

Headers and footers 

ITP recognizes headers and footers defined in a page style. The ITP instructions in these headers 

and footers are executed at the location the page style begins. 
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Page styles 

In OpenOffice.org headers and footers are defined in page styles. In these page styles you can 

enable headers and footers and you can define if different headers and footers have to be defined 

for the odd and even pages (Same content left/right). 

 

Every page in an OpenOffice.org document has a page style applied to it. To see which page style 

is applied to the page or to change the page style you use the Styles Catalog.  

Page styles can also be applied to a page in combination with a page break. This combination offers 

a strong mechanism with ITP to control the documents layout.  

Page breaks 

In OpenOffice.org a page break is a property of a paragraph. This means whenever you produce a 

page end you will also produce a paragraph ending. OpenOffice.org gives you the choice to 

produce this paragraph ending just before the page break or right after this page break but in either 

case you will get this paragraph ending.  

When the first paragraph of a document is set in a style that has a page break before, this page 

break will be suppressed but the page style connected with this paragraph will be applied to the 

page. This OpenOffice.org feature can be used in combination with ITP to enable the evaluation of 

ITP expressions in the headers or footers on the first page of a document. 

Refer to the sample document Example Header.sxw in the Examples folder of the support section 

of the Aia Software website for a documented example how to use ITP instructions in headers and 

footers of a model document. 

Setting a different header and footer for the subsequent pages 

Creating different headers and footers for the first page and subsequent pages can simply be done 

by creating two page styles, one with the headers and footers for the first page and one with the 

http://www.kofax.com/
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headers and footers for the subsequent pages.  

 Open the Style catalog (Format menu). 

 Select Page styles in the drop-down box. 

 Select the page style that you want to use for the first page. Choose to modify this style. 

 On the Organizer tab, set the page style that you want to use for the subsequent pages in the 

Next style drop-down box. 
 

Automatic numbered lists 

Automatic numbered lists in OpenOffice.org are supported by ITP. 

You have to pay attention to the following; a list item in OpenOffice.org is always tagged as being 

the first element in a list or a next number in the sequence. If a list item is tagged as being the first 

item in the list, it will always start a new list, also when called within a loop. The following 

examples demonstrate this. 

Example 1 

# 

BEGIN 

NUMBER counter 

FOR counter FROM 1 UPTO 3 DO 

# 

1. This is an example 

# 

OD 

END 

# 

Will result in: 

1. This is an example 

1. This is an example 

1. This is an example 

Example 2 

# 

BEGIN 

NUMBER counter 

BOOL first_item := TRUE 

FOR counter FROM 1 UPTO 3 DO 

 IF first_item 

 THEN 

ASSIGN first_item := FALSE 

# 

1. This is an example 

# 

 ELSE 

# 

2. This is an example 

# 

 FI 

OD 

END 

# 

Will result in: 
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1. This is an example 

2. This is an example 

3. This is an example 

 

Fields 

A field in an OpenOffice.org document has two appearances: the content of the field and the 

definition of the field. You can switch between these two appearances using Ctrl+F9. 

Fields can be recalculated manually by using the F9 key or automatically when the document is 

printed. For most fields the recalculation will show the new contents. 

example 

An automatically updated Date field would look on paper like: 
Tue, October 7, 2003 

Whereas its field definition looks like: 
Date 

ITP instructions in fields 

Some properties of certain field definitions can contain ITP instructions. It is for example possible 

to set a variable (with the Set variable field) where the name of the variable contains an ITP 

expression, for example a field from the database. When the model is ran ITP will resolve this ITP 

expression. 

The following fields can contain ITP instructions: 

 Placeholder can contain an ITP expression for the Placeholder property. 

 Conditional text can contain an ITP expression for the Condition property. 

 Hidden text/Hidden paragraph can contain an ITP expression for the Condition property. 

 Reference fields can contain an ITP expression for the Condition property. 

 Variable field can contain an ITP expression for the Name property. 

 Bookmark references: Special, refer to the Bookmarks (page 258) topic. 

If the model is run ITP will replace the ITP expression with a correct field expression. 

OpenOffice.org will have to recalculate the field before the content is displayed correctly. 

Note 

Fields are not updated automatically when you open a document. You can indicate if 

fields have to be updated while printing a document. 

 

Bookmarks 

Bookmarks are unique within a document. If you place a bookmark in a repeating piece of text in 

the model document, OpenOffice.org itself will make sure that bookmarks are unique by adding a 

serial number to a bookmark that occurs more than once in the document.   

As a model developer you can also influence the name of the bookmark by using ITP instructions 

for the name of the bookmark. It is however - due to the nature of a bookmark - not possible to use 

the @(..) instruction in the name of the bookmark.  Instead you should use a special solution: If 

the name of the bookmark starts with ItP (note the lower case 't') ITP will replace the name of the 

bookmark by an expression that will be evaluated during run-time. The model developer has to 

provide a variable of type TEXT (or a parameter-less function) that will return a TEXT value with 
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the same name as the bookmarks name without the ItP. 

Example 

If ITP finds in the document a bookmark with the name ItPexample, this name will be 

replaced by the expression @(example) when the model is created. The model developer 

is responsible for defining a valid variable or function named example. 

The use of bookmarks 

Bookmarks can be very useful in combination with a bookmark reference field. With the bookmark 

reference field you can for example display the page number of the bookmark. 

Refer to the sample document Bookmarks.sxw in the Examples folder of the support section of the 

Aia Software website for a documented example how to use bookmarks and a reference field. 
 

Images 

Images are supported by the ITP OpenOffice.org support. 

Remark 

Image links containing @ are processed for ITP instructions. However, since 

OpenOffice.org prescribes that such a link begins with file:///, it is not possible to put 

@("file:///…) in the document. Writing the link as file:///@(...) will work. 

 

Content protection 

In OpenOffice.org it is possible to protect parts (sections) of the document for editing. This means 

that you will have to enter a password before you can edit the content of the document.  

However, you might want to be able to adapt a model document without the need of having to 

enter a password first. But on the other hand you want (parts of) the result document to be write 

protected. This can be achieved with the pragma (page 152) function. With the pragma function 

you can set a password for the section you are currently in. This password needs only to be entered 

when editing this particular section in the result document. 
 

Revision marking 

Revision marking can be enabled or disabled with the pragma (page 152) function. With this 

function it is also possible to set or change the revision-marking password. 
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About this help 

© 1993–2016 Lexmark. All rights reserved. 

THIS SOFTWARE CONTAINS CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND TRADE SECRETS OF 

KOFAX. USE, DISCLOSURE OR REPRODUCTION IS PROHIBITED WITHOUT THE PRIOR 

EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION OF KOFAX. 

Kofax, the Kofax logo, and the Kofax product names stated herein are trademarks or registered 

trademarks of Kofax in the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks are the trademarks or 

registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

U.S. Government Rights Commercial software. Government users are subject to the Kofax standard 

license agreement and applicable provisions of the FAR and its supplements. 

You agree that you do not intend to and will not, directly or indirectly, export or transmit the 

Software or related documentation and technical data to any country to which such export or 

transmission is restricted by any applicable U.S. regulation or statute, without the prior written 

consent, if required, of the Bureau of Export Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce, 

or such other governmental entity as may have jurisdiction over such export or transmission. You 

represent and warrant that you are not located in, under the control of, or a national or resident of 

any such country. 

DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, 

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, 

ARE DISCLAIMED, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT SUCH DISCLAIMERS ARE HELD TO BE 

LEGALLY INVALID. 

ITP signifies Intelligent Text Processing, a range of products for data-text-integration, document 

production and document processing. 

Do not hesitate to contact us for more information. You can visit us on the Aia Software website; 

send an e-mail to Aia Software ( our offices on +31 (0) 24 37 10 230, or send a fax to + 31 (0) 24 37 10 

231. 
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